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Dan Pug Hese Coached junior and semoi basketball teams

at I inttell High School from 1954 to 1955 IA, here in four seasons

his teams tt on 56 and lost 35. the nett season he spent coaching

the McMaster Unitersity Junior Varsity "ream to an 8 and 10

record I TOM 1959 till 1965 he has been the t arsity basketball

coach at the Unit ersity of W. ateiloo, n here he has compiled

a 124-78 tton - lost record. His teams hate been noted for their

conditioning and defensit c ability in the tough O.Q.A.A. Senior

Intercollegiate Conference where they hat e led the league twice

and finished second once in defensive ability °ter the past three

)ears. His undergraduate degrees acre obtained at McMaster

I niters* n. here he played intercollegiate basketball and his

graduate stork It as done at the Unit ersny of Buffalo. At present

he holds the position of Director of the School of Physical

Education and Recreation and continues to teach basketball

skills in the professional programme.
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Jim Rose One of the most successful high school coaches in
anada who has amassed an oter-all record of 599 wins against

only 160 losses. 1 graduate of Queen's Unit ersit} where he
played intercolLgiate basketball aid Also coached for one }ear
then joined the stall at Niagara Falls Collegiate in 1940, where
he is presently the head of the Physical Education Department.
His teams thd, been noted for their offensite techniques and
aggrcsatc detensit e fundamentals. He has coached midget, Jumm
and senior teams during his stay at N.U.C.V I. where he has
compiled four C O.S S Junior Championships, the Senior All
Ontario titles and one S.O.S.S. 1. Midget Championship. During
the same period he has ix on set en unit ersit} int itational tourna-
mei is. and kti.nty-tight district championships. During the sum-
mers he teaches basketball skills to high school physical education
teachers who are upgrading their credentials.
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_ Preface

I his 'wok is intended for beginning basketball coaches at
either the school or agency' lo el. There has been an attempt
to illustrate different offensi%e and defenshe ariations with the
riter.a necessary to efficiently incorporate any of these systems.
The choice of patterns is left entirely to the coach. All are
simple and have proved successful in the past.

It is also hoped that this book will come), that there is more
to ,oaching than just teaching the mechanical knowledge asso-
ciated with the game

mike a teacher in the classroom, the coach has, a more
harmonious relationship with those athletes under his care. They
arc there because they want to be, and work hard tc remain.
This gives the coach a wonderful opportunity 'o do elop the
boy's haracter during oery practice session and at esery game.
K. has a 1,hourable atmosphere in which to teach his players
how io meet problems encouniered in competition, as well as
how to. react quickly to changes and situations that take place
oery minute of the game. He also can help the boy to do clop
self restraint. good attitudes, good sportsmanship, and the ability
to get along with others.

To do the job well the coach should be aware of the fact .

that he is dealing with the do elopment of the whole boy, not
just his phy sical prowess. He must behoe that promoting growth
and shaping a boy's character in such a way as to enable him
to become a good citizen, is Just as important as winning a
championship.

Sines it is not unusual for A boy to pattern his life after that
of his coach, it becomes fairly obious that the coach should
ha%e desirable characteristics And a good personality.

The coach must be undowAi with a spirit of patience and
understanding. Some boys impro%e quickly, others may take a
little longer. No two doclop at the same rate, and sonic may
not impro%e at all.

hery coach,. whether he is aware of it or not, will doelop
a coaching philosophy of some kind. This will be reflected
within his ow n players and in his attitude towards other coaches
and players, It will also be reflected in the way he embodies
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the spirit of the gainv and in his respect- for --the officials_ he

comes in contact ,%ith.
He must \ N ant to NN n , and net, not make %%inning his ultimate

goal 1 he coach should feel that the most important job he has

to do is to teae'l the hot the fundamentals and the clrect
mental attitude to% ards the game The first he does. by stressing

the basic things like passing, dribbling and shooting. the second

he teaches ht example.

The coach must be kind, honest, reliable and instilled with

good sportsmanship. He must be energetic, possess a sense

ot humour, and the ability to get along %%ith people,

There is vo east road to success, it comes %%ith hard Mork

and personal sacrifice ot time and energy.

It a eoach does not get the material his job becomes more

difficult I be good coach %%ill %%ork hard %%ith ghat he has and

itt Ihe the hope that maybe next }ear his material will

irtiprcn c I he fait coach %%ill continue to take' things easy and

%%am torm-:\ t car to see N". h a t rt %%ill bin..

I he ingredients necessary for a %% inning basketball team may

he summed up as tollos% N. hard %%oil, on the part of the coach

and the platers, good mat ,al, good coaching and good luck.
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Chapter 1

BASKETBALL ADMINISTRATION

, Beginning coaches must realize early in their clreers that if
they are to be successful they must spend many hours before

any after the season. orking on administrative details...Many
itdas must be handled before the start of the season to allow
th,e coach the opportunity to concentrate only on his 'rc'aching
techniques once the practices begin. In addition, it must also

/
6e. emphasized that there are many administrative details re-

gutting the t.oach's attention when the season is completed.

Pre-Season Administration

Scheduling

In most instances league schedules are not determined until
the tall before the season begins. This usually happens because
the number of teams competing cannot be determined any ear-
lier than this.

The new `oach should find out previous to the start of the
season, %%hen league competition usually begins for the team he

is going to coach. He should also find out if the association or
his oun school has any special regulations relating to:

I eligibility
m, hat date practices may begin

3. what date the season must end
4, when examinations are scheduled

5. hou many games in total the team may play
In most cases league games are not sufficient to make up

an entire schedule. This means that exhibition games must be

t.orttrated. One the intormation relating to the league schedule
is know n. the coach may then proceed to the administration of

his 'exhibition series. Work on this phase should be done in
the spring or summer prior to the season. Some coaches leave
this part until the fall and find that the teams they vs o

play are already committed. This means they end up with op-

ponents that do not fit into the overall schedule pattern they are

do, eloping.



Basketball Administration

The entire basketball schedule is divided intp two parts:

1. the conference or league games

2. the exhibition games
Conference or league ganies usually take place in January mid.,

February leaving few opentngs for exhibition lames during this

time. The coach has little to do concerning the league schedule."'

hi's duty being ,assigned to a convenor who drafts up sched-

ules for all teams practicipating within the association: The coach

however has the entire responsibility as to which opponents

he will play during his exhibition series. In moscinstancs:s the

exhibition series must be fitted into the moths Of,,ovembeF

,and December.
The coach should keep the following points in mind when

doreloping the exhibition schedule:

If his training sthedulg has been limited, he should

not schedule teams he knows have had more practice

time." He can schedule these teams later in the season.

2. A psychological advantage can be gained early in the

season if the skills a team has been practising can be

effectively performed during a game. The coach should

therefore select teams he believes to be of equal calibre

and stay clear of teams he knows ate of much superior

ability. Agt.:n this type of team can be left until later

in the season.
3. Select teams that compliment the offensive and defen-

sive patterns. .For example, if the coach knows d team

always plays a zone defence he should not schedule

that particular opponent unless he has prepared his

team to play against that particular defence. This 4spezt

is very important early in the season when the offen-

SIVe and defensive repertoires are limited due to a lack

of practice time.
4. During the season a coach should schedule exhibition

games wisely. He should avoid scheduling an exhibition

game the day before or after a league contest. If he

schedules the game the night before he will usually

find that his team will be thinking about the following

day's league game. When the game is scheduled the

night after a league contest he will find that his team

usually will experience a psychological let down. Ex-

2
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Basketball. Administliob

hihition games during th schedule should take place
on open - weekends or when there Is time to efficiently

Z

prepare for each opponent. Open dates during the e,

schedule are the spots to play tough opponentss in an
.

effort to maintain peak efficiency.
5 Dv not schedule too many superior teams. If your lea)n:

is constantly being cMtclassed it is not Coo long befOte.A.41,
the ball players start accepting the idea that they are
in for adother defeat. it is efficient and worthwhile
to try and schedule at least two supenor teams during' s.

your exhibition series. this allows your tertip an op- .

portunity to rise to the challenge, but it is difficult ,
to continue td base them accept the challenge if this
occurs too often.

6 fry to schedule your team Into a Christmas Tourna-,.

intent The Christmas period is a eery 'difficult one for
most basketball teams, because of examinations and
holiday s. Most 'o! the work on conditioning and tech-
nique can be lost oser this period, resul'ing in a set
hack when the team returns to resume its schedule in
January. Christmas Tournaments inoti%ate a team to
continue practising oser the holidays, thus maintaining
a ley el of physical conditioning and allowing further
doelopment of young ,dexperienced ball players,

Exhibition games play a eery important role in the deselop-
ment of any basketball, team. They present an opportunity for
the coach to try out new players as well as new patterns. They
gi%e the coach and players the opportunity to meet other teams
from other associations, and exp:rience the calibre. of play in
different parts of the country.

At no time howiner should a coach play a game irregard-
less of the score. It is fine to experiment but it is unfair to
your opponent to continue, to exr- init., far after the time
needed. The coach owes it to his hall players as well as his
opponent to try and win esery "game they participate in.

Equipinfnt

During the spring the .coach should check the imeptoiy of
basketball equipment. If new equipment is needed this is the time

' 3
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Basketball Administration

to order, it. f he tallow mg is a checklist of equipment needs

----for a ten man basketball team. This list shows the maximum

recommendations, including items to be supplied if laundry
facilities are a% actable.

IS basketball uniforms home

15 basketball uniforms .1%iay

b warm-up suits
30 practice jerseys and pants

36 game socks
48 practice socks

24 ankle wraEis

24 towels

24 athletic supports
24 pairs of basketball shoes
2 spare sets of nets

"-

2 score books

I stop watch

2 game basketballs ) same balls,
12 practice 'basketballs )

2 ball bags
I first aid kit

__The list below is the minimum requirements recommended

for 5 ten man basketball team without laundry cilities and a

limited budget.
12 basketball uniforms (home and away) \
12 ankle wraps
I spare set of nets

I score book

I stop watch
game basketball

10- practice basketballs (lower quality than game ball)

2 ball bags
I first aid kit

Ik hen ordering new equipment the coach should also check

his permanent fixtures for repairs and maintenance. The per-

manent equipment includes: A

1. Back stops and goalk. Have wall or ceiling mounts
checked for wear and rigidity. With moeable backstops
ha% e hinges and pins examined for wear. Goals should

be checked for rigidity and breakage at supports. Paint-

4
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Basketball Administration

:ng of goals and backboard should be done at this
time. Nets should be replaced.
Electric scoreboards should be checked for burned out
bulbs. Check for loose wires where they enter control
box or score panel.

3. Spectator seating. Hand and back rails should be checked

for rigidity and wear. Structural supports fo- wear
at moreable parts. Varnishing and painting should also

be done at this time.
4. Floor shoule. be examined for splintered, or loose wood.

Rules should examined to deterimr,e if any floor
markings should be added or changed. Reconditioning
of floor can be planned at this time.

5. Players' benches and timer's table should be checkid
for general maintenance and painting.

t) Player lockers and locks should be checked for general
maintenance.
Taping, tables should be examined for general main-
tenance and painting.

The tollowng is a recommended list of training room equip-
ment for three type. of budgets:

A unlimited budget
B limited budget
C Small budget

EQUIPMENT AND USES A B C

Massage Tables fot treatments and taping.
The size of the ideal training table is 23
inches wide,.six feet and six inches long by
thirty inches high. The top should extend
at least three inches or er the frame at each

end and should be padded and covered with
plastic or rtnyl. X X X

Diathermy Machine. Excellent for
treatment of sprains, pulled muscles,etc. X X

Ultrasonics. Treatment'as directed by ,
team physician X

5
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Basketball tdninistration

hirlpool Bath. F ,k.-elient to, heat and

massage at the same tine. Used in sprains

strains. etc

Heat Lamps. Infrared. radiant heat 1st
tv hen !. wish a surface heat.

Paraffin Bath. \cellent for fingers. toes.
ankle,. knees. wrists. etc.

Seale, and %% eight Charts. Daily %eights

should be recorded before and after each

practice.

Salt Tablet Dispenser. L'Ne for the prevention

01 deliv,dration and heat traaustion.

Field Kit. Necessar!. for use outside

the training room and on trips.

:t Ale IA raps. For the pro en lion of

ankle injuries These may be purenased

in rolls then cut to length.

Disinfectant. For locker and training
room floor. Training room should he

cleaned everv,

Adhesive Tape. Use for prev ention and

treatment' of injuries.

Gauze. Use under ,trappings and to
hold dressings.

Sterilized Pads. (n individual bags.
Handy for dressings.

Small Dressings. For minor cuts.
Gauze and adhesive combinations

Theinionieter. When in doubt. use, or
call a physician.

Tweeters.

6
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X X

X X X

X X X

X X X

X X X

X X X

X X X

X X X

X X X

X X X
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Nail Clippers. Long fingernail. are
dangerous. If one should break oil, a
great deal of pain may result. Cut nails
short.

Applicators (wood). Use to make swabs
for application of medicants.

Stretcher. Players who hat e been injured
should not be dragged from the court.

Sponge Rubber. Use to present and
protect injuries. One quarter, one half
and three quarter inches thick.

Basketball Ad ministration

X X X

X X X

X X X

X X X

Felt. Use to present and protect
111j1111C. X

Heat Pads. Electric three -way switch
type. Use after hemorrhage has stopped.
Chemical head pads arcs ery satisfactory
and better to use on trips. X X X

Tongue Blades. For examining the
throat and to apply ointment. X' X X

Epsom Salts. Excellent for hot water
treatment. X X X

Tape Remover. It is important that you
use a fluid that is non-inflammable. Ether

is high inflammable. Carbon tetracholnde
is ter) good. X X X

Collodion. Use cotton and collodion for
small dressings on the face. X X X

Cotton. Use sterilized cotton for the
cleaning of wounds. Use it also for the
base of pressure wraps.

Corn and Bunion Pads. F relief of
corns and bunions, and also for protection
of s.nall injuries, Use under tape. ,

7
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Basketball Administration

Rosin. Use on hands to proent
fumbling Liquid or paste forms
also a% allable. X X X

Elastic Bandages. Fur compression
otter site of injury.

Analgesic Balm. Excellent for heat. It is
a counterirritant. Use on bruises.
contusions, sprains, pulled muscles, etc.

Hot Liniments. May be made by using
mineral oil as a base, adding oil of

intergrecn. etc.

Lubricants for Massage. Mineral oil,
obe oil, cold cream, etc. Use as
lubricant only

Ponders. I out ponder for sn eating
feet. For reduction of friction. Excellent
in sho 's and socks.

Benzoin Compound Tincture. Use to
toughen skin, also as base for tape.
Pre% ems tape rash. Cherry Rosin.

General. Ammonia capsule for restorathe.
Aspirin for relict from Headache and pains.
Surgical soap for cleansing of wounds. Oil
of 1:1w, es for relief of tooth aches. Petroleum
jelly, pre% ents dressing from adhering to
nound. Calomme lotion for prickly heat
and other rashes. Ethyl chloride, an
anesthetic for use in remo'.al of splinteis.
Boric acid solution for washing eyes.

X X

X

t

X X X

X X X

X ,X X

X

Ointments. Whitfield's ointment for
m itch. Zinc ointment, soothing and

healing. , X X

Butesin Picrate. Antiseptic and anesthetic
U,eon burns. especially floor bums. X

Scissors. 16
8



Basketball Administration

Antispetic. Alcohol. Use recommended
drugs only. See team physician. X

Adhesive Felt. One eighth and one
sixteenth. Padding for blisters, balls of
feet and arches, etc. X X

Crutches. Adjustable for acute leg
injuries. X X X
Splints. Ready -made, such as
Thomas rings for kg and arm; boards
(I" x 4") in different lengths padded
with cotton will work very well.
Inflatable. X X X

Elastic Adhesive. For extra support
and compression. Excellent for knee and
rib strappings. X X X

Weights. For rehabilitation for knees.
etc. Boot, bar and discs. Total 100 lbs. X X

Ankle Wrap Roller. To roll up ace
bandages and ankle wraps. X X

The follow ing is a list of supplies that should be included
in the first aid travel kit:

Scissors 1 pair surgical; I pair bandage or tape
Tweezers
First Aid Book
Sling
Alcohol
Razor and blades
Safety pins
`Sterile gauze pads 3" x 3"
Gauze roller bandage
Skin Toughener; i.e. Tuf-Skin
Foot and body powder
Ammonia capsules
Aspirin
Dentocaine
Cotton ,-- sterile and unsterile
Applicators
Elastic bandages 3" and 2-1 2"
Analgesic balm
Surgical soap
Salt tablets

, 9 17



Basketball Administration

Adaesive tape I-I 2
Tongue depressors
Ice Bag
Cold packs
Mole skin
Ankle wraps
Marine
Nitrotan
Bandaids
Tape adjus ant
Resin bag
Firm Grip
Nail clippers

The following are items the coach should give thought to

prior to the season.
I. Medizals, All ball players should have a medical exam-

ination. This may noire an ads ance meeting to deter-

mine numbers and available time. Arrangements can
then be made with the health, or team doctor to con-
duct the medicals prior to the first practice.

2, Personal Information. This may include medical history

as well as sizes for equipment and can be obtained

during the. pre-season meeting. The
gather

may wish

to prepare special forms or cards to gather this infor-

mation.

3. Athletic Injuries. Policies must be established for the

prevention of injuries as well as the treatment of in-

juries. These policies should be outlined to the team

at the pre-season meeting. If a full or part-time trainer
is not available, then the coach should advertise the

position. Whoever is selected should begin training

immediately under the coach so that he will be pre-
pared by the time practices begin. The following are
specific policies that should be established concerning

the prevention and treatment of athletic injuries:

i. Instruction and rides governing preventive wrap-

ping or taping.
u. Instruction and _rules governing the handling of

injuries during practice or a game.

in. The method of treating injuries.

10
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Basketball Administration

n. A rule governing when the injured athlete may
leturtuoTractice. and games.

4 Team Assistants. The positior17;1;f6aent ni:dria-gerand
statistician should be advertised during the month of
September. In many cases the jobs can be

manager'sYou might even combine the trainer and manager's
job, but you should never combine the job of statis-
tician and trainer. When injuries occur it will call for
the trainer to administer to the injured ball player.
If he has to treat the ball player, or leave the gym-
nasium while the game continues then the statistics
will have to be ignored. Job outlines should be pre-
sented in writing to the individuals selected for these
positions so that they know exactly what is required
of them.

5. Scorer and Timer. These two positions require com-
petent mature individuals, and should be advertised and
selected no later than the end of October. This will
allow the individuals selected an opportunity to study
and learn the rule book, as well as time to 'practice
the skills required of them. The coach should make
arrangements to have them attend practices to time and
score, for the experience. It is also advisable to select
at least three students to ensure a back-up person. Three
people rotating positions every game ensures experienced
personnel at the two spots during most circumstances.

b. Rule Chang and Interpretations. The coach should read
and examine the rule book carefully for any changes
in rules or interpretations. If the coach is to be suc-
cessful he must know the rules as well as any official.
The coach should also invite the referee-in-chief of the
local board to meet with his team prior to the first
practice to explain any rule changes or new interpre-
tations. The coach should see that before this meeting
IN scheduled all the playeri have an opportunity- to
examine the rule book, so they may converse intel-
ligently with the officials. At the same time, the timers
and scorers should also be available so that any changes
in timing'or scoring may be outlined to them.

19



Basketball Administration

Post - Season Administration

Equipment

I. All equipment should be eurnined for repairs or re-

pLacenient.
All other equipment should be cleaned and srored-aw4w.--____

3. A complete in entor} should be taken to determine

missing equipment.
4. Equipment needing repair should be sent out.

5. Estimates for new, or replacement equipment, should

be obtained and included in the new budget.

Eti aluation

I Statistics should be completed for the year and analyzed

so that players may be advised of areas to work on
during the summer.

2. 0%erall team statistics may indicate a change in defensive

or offensive techniques for next season.

3. A complete cnaluation of the season should be completed

so that changes for next season may be contemplated.

4. Late season injuries should be checked toprevent lingering

ones fromibecoming serious problems.

5, All policies should be evaluated for possible change or

additions for next season.
b. Ball players should be interviewed to find out if they

have problems that will affect their school work. Poor

work organizers should be assisted in developing good

study habits.

12



Cha"pter 2

PRINCIPLES RELATING TO

BASKETBALL MECHANICS

In dealing with the basic fundamentals of basketball we are
interested in two major components of coaching:

I. Teaching skills where the basic fundamentals are
taught to the players, so they may use them in com-
bnaton to play a game of basketball.

Correcting skills were the coach must first recog-
nze that a skill .fs being performed incorrectly, then
must analyze exactly what is wrong with the perfor-
mance, and communicate the correction to the player.

Before beginning the analysis of the basic fundamentals and
how to correct them, it is essential that we first review some
basic mechanical principles relating to basketball. It is neces-
sary that the understand these principles before he attempts
to teach or correct skills.

Principles Relating to Shooting

I. controversy has existed over the years regarding the
amount of arc a player should impart to a basketball
when shooting. The reason for the controversy is tied
up in the following facts:

. the flatter the arc the greater the possibility of
accuracy.

u. the higher the arc the greater the 'target arca.

The follow ng diagrams illustrate the angular range available
to shooters in basketball. Because the circumference of the ball
is approximately thirty inches and the circumference of the ring
is approximately fifty seven inches, a thirty degree arc ins not

enough to allow the ball to pass through the hoop. The range
of arcs that will allow the ball to pass through the hoop is
therefore, somewhere between 35 and 90.

13
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Principles Relating to Basketball Mechanics

Diagram 1: Shooting t ngles
This- shows the basket area that %ill be open for different shooting

angles.

90 \
-1-

90 100% OF TARGET

60 87% OF TARGET

2 IA-
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Principles Relating to Basketball Mechanics

45 - 71% OF TARGET C

30°
30 - 50% OF TARGET

D

23
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Principles Relating to Basketball Mechanics

2. When air resistance is not a factor the optimum angle

of projection for maximum distance is forty-fit e degrees.

As air resistance becomes a greater factor this angle

is lowered to increase the horizontal component of the

projecting torce. In a gymnasium air resistance is not

a significant factor; also when we refer tp Diagram I

we see that shooting at an angle of 45° will allow the

ball 7I'V, of the target, while 60' will allow a target

area of Because distance sometimes is a factor,

45° Would allow for optimum distance. We can there-

fore conclude that shooting arcs should probably be

somewhere between 45' and 60°.

3 The distance that a ball trawls depends upon its initial

torce and the angle at which it is projected. This means

that in shooting, it' the angle of projection' remains the

same as the distance aw ay from the basket, then 'the

amount of force behind the ball will hafelo be increased,

as the distance increases from the basket. Strength is a
factor for distance shots as well as developing a shooting

touch. This is knowing how much force to impart to the

ball at different distances. That is why a great deal of

time must be spent on shooting in an effort to allow the

player time to def elop his shooting touch to the point

where he can judge accurately the amount of forca re-

quired from different positions on the floor,

4. The lighter the object, the larger its surface area, the

greater its speed, and the more it is moNing in any

direction other than the direction of flight, the greater

the air resistance. Again thee factors have an effect

on a basketball due to its size and weight. The speed'

again- will be associated with the force imparted to the

ball through oilier shooting or passing.

5. Spin on the ball is important when you consider that

a forward spin causes a ball to drop faster than normal;

while a back spin causes the ball to remain in the air

longer. A gisen amount, of force produces less distance

,16
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Principles Relating to Basketball Mechanics

for a forward spinning ball, and more distance for a
backward spinning ball, all other thitigs being equal.
This of course has particular significance' for skills such
as shooting and passing where th'e skill requires that a
back spin be imparted. ,olf in shooting the same amount
of spin is not imparted by the shooter, he will find it
difficult to achiere a shooting touch because the amount ,
of force icquired each time from the same spot will
differ, due to the different spins he gives the ball.

tr. The spot on the backboard that will rebound the ball
into the basket ales with:

1. the point on the floor from which the shot is taken

the height of the are

in. the force of the shot

1r. the spin on the ball

If no spin is used on a ball, such as recommended when

shooting a 1,1.up, the shot mar be mac\ from a point at a

4Y angle, from the centre of the basket, or at a point fifteen

inches to the right of the middle of the basket.

2"
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Principles Relating to Basketball Mechanics

Diagratri 2: Rebound Angle
This shows the angle of rebound when no spin is used when

making the tayup.

The ball must ,also strike the `blickboard above the basket

since grainy is constantly acting. A ball striking at an upward

angle tends to rebound upward at an equal angle. Gravity,

!Iowa er, w dl immediately alter the angle, ,but. the ball will

still depend on the angle the ball strikes the backboard. (Fifteen

inches above the rim will,be the average height). The more acute

the angle the ,closer to the basket >will be the rebound. The

wider the angle the further out the rebound will go (Diagrim 3).

0,



Principles Relating to Bassktball- Mechanics

Diagran6: Rebound Ingle
Gravity will alter the rebound angle of a ball otriking at an
upward angle. Gralit) alters the angle but the ball will 'still

e
cure before dropping.

C

4, i

,s

,,

By varying the arc of the shots, spots of Narious heir'its on
the backboard an be used when shooting from the same point

on the floor. To correspond to this, it is important to realize
that sspilts at different distances to the right or left of the basket,
cannot be used with equal efficiency when shooting from the
same point on the floor, unless'spin is imparted to the ball.

In general as tit, plorer attempting a rebound shot moves his
position toward the sidelines:

f 19
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Principles Relating to Basketball Mechanics

i. the spot on the backboard must be moved farther
out from the basket. (Diagram 4 A).
as he moves towards the ci.:mtre of the floor the
spot must be moved in closer to tne basket.
(Diagram 4 B).

in. 4t he moves his position on the floor straight
backward away from the baseline, the spot must

C/

be moved in toward the basket. (Diagram 4 C).
iv. as he moves closer to the baseline, the spot must

be moved /out on the backboard. (Diagram 4 D).
IN hen spin is used t will have an effect on both the spot on

the floor and the backboard

Diagram 4: Rebound Spots
The rebound spot moves outward and inward on the backboard
(A-B) as the shooter moves toward the sideline and back again.
Also how the rebound spot moves inward on the backboard
(C-D) as the shooter moves away ftcm the basket and toward
the sideline.

28
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Principles Relating to Basketball Medi-Antes

1. the spot move+ out from the basket, the force required will
depend on the tollow mg. I he !outwit of the rebound spot above
the basket. If the spot is the 'atrie distance from the floor as
the shooter moves kowards the sideline then more force will be
require,' me gravity will be acting on the ball. When it hits
close to the basket, a great deal of force may carry it beyond
the b.tsket before gravity can pull it down to basket height.
In the layup shot the ball is played close to the basket with a
minimum of force, allowing gravity to pull the ball quickly into

the basket. The lower the rebound spot and the greater the
distame away from the basket, then the more force needed
sime the bail will drop to basket height faster from the lower
spot.

\ hen a ball is spinning around its vertical axis, right
spin on a ball approaching a vertical surface from the
right causes a rebound which is closer to the surface
than normal, and left spin causes the bounce to be
further out (Diagram 5).

Diagram 5: Ball spin

The rebound off the backboard will be different according to
a right or left spin and the amount of spin.

( BALL

\ 4
A

LEFT SPIN

or,6

.,v 9,0%

A ( BALL

RIGHT SPIN
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Principles Relating to Basketball Mechanics

Principles Relating to dribbling

In speed dribbling in order to %..ontrol abasketball it is necessary

to put on a backspin. This will cause the ball after it rebounds

from the floor to sta') in the air longer, because its bounce is

more upwards and shorter than ,a ball with forward spin or no

spin at all. This Is M, hy finger tip control is im-

portant when leaching dribbling, because with finger tip motion

a-Frek spin cal be grckm to- the -ball.

Diagram 6: Ball Spin
The back or forward spin around the horizontal axis will alter

the height of a dribbled ball.

BACK SPIN

fi3A LL

41P

FLOOR

ORWARD SPIN
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Principles Relating to Basketball Mechanics

This is important when you consider that during speed dribbling

it 1; necessary to make angle A more acute (Diagram 6). With

backspin the.ball is controlled easier than with a front spin
we the tendency is to lengthen the roll. have a longer bounce
and a lower rebound angle than normal.

Principles Relating to Passing

spinning basketball can make catching more difficult if done
to eeess. However, because it is an -important aspect to the

control of *certain passes it is therefore included as a basic

in,gredicnt In throwing a basketball momentum is transfered from
the body to the ball. Since the ball acquires the motion of any
object to which it is .ittached, the ball held in the hand acquires

the speed and direction of the hand, and when released continues

to naive at this velocity and in the same direction until acted
upon by other forces, such as air resistance, gratity, or friction.
I he flatter the alc through which the hand travels, the greater
the possibility of accuracy.
- Spin on the ball is important to throwing. when it is recalled

that a forward spin causes a ball to drop faster than normal,
while a backspin causes the ball to remain in the air longer.
In addition. a right spin around the vertical axis of a ball will
cause it to curve to the right, while a left spin around a vertical

a\ is will cause it to curve to the left.
In basketball the three basic throwing patterns can be used:

I Overhand Pattern. Vv ith this movement you can allow for
the longest backswing possible and use more body parts

in sequence More speed can be developed with this
type of throw than with the underhand. This pattern is
used for speed and distance and can be developed for
use in basketball where patterns such as the fast break
require long accurate passes. This throw however. requires

that the hand be large enough to grip the ball with the
fingers. so as to give it the proper backspin.

nderhano Pattern This throwing pattern is not effective
for pioduction of maximum speed or distance. How-

e% er because the throwing hand follows a straight path
throughout the swing, accuracy is very high, becoming

simply a matter of controlling the vectical angle of
release.

23
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Principles Relating to Basketball Mechanics

3. Sidearm Pattern. Since a longer backswing is possible,
and more muscles contribute to the ,throw, more force

-is possible than in the underhand throw. Because the

arc of the swing is _horizontal, left-right accuracy for
a right-handed thrower and right-left accuracy for a
left-handed thrower is a greater problem than in either
of the other throwing patterns. This pattern is most

useful in basketball when throwing for distance; when
the size of the hand does not 'allow the ball to be
gripped by the fingers required for the oterhand pattern.

Principles Relating to Catching

The force of recciting a basketball can be dissipated through

the many shock absorbers built into the bed); i.e. the wrists,
elbows, shoulders, hips, knees and ankles.

In receiving a ball the feet should be separated in a forward -

backward stride position, to enlarge the base of support, in the

direction of the force that must be resisted.
Crouching will also tend to lower the centre of gra% ity and

increase stability in preparation for reed% ing a ball.

The body should be !noted into the line of the pass so that

the ball may be receited close to the centre of gratity of the
body. If a ball is caught off to the side, or high 'over the head,

the force is taken at the end of a long le% a arm, amplifying
the rotary effect.

The distance and time oter which the force can be reduced,

can be increased by pulling the hands in towards the body as
they come into contact with the ball, and transferring the weight

to the back foot
The position of the hands is important in catching a basket-

ball. Because of anatomical structure the fingers must point

upwards when above the waist and downwards when below waist

tete!. Hating the palms open to the direction of the ball will

will result in the fingers being in the best catching position.

Principles Relating to Jumping

These principles are important when you considik the different

skills in basketball requiring the jump, i.e., shooting different

shots; rebounding; jump ball and tipping.
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The torte that projects the body into space must be exerted
'by the muscles of the body. jump is produced_ by a contraction
of the extensors and depending op the skill, sometimes aided
by a toretul arm slx mg.

In preparation for the production of force the hips, knees and
ankles must bend to put the extensors of the leg in position
to exert force. The amount of bend should be approximately
110 degrees measured behind the knee of the leg used as the
power leg. This is the one used as the take off leg, in high
jumping and should be plated slightly ahead of the other foot
(heel to toes and shoulder width apart. To execute the jump a
further quick dip to approximately 105 degrees behind the knee
of the power leg gill allow for maximum efficien:y. This deeper
aolidi puts the extensor muscles on stretch and gibes a greater
distaike t.)%er which acceleration is possible.

The arms play an important role in the jump, when there is
an attempt to gal height such as in rebounding, tipping, or jump
balls The aims arc dropped with the elbows somewhat flexed,
to allow for mos.emcnt to deb clop momentum that will aid in
tarrying the body upward. The flexion of the arms makes it
possible to swing them upward in the direction of the desired
inoement, thus shortening the leer and making it easier to
mote them rapidly. The arms must be swung upwards rapidly,
and timed with the leg extension, if force is to be added to the
jun)p.

I °round momentum, can be consorted to upward momentum.
For .example. in the drising lay up, by lifting one knee force-
fully, momentum is produced from forward momentum.
This is caused because the centre of grauty has been shifted
luck oer the supporting leg, so that the force produced by
its extension is in an upward direction.
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Chapter 3

CONDITIONING THE TEAM

this diapto is di ided into twoparts:

1. Physical conditioning
The pro ention and treatment of athletic injuries.

These two parts are included together so that the coach may

realize that physical conditioning and the prevention and treat-

ment of athletic injuries are closely connected, and have an

influenLe oa each other.

Physical Conditioning

In many .-cases basketball ,seoaches either spend %ery little, if

any tune at all on a program of physical conditioning for their

athletes Many teel that with too few practices of short duration

they should spend their time working on their defensive and

ot tensi% e patterns. These coaches behe% e that physical condi-

tioning can -be achioed and maintained through the practice

and game ,schedules. [hi- thinking may he consement, but un-

fortunately not true.

, To he a successful coach you must he concerned with the

physical condition of your ball players, The coach must mo-

ti ate his players into realizing the importance of hard work

in this area in order to do clop physical efficiency to a loci

where the skills of basketball can be properly performed.

Many' ball ganus have been lost in the last feu minutes because

player was too tired to execute a skill piloperly._Qn the other

hand. many teams have found that when they hate played op-

ponents of better ability .tsuperior conditioning has helped them

to %%in. Coaches must take the time to explain to their players

just how important lat.tors such as strength and endurance are

to their success. This is especially true w hen the coach is at-

tempting to de clop a form of pressing defence or running

utfcnsttie patterns.

In b,;sketball as in other sports, we are naturally concerned

with the o%er-all physical' condition of the athlete. But more

specifically we are interested in three components with particulars

within each of these components:
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Conditioning the Team

I Strength
There is a bp et: 'fie desire to develop strength in:

1. the lower arms and vvrists
ii. in the hips, legs and ankles

2. Endurance
3. Flexibility.

With a specific desire to develop flexibility in the Joints
of the vvrists, elbows, hips, knee's and ankles.

Strength .

The strength of a muscle is defined as the pulling force or
tension that It can exert during contraction. It is dependent
upon the size and number of muscle fibres, that ,can be called
into action at any one time, and the frequency of the nerve
impulses ,to them. Musde size and muscle strength are related.
The strength of ritusOc is proportional to its cross-sectional area.
NIusk.ular strength (..an be greatly increased by applying the over-
load princtple,

Overload

Steinhaus (1.274) has defined overload as " any exercise
that o.eeds in intensity or duration the demands regularly made
on the organism".,

Regardless of hovs much a muscle is used it will not become
stronger unless it is overloaded and made to overcome progres-
sively u.R.ased resistance. The important variable in applying this
principle is not the total amount of work done, but the amount
done in a unit of time or the intensity. To develop strength,
overload can be established by increased the:

1, load (resistance)
2. the number of repetitions
3. the speed of contraction
4. length of time a position is held
. any combination.; of the above

Maximum strength gains can be obtained from a heavy re-
mancelou repetition program.
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F n luranee

1 here are o ty pe of endm duce

oni--ular endurance
,iRtAik1-it:,pirator) endurance

111 endurance depend, on o\)gcn and the circulation 'hat

cames the ogcri to the muscles Muscular endurance is closely

I elated to strength It means simply the ability to lift a certain

weight many tom, or to hold this weight in a set position

for a low2, pet iod of time.
( cult)-icspiratory enduiance krnint only called "wind**,depends

on the cnc,thi,oles, of the heal t, blood %essels and lungs, which

o \tgeit and release carbon dm\ ide and carry

them in the Hood stream to and from the muscles. Perfect

s ndur dike ouid mean the ability to continue at top speed

induinitt ly Ihas of t. nurse is-impossible. Maximum effort can be

maintained tot brief periods Of time. The milder or slower

the ,flit 10. tilt. longer it an be sustryned.

11u,tal it t.tidtildticc )110IC effectitely Jam ed through a

light ic,istano. high repetition program.

( culo-iesatory endurance 1-, do eloped th.rough actisitieN

that plai.e progressA el> greater demands on the heart, %cssels

and lung,. the ambles can he altered to progressit, ely

merease the naCilsil of the work;

dr,tdilee tanning
peed of the I tut
number of repetitions

4 duration of rest between each run

.101: combination of the abo% e

the combination of ,rnuseular endurance and eirculo-respiratory

endurance s sometimes called "stamina- and is a major factor

mt .111,.. JOE% Itt 01 1aui !Owns* such as basketball, that 1111011es

oloneRLI !no\ cinent of the ramie body.

Fins reters to the range of motion permitted at the joints of

the had In addition to strength and endurance, normal Joint

N needed for efficient performance in basketball,

Joint motion is limited to some degree by the bony structure

as well as b., the muscles and ligaments of the body, and so

can he improYed.

28
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Conditioning the Team

I tiisung lesels of ile caul be maintained by rertorming
thiough a full range ot motion Recent in oldies.' tin ours

the sloiA.1.ontrolloi method for ine'reasing 1Ic ai preference
to the tight taus bobbing and lunging t \ pc of eerebes that
arc c oinnionl u,eet

Ills obi ecto es of a progiam ot steal conditioning in basket-
ball are specific, and the coach must recognize thti impentance
ot the piogram is iccogniznig the annitabilit) of latigue. I ;algae'
as a plisiological consideration is in:scapablc, Iherefore attention
is not needed on the tact that it till occur, but instead should
he directed to the concept ot delaing the onset ot fatigue as
long as possible

It the physical condinomag progiam 1s geined to the eventual
participation in the game of basketball, It must eater to the
detiel in of ,n,,u10-respiratory endurance. II this goal is

akIno, ed then playing time in the game ot basketball can he
pi longed. %,%lifie the iet.o%er time Iron acto it> can be sub -
stanti.'llti reditited liculo-respirator eii:ulance can he de% eloped
in a ,* but is best de% eloped I)) act o dies h ich

suit in an increased lung %entilation late. I or evimple, -running.
stational ;tinning, rope skipping, bench stepping, and stair
slimbm4 all ha% e gtcat ph stulugar,tl value.

%ctual pinticipation in the gime of basketball %% di piote
beneficial to the din clopment or ,:irculo-respiratory endurance,

ouch the ,ekt.tik tit of more sk Med oppor.,:nts. Het e again
thitatiOn effort phi), an important role %%hen related to the
quality ul compeutiOn I his hoviiner pro% Cs difficult to do %% hen
teams do not hae el e\tensi%e practice or game schedule,
or sk-illed pin-tonne's to practice or against.

adequate time must be allocated for an eerose program.
!MI etim: fume, space and equipment must be scheduled by the

coach,

Regularit!,, ot \dose is beneficial to continued idroement
of ph,).,,010.4,,,ii and physical responses. This can only be ae-
t.oini, fished h,ha).ing the coach schxdule and direct the phi steal
conditioning piociam ecei!, day of practice.

Ilse tollcm mg is a suiliniat, of the commonqpes of programs
that could be used 1.), the basketball coach. No attempt is made
to outline specific eeroses but instead, it is recommended that

29
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the reader pursue timhei texts The bibliography follovving this

chapter contains an tine books covering these.different programs.

%S eight Training

In vv eight training programs the principle of pRogressive rt-

sistance exercise is utilized, to aCilleke muscular strength and

endurance. This is accomplished by Ovetcoming a given resistance

for a definite number of times, and by gradually increasing the

resistance in the ensuing exercise series.

No time limit is established. The exercise program may then be

tailored to specified allocations of time and to specific muscle

groups...
The convenience of altering resistances is more easily,, eco-

nornically and precisely accomplished through the use of exercise

apparatus called barbells oe'vveights.

Circuit Training
1 r

Fhb is a program of physical and physiological conditioning

embracing a number of desirable features.

I. It develops muscular strength, muscular endurance, as

\Nell as circulo-respiratory endurance,

2. It g built on the principle of progressive overload,

3 It :s versatile since it can be adapted to surroundings,

locations, facilities, equipment and apparatus.

I. It ear be accomplished %%Olin a relatively short period

of time. A short circuit can be accomplished in ten

minutes, a more comprehensive circuit may require thirty

minutes.

5. The program is tailored to the individual.

6 The program does not require apparatus although ap-

paratus may be included.

The greatest value of this method of training lies in its extreme

adaptability to a great %army of situations. A circuit program

could be designed to fit almost any individual or group of in-

dniduals under most circumstances.
This type of training seems best suited for the development of

a general state of fitness, in contrast to the fitness required

by the highly specialized athlete. A circuit program can be

30
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I.dnable %pot tuttimig 'or ,uninterrupted periods in

excess of live minntes i. nut desirable because tt would
probably create a situation 'conducive to 'the formation

of a psykhologwral block A variation developed for
conditioning basketball players is to incorporate a pro-
duction count akbieved within ten innings. Spot running

is engaged in for ten seconds with the number of right
loot contacts,. iccorded. This is folloyved by alternating
ten second rest and ten second spo runnutg periods.
Lich spot running 'period constitutes an inning with

ten innings completing ,a program

Rope Skipping -rhi, don,11). 'priAides the opportunity
for neuromuscular o-ordation as well as the develop-
ment of cculo-respiratory -endurance. During the skipping

pilaw, the legs should be kipt close together ov ith tite

knee. slightly ft.., cd. The skips should be no higher

than a distance .w.hikti .allows the Tope to pass beneath

the teen. 1-11-1km s should be kept close to the trunk with

a nunnnion amount of torearoth action, but flexible Wrist

action, This should not exceed five minutes.

Iwo factors are v.ortitt of coisdblanon with this training

method.
Fhe'rope should be of a material that will allow

it tobe turned easily.
II The length of the rope. This can be determined

by extending it from the trouser belt alongide
the outer edge of the leg. ,undernelith the feet

Inch are (spread at shoulder-width distance)
to the opposite side of the trouser belt.

Running. This can be carried on where an indoor track

is available or on the gym floor. Tinally distances
must be conquered, .then time required to conquer the
instances must be reduced- to provIde an additional

challenge. When using the gymnasium where distance

would be difficult to calculate, It is suggested tliat

markets at four corners be used to run around. Each

day the player should count the number of markers
he passes during the running period so that he may
Improve his count on each attempt. Fie minutes can

-be used as the minimum running time.
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moditicid In niart.!, 10 low mutt. spek.itik. needs but on the-,
chole. It is mote hll to the 4ttillete in a general nature,
and as an e \cellent out-of-season program.

isometric 'Muscular Cni'itraction

j hi. Stalk: 01 14'4.111,1r impling, an
in.rklitsc in tension is not ak.k.ompanied 1n a change in
musele length or in Joint angle.

+4.

I he athantages kit isometric muscular cont *action are:
Hunan days, pro% ided the program is of stittien.nt tune
dulation, improAcnieut in muscular strength

noted,

Isometris. ittograms can he accomplished in short
pi. nods of tom
\pparatus essential to the conduct of isometric con-

.
tradion enclose piugrauns may he inepensne and

sjinplo

1).Nad int.t. Cs of Isoinetnc. CYCNise progt ant,%.

Isometok, cerk,ise pio grams do not do clop or 1111pr/A e
muscular endurame
rometrie c\a4.hc programs do not result in increased
s.arkho-respiratory endurance.

}Ica t - I ung Endurance Exercises

I 1L.:st4.2111,1! afl of Oit., pro lows programs %%oulkl iesult rn the
do dormcnt of intisk.ulai stiength ,iiid- in most oses auscular
ern urame. HoskAci , they pro%ide only an ink,omplete physiolog-1

k.onditiontlig progiam, bk.k.ause OK heart-lung s \ shill is .not
Sur hok.nti .J1.11104:0.! IhIs1., a s5rious showoming

rort vl phy sic it k.ond445rong programs.
there is an abunki.M., of choice of ictivtie Much are chal-

le ging to the k..uktuvask.ular-pulinor.* systems. the follow. mg
Ill Armes thit c in (hods use(' for basketball players.

pot Running During this e \ercise the position of the
arms is the least essential consideration. Of greatest
importance is the cadence of the step and the 'duration
of The Ain Progiession m tiro is an important
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Pre ention and Treatment of tthletie Injurie

Too aljny coaches hate neglected pre emit c taping in the past
%%all the result that mA) times .during the season the team has
been hampered by injuries that could hal; been proented, or
healed taster it proper technques had been tolloeted.

C 040) e!r La% e also ignored purt.hasing equipmeas for a training
centre h' leasoning mat.

I It is too costly
2 Hie) haw no room to store the equipment

Both these reasons should ne ci he used if the care of the
athlete is uppermost in the mind of the coach If a team cannot
aftoyd to doelop a training centre oer a number of )ears,

'theni they are not pros iding the best care for their athletes and
should not otter teams tompetnnel). Money and spat: eon be
secured 1: the coach helloes in the value of itn'iniur) centre and
pro ention IcehniqUQ

The tollovt t.ocrs some ot the most commoti types of in
Junes tit.,.urring to basket. players, int.luding the use of different
modalities ot physit.sil medicine that sell assist in the healing

of these injuries.

Adhesike Taping

Elistor)
Subjecti%e methods used among trainers.
.V1hesn c plasters ooked into adhesne tapes,
Creeks used a stick) spbstonee made of olne
o id: and vt awr,
[oda) resin, becwra. India rubber,
a taster
IrriC oxide is added to
qtncksettmg qualities.

oil, lead

etc., are use., for

5 g e additional strength and

The I ssent,als of a good plaster arc.
I. Strength

rubber base to present
3. Perforation to alloA evaporation from the skin
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t ot \dtm(si,k. 1 akin Q2 10 Eh( ticatinent 01:

Sprains and snail,
1 13Istiptur ot mus,..le of tendon

tendonins. my °ems
S(paiation 01 joint,
I iaumaii, (.0liditions ot ...ommileui%l and supporti% e tissues

Purpose ot 1 aping
1 For the immobilization ot a joint

1 o piomote mapid healing
o .filet Lit). dl,eonitott l i\ation 01 son tissues and

tuft *.ales

4 10 pi etenl k.omponent sti tictui es 01 the injured part
tiom cr....ceding then not mail phy siological limns
I 0 VIOL Ick vtltttt C0111p/C04011

t ()wadi:ations to he nude bet ore applying the tape:
I \\hat mo% einem, ale you trying to pie% ent?

\\ hat (ea, the position of the /Nut when the injury
0%.011 led?

3 ( an you apply a bandage %%Ina v(111 pie% ent this part

tram reading that position?
4, Adhesie tape must (At: the force of the bloNN and not

the injured part.
Apply the first strips parallel ith time tibres of the
musde tot good anchorage. the nest strips may run
in any logiLal direction.

rmatunmal ;:nd surgical looMedge is required.

1 01 proto.tion the strips must:
I Re placed on (be same side from v(Ineh the harmful

toce (tas applied
1 \ICIld abo(e and belov( the joint.

z fig tight enough to pre% ent strain on the injured part.

Napo,: ot \diti(ent,
1 I 0 111....fea+C the adheslteness of the tape.

2 I t) inininnie shin sensithity.
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-types of .%diti).ents,
I. Tincture of bentome

Chimers tape rash Tut -Skin

3 Chet Rosro

Skin Preparl;!ions

Chem Rosin

I lb of pkmdered rosin to onc,:allon of denatured alcohol.
Irr this until it 's clear Keep in a arm place and 'hake
r pcatcd1). this maN he used in se era! how.. Total cost is

ninety ents per gallon. To make this c \tra stick), add one
teaspoon of balsam of Peru.

Benzoine

It you' huy this lion) n k.ontinercial source it \,% ill cost you

right dollar) per gallon.

tnkle Strapping~

Ball pia). ers should he required to % rap their ankles for all
gawk., and pratio.s Inexpnsic rolls of tennis court tape can
he puR.hased and ,ut into lengths apprommately 5' in length.
Pla%ers an then he taught to raptnerro n ankles. (Diagram 7).



( onditioning the I cam

Diduain 7: I tmishma I in Xnhle:%\rap

Ibis slums hors to %%rap An ankle proceeding from No. 1 and
uhluding No. In. The end of the %%rap is secured snugly %%WI

a 'lute inch strip of !apt about ten inches long.

3

J

iJ

2

;6

8

IO
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Conditioning the Team

springlield \ nkle Strapping

It players nine %%ea', ankles due to pie% loth injuries then a
Splinglield ankle stiapping should he used (Diagram ',$). It this
cannot he done lot practice, at least hae t le ankle taped' foil

and ).k sapped for practices

I is iskoiso.:e of tins support is to cite ifia\ mm) stahilit) to
the ankle 'emit Doisi-lle \ion and plantar Ile \1011 are 1101 limited
lu arse Lttat degree but iu ersion and eceision ale limited. Nlost
ankle tniuiies ate the result ut c\ee,si e in% ersion range of motion.
I he tape is applied to sues. eceision and thus reduce the possi-
billb , Inceiion 1% ith this strapping c\4.;essice Inc er,ion is Ie.

ccei I his support is also e \ ici..ines a minimum
_amount ' tar I he medial and lateral mallcoh and tarsal
JUR. Ul anon, ate suppulled.

Nlaterials to complete the Strapping

2 t \NO !Wit atitteNn e stiIp,, 24 woe., long
2 one inch aclhesi%c inAes long

t o inch actheNie snip. 14 inches long

Technique of \pplication

I lie ankle must he at a iigitt angle. [he tibia and the solar
suitacy ot the toot must he at numti degices.

strap I
he heel t, !awed and lltc 2" sow 24" long is placed posterior

to tin. 111,114.0RO \ppb tension in thecciticaldnecnon. Bet ore the
\ clued! .ti rN ale actuall;s, placed on the skin the Mel) degiee
position ;mist he attained lite ante' nil edge ot this 2" strip

bkcs,t the medial and lateral mallcoh.

Strap 2

I he ,ccond ,citical strip is applied in the same ma,.aer e\cept

the antelioi snip 2 1, I" antel cur to the first strip.
In othei ),curds, the second strip should bisect the first strip.
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Strap 3
I his strip is the I-I" piece. This is. used as an anchor to hold

dov.n the hist RI, st* ps Applied. Fo llov. the contour ot the k
and do not rt.:ark( cirk.ulazion. \ppl at a diagonal to conform
pi oper{ Do not apply thiN No high that' it crosses the
Intel ktn dspcct ot the gastrocneanus inust.k. Strips' I and 2 should
0% yr the Ink:dtal and lats.ral malleult completely or the strapping

tti incorrectl applied

Diagram 8: springfield tnhle Strapping

C
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Conditioning the Team

Problems Relating to the Feet

During earl!, season practice. the feet should he thoroughl
inspected da. Vier the season starts. the check should be
made at least mice each %eek.

Diagram q points out sutuL of the possible injuries and irri-
tations that commonl ch.eut .kith the test.

tit irritations and injuries ate located and tteated betote then
di:1,6v into Anon, 1)1011011s, oul toot troubles ill be cut
in halt Callous areas Ina> he detected and coeicd .ith tape.
corns Lao ht. pre% cnted h> remo ing pressure. !isms %% ill not

form ii Itiction is remocd Shoe late abrasions %kill not giokk
into ploblent, it pinching, is presented. Bunions can be stopped
v,ith longer shoes.

Diagram 9: Foot Problems
These problem areas should be examined during the first few
weeks of practice to proem )thersome injuries and irritations
from dee eloping.

Acthtete's Foot

Heavy Callus

Sprained Arch

'Pinched Toes

Heel Blister

Ingrown Toenails

Toe Blister

Callus

Bunion Callus
Blister

Foot Odors

Plantar Wart

Instep Callus

Stone Bruise

Toe Nails

Corns

Callus

Shoe Lace
Abrasions

Sprained Ankle



Conditioning the Team

Diagram 10: Blister Pad
This is the design for a contourized pad for protecting heel

blisters and is made from sponge rubber.

1111boar

Diagram 11: Blister Pad Protection
--This shows hors to anchor the blister pad in place. A ks" felt

or sponge pad can be placed under the heel to raise the Toot

thus presenting the same iffltation from occurring.

LOCI<
STRAP

4 FELT OR SPONGE
FOR THE HEEL

2/2 LONG

SADDLE STRAPS
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ConditiOning the Team.

Modalities of Physical \Iv:intim!

Hy drotherapy

Whirlpool

One of the most common modes of treatment is the .vhirlpooi
bath. Hot eater gases a sense of "well - being" to the muscles.
Heat And massage hate an impressite mental effect on the
athlete. Hot cater of 105 degrees to 115' degrees for 15 to 20
minutes is followed by:

1. .\ marked dilation of peripheral vessels in the extremities
insol ed.
Relief of pain and muscle, tightness.

3. Stimulation of tt ound repait.

Ht drocolldor Pack
This is hydrotherapy treatment with effects similar to whirlpool,

exeept that it provides stationary heat and it can be administered
in any position. such as sitting or lying down. Its use is usually
confined to a local area of the body. It is particularly adtan-
tageous around training quarters because it is a modality that
does not need to be attended constantly.

Diathermy (short orate)

This type of heat causes a deep hyperemiaysitli an increase in
arterial flow, The arterial flow brings more oxygen and nutrition
to the imuNd area %%pile aiding 015 venous flow to carry assay
the products of local metabolism. Diathermy promotes the break-

.. ing up of inflammatory exudates and assists in their reabsorption
as shown by a deerease of swelling, relief Of pain, and restoration
of fune*tion to the iniurcid area Heat from this modality increases
the subcutaneous temperature three to four degrees more than
any other type of modality. It has been found that the body
tissues will read' maximum heat absorption in about 20 minutes.

Ultrasound

This relatively new modality produces these mechanical, chem-
ical, and thermal effects. The mechanical effects of ultrasound
are agitation and massage mot emen4 of the body cells and tissues,
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Conditioning the Team

brought about b5 thk sound %.1%c ibintions. These ino%ements
help to reduce s%elling of tissues ,aused b)"1 mphatic stasis
near roots. The chemical effects arc secondary to absorption
ot fluids by the interestial substance. Tht mai effects arc produced
by the internal friction ot tissue caused by vibrations of the
sound a a% es. This modality. should only be used v ith the athice
and direction of a metual doctor. It is mentioned here so that
coauhcs may, uonsult «ith the physian [elating to its, use because
it ill in most cases, shorten reuoery time:

Ultra iol et
hen this modality is accessible to the athletic trainer it can

be ot %attic in the treatment program. tiltratirulet radiation may

help combat and control infection ot mounds recened by athletes;

e g het:raw:ins. puncture, open friction blisters, large ablased

ateas, etc It also assists in retarding certain fungus infections

such as those causing ringAorm. It can be used daily or at

inter of three times Neekly, depending on the situation. At

the onset ot treatment %%itli ultra% inlet and to get minimal cry -

thermal dosage COLD), this treatment should he for 20 seconds

at about 0 inches iron] the exposed area.

The 30 inch distance should' remain constant but exposure

time can be int:eased 10 to 15 seconds each day depending

on the source of radiation.

Infrared Radiation

Infrared radiation is an old, tried and true modality for in-

creasing the peripheral blood pply to tissues. Its use of late

has decreased sorneuhat because it does not heat the deeper

tissues as does diathermy. The tissues usually reach maximum

absorption (approximately 10 mm. in depth) in about 25-35

nnimes

Massage

This is a teuhmque long used in the field of physical medicine

and is aluable it properly applied. One of as most important

uses is to help reduce musele. spasm. Other benefits deemed

from massage are that it assists sonie%%hat in stimulating the

b wham drainage and in preset% mg muscle tone and nutrition.

The psychological 'aloe ot massage is also orthy of consideration.
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Conditioning the Team

rule .)1 thumb in the tteatment of athletic injuries is, no

physical medione should he administered for a minimum of
mont,-tour hours follou mg injury exept for the-application of

cold to minimize hemorrhage.
rom his pie- injury asstmation %%ith the athlete, the trainer is

in a position to ohsene any dump: in attitude tom ard future
participation by the athlete after a relatively soere HIM).

ontrast Bath Procedure

Reguhr Procedure

I 3 minutes of heat
15 seconds of cold

3 45 second. of heat
4 Repeat step. 2 and 3 eight times

k minutes heat or 20 minutes alternate procedure

Alternacte ProLedurel
I 5 minute, of heat

15 seLonds of told

3 I minute hot
4 Repeat st.ps 2 and 3 ten tune.

S mmutes heat or 3 minutes. of alternate procedure

Results of C ontrast Bath
I linpro% es en culat ion

Increases mobil* of the part (range of motion)
3 Decreases pain and helps relic% e muscular spasm

4 Dewlops a pumping actiofir retie^. action

5 Helps reduce the eLtusion %%Inch is present
Piepares the part for massage and therapeutic poet:dues

Beret its Dern ed from Heat
I Soothing Otect,

Relict of pain
1. Increased mobil

Imreased aseular bed
Pre-e\erelse COnditiontng
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Chapter 4
b .

SETTING UP THE PRACTICES

Pre-season Practices -

Basketball 11,1, one through nsany ,ch,utges in the past two
game has het.om,.. insure t..omplc., the players more

skilled: and the roach's ob inure dittkult
1here has been iein.-irkable growth of ideas and systems in

both ottLirke anedeteree. No longer can thg coach decide at the
beginning ot the season that he will stick with one particular
pattern 4Hc must (Lad'. a.,,,ariety IA defences and offences and
must he able to changehis (amt.. to cope with the style of his
opponenh,

\I1 Os ilia~ le',1%e the beginning coach with a feeling -of hope-
He probably has attended one or two coaching 'Clinics,

oh sok ral good books And yeidn: dreadst meeting his
squad ton the time.

Cheri' are man), type, ot offences and defences tlibut a coach
stay' tot.. tine tuns( :calve that in all probability, none of these'n-
sysstai, eyer %%ottid ha,e vNorked .toi the coaches who bed
them it :nor players had not been thoroughly schooled in all

basic tunklatnentAls of the.gaine. I

other word,. the sy stem is only as good as the coach and
. player, cam makt. it. The beginning coach, then. should start

%ith the ',bast, tundamjntals ot the game and proceed from the e.

Practice y.ssions

V. hat skill, should the team practice ?' How long shou:d they
work at these skill,' In what order(should they be taught? Do
you spend the amount ot time on each- fundamental? Do
some skill, iequire more practice time than others?

arc some of the problems the beginning coach must
Lux I here is no definite guide list to follow. He learns -what is
best for him and ton his squad by trial and erfor. The good
coach soon learn, how to cut dow n on the errors.

the early practtces. you start with the basic skills of
passing, shooting and dribbling. During The first week you work
hard on these fundauhntals. The plas;is learn best by repetition,
so thew three bask.. are stressed n the early practices, although
time should he set aside to tdontinu.. ..orking on them throughout
the entire- wason
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Setting up the Practices

The amount of time spent on each skill will viry according to

how quickly the players learn, and the difficulty of the skill.
The dnills you use should be varied to keep up their interest~
and should cover two or more of the skills you are working on.

Progression is %er!, important in teaching. The movements should

be broken into several parts and then carefully\ reconstructed in

the' proper sequence. For example: in teachin the layup shot

you can have them start from a position uncle): the basket. He

is next taught how to bring the ball up overhead, just as he

takes off with the left foot; the right knee is raised and he

goes as high in the air as he .can; he lays the bath against tlt

backboard when he is at the.top of his, jump. This is what is

known as the high jump technique and the player when landing,

usually finds himself in good rebound position.

Wheir he i> successful from this spot, he should be moved one

lull stride back from his original spot under the basket. He

stands with feet parallel, the ball W'aist high and held with

'both hands He takes a long stride with his left foot and goes

up for the shot
He should now be niky ed out to the foul line. He takes one

dribble and makes the shot at, the end of that dribble., The

coach must check to sec that he keeps his eyes, on the backboard

and not the ball.
You can continue to build from this point. For example, he

can take a pass before the shot; or he can drive in the,

lay up. He can work the right sidz,, the left side and en head

on shots, etc.
There are other dev ices a coach may use when teaching parti-

cular skills such as movies, slides, photographs, or display cards'.

He may have -a good player perform the skill in -slow motion,

then at average speed, etc. The other players can, watch.) Any

errors in form may he pointed out and then the players can

pair off atild correct one another.
In most cases the rate of learning by the players will depend

upon how you present the material, and the interests and attitudes

of those who are receiving the instruction.

Time Allotment -q

The time you allow for the various skills will depend upon the

,individual abilities or the players.

/4 '.5
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Setting up the Practices

During the earl) practices you may spend equal practice time on
the various fundamentals. Since some are easier to learn and

1-e"
require less you begirt to make the necessary adjustments.
If some of the players a:e still sneak in some particular area,
you may e :hens extra time or take them aside for 'nth\ idual
instruction

Setting up the Practices

The as erage practt-c session can be di\ ',led into four phases and
should not be longer than one and a half hours.

Free Shooting and \\ arm -up.
Fhb ini.ludes,set shots, jump shots, foul shots and so L'ral
types of lay up drills. The time al'otted \sould ar), menty
to thirty minutes in pre-season practices, and fifteen to
ment) minutes during the season.
Drills on fundamentals.

to'Thirty minutes.
Offence and Defence
I arty practices should concentrate on Ind' 'dual skills;
atter the second Meek ssork on team offence and defence,
usual!) about mem) to tbirty minutes.

t. Scrimmage
.Nt one basket 2 on 1, 3 on 2; 3 on 3; ten to fifteen
minutes.

First \% eek

ShOot mg

Onk. an4,,m 0 hand set !A)ts, foul shots, jump shots, dewing
layips :right and lett hand and doss n the centre). hank shots
oft the board.

Dribbling

the high dribbl,:is h.st suited for speed and floor kision. The
plett.rred 'cu control alto protection. The players

should be' adept at both and tht. Mkt pl.,)eis should be able
to use either haitd
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Setting up the Practices

Passing

Chest, bounce, Underhand, baseball and overhead passes. These

should at fiist be practised at the stationary position. Then you

mange for the same type of passes to be performed in moving

drills. Three man half court, and three and five man full court,

weaves are good for ball handling and conditioning. Use a variety

of running drills that combine two or more types of passes.

At the end of the first week tabulate all the fundamentals

covered; evaluate the work done and then determine the individual

skills to be covered during the second week.

econd Week
During this week you can start working on such skills as

screening, faking, rebounding, offensive and defensive footwork,

as well as working with all the fundamentals practised during the

first week. Near the end of this week, have several full court
scrimmages so that you can start selecting the squad.

Third Week

ou can start working on the patterns of defence and offence

you intend to use. You should be certain you have a zone defence

and a system \i` attack to beat it. Your players should be ready

phys,ically to begin learning a fast' break and pressing patterns

if they are part of your plans.
You keep filling the players' bag of skills, and each day they

learn more about the game and become more adept in performing

the ski, s reviously taught.
They learn only by continued practise and repetition. The coach

must make his, drills and practices interesting and challenging

to every boy on his squad.
In recapitulating, we would say that the explanations should

be brief, clear and simple. If you can perform sonic of the
skills reasonably well, demonstrate them yourself. For the more
difficult skills have ,one of your better players demonstrate while

you point out the components, or use many of the excellent film

strips or photographs available to coaches.
Repeat your drills, especially if they arc challenging to the

players and they ark learning something by' performing them.

The coach must be able tel see what the player is doing wrong

and correct his mistakes before they become a habit.

In shooting skills if the player's style is different or a little
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Setting up the Prictices

unk,rhoi_o\ Nthn k.oinpand to the accepted methods, but he is

gcttrng +icr: good results, lea,c him alone If on the other hand

he is hacin,4 little success, or is hot and cold with his shooting,

you should correct hi, style to the cum entional method.

the First \letting
Bet of e riuldine the first pr,telikx session the coach should hold

a Meeting, c-, all the candidates for his team. At this time he

will ha e the opportunity ot discussing and explaining all 'of

the requirement, he exek.t. them to meet. He will check on

their ch,,,zibliitytts grgiuping, and academic standing. He will

odcisc them ot "le tinie`tank: days practices will be held He will

adcise them ot the training rules he has in mind, especially

his iixiings about smoking. drinking, and dating during the week.

He :,ill outline the , school's policy, regarding such things as

lilac irrt tot outside teams, care and use of uniforms, the facilities

ot the ,A.hool, their behaldour on and off the court and when

traelling anti piaing a,.%a, from home. He may explain how he

`wing to si.to_t the team. tins attitude tow,acds players who miss

practices, and the rians for the coming season.

Planning the Practices

(wed teaching, and hence, good coaching results from thorough
pre7aiation and adequate planning for the job that is to be done.

I here should he a plan for ecery practice, it Jhould assure
of all the necessary fundamentals. It shoujd

,kill a proper time allotment and should procide a
_,,radua; building up of physical conditioning as well.

I schedule should be closely related to the precious
,0 their. ;s, ill he a constant progression in the skills that

are tagnt. and in the drills that arc being used to practise and

decelop
I ,ngin of practices in high schools should depend upon the

nunihcr ot practice sessions that are held each week, and the
available. It both the Junior and Senior teams use the

s)rn at the same time they should hate a minimum of four
practices and play at least one game a week. Each practice session
should be one and a half hours duration, with an additional half
hour for those who wish to remain and prdctise the skills they
may he deficient in. If gym space is available to allow the teams
to 1tak.ii,,. ,kpai at,. lc, then finite plactices a cccek would sullicc
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First practice

The coach should begin ro MA of the fundamentals of passing,
dribbling and shooting. He should teach and drill the foliming
types of passes. chest pass, bounce pass, overhead, one hand
underhand and baseball pass. He should teach an drill the high
dribble for speed and tilt. low dribble for k.ontrol. He should teach
and drill the one hand set shot an61 the layup shot. (To assist
in the build up of arm strength, medicine balls, or old basketballs

ii,tufted with kapok Can be used during stationary p.issing drills).

Nleekly Practice Schedule

First %leek

Monday

'shooting 21) minutes
leach the one and tv. o hand set shots, start at about fifteen
test from the basket and mu% e out giaduatty

1 ay ups 11) minutes
Start from under the basket and giadually [lime out, using
both sides of the basket

Dribbling 20 minutes
High and lo« dri ale, use right and lett hand; practise

stop and go dribbling, practise diming in for the lay up.

Passing minutes
ork on k.hest bounk.c, one and tw. o hand undei hand, baseball

and overhead passes. At first these should be practised A bile

stationary. If &,ailable use heat) balls as %%ell (basketballs

,tutted s.s ith kapok aNgood). Do not keep them stationary too
long MI \ in running drills and changet.hangeftomone to the other;

use split ytsion drills tor ...hest and bounce passing.

C OnthtiOning

Tuesday

Shootini: 2.0 minutes

lead) ,tic jump shot and toul shots and practise the set
shot as ~yell

I ay ups minute, 56
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Setting up the Practices

Dribbling 11) minutes

Same as Monday

Passing 40 minutes
Same as Nionday.

Foul Shooting 10 minutes

Conditioning

%%ednesdar

Shooting 30 minutes
ylrork on the bank shot and practise the other shots. Use

combination drills coering passing, dribbling and shooting.

Dribblifti drills 10 minutes

Passing drills 30 minutes

OW Shooting 10 minutes

Conditioning

Thursday

Shooting 30 minutes

Layups 10 minutes

Pivoting f 20 minutes
reach use ot pi% ot %%ith ball, use of pi%ot %Nithout ball;

front pot and rear pi% ot.

Passing drills 20 minutes

Foul shooting 10 minutes

Conditioning

Second V.,

Monday

Shooting minutes

PaN,ang, 20 minutes

Rebounding 20 minutes
Explain defensRe and offensi%e rebounding, boxing out
after the shot, learning to contact the man first then looking
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I 1.1 ti.11 lit ni

So.i.t:ntot Itt

I out ininutc,

P1111

'I nil s-Olit 111.1kc i10,11 Vii.'t.11011 of the ',quad

011tilt10111114

Third tt e,
Monda,

Re\ lok tkoRiaffiLntal, minute,
Set hot, aild tout ,hot,. dubbling, high and lkm, Jl i mg
!or A la), up, drill,

tilt 2-1-2 roil,. dckno: minute.,

ro ;or of the 2;1-2 zone. floor area that the man
l+ih ;Lk. rot% pJ,IllJll, h re,ponmble tor, \. here to

.ii. pi.i.t to the pootion of the ball, analre and
NCt poll,01 at each ,Kitt of the ball. Hale

pla \Li, on otti2ne nn.n the ball in on the tone
tlik. .1dL 10. ma) plactNe aangini..! then posation ,N the

po-ition

,ofttiolld ,o-munatzt: 10 minute,

kftico,,,. talk., up in a 2.1-2 zone and tie OfiC11,11:
r \ Lt, atiLnipt to bt eak the /one I he offence N gi en
tLil 10c, to N,L ..k.111 a, the defence gam, po,sesmon
ot tn, hall on, ti 1, en&kd and the mute the hall out and
tart ae.tin \\ hen (AIL utttnte [is completed their ten attempt,

L. 111(. dctentL I, ,s,;i en the ball and the become the
aita..k, mi. Ram Keep a i.iunt ot tI1L numbei of ba,ket, each

Scrcunin.: .111 Immo,

,e di ill, to pl t.tl,e ti Jilt, latel al and dc,p N10:11.,

t t In

Tuoda
20 1,,,nuiv,

Set ',hut lat. up,
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Man-to-man defence 40 nunutes
Footvbork drills, moing ba,kv.ards, forvbards and side to
side, (use boxer's slide, inner cross the feet). Guarding
the nian v ith the ball, guarding the man %%ithout the ball;
teach ho.% and %%hen o ssitch, use screemng drills and have
detcnce practise switching. Controlled scrtminager half-court.
Defence plays man-to-man, offence tries to set up screens.
Use ten attempts and then s%% itch offence to defence and
repeat sineral tnes.

Re% iev. zone defence 10 minutes

Repeat %%ork done during pre ious session.

Full court scrimmage 20 minutes

Conditioning

Wednesday

Rolm Fundamentals 20 minutes
Passing, dribbling and shooting drills.

Defence against the dribble 15 minutes

Teach defensie man how to meet the dribbler, teach him
how to force the dribbler to either side line.

Teach dribbler ho%% to beat his man 15 minutes

Fake and dribble. Fake in one direction; use cross step
to dric past guard in the opposite direction. Up and under;
fake a shot, as guard goes up to block, use cross step and
dr e past him using a lom. dribble.

Attacking the 2-1-2 zone 20 nunutes
The one-thri.e-onc defence is highly recommended, especially
if you hate mo good set shooters, a good ball handler
to play the outside spot, and a big strong boy, to play
under the basket. This player should also hate a good shot
trom the Nide. Use a controlled sertmmage to practise the
offence against the zone.

Full court scrimmage 10 minutes

Conditioning

Thursday

Final praLtie before the first game of the season.
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Setting up the Practices

Passing. shooting and dlibbling drills minutes

\Ian-to-man delcnee 21) minutes
No-on-oot., ttu ce -on -t o dt ills.

onutillcd ,.timinagc hilt tuutt 30 minutes
I-ice against 1P.e i man to man,, lice against fie (zone
dctem.ei

I out ,it shooting minutes

011,.111101111q;

Practiet Routine atter the Season Starts

1)&411111: the tit ,t thick: , ea, 01 practice maim of the bask:
tandan,eni t1i. 4,tnie ha\ e been covered. There are still

l'.14,Clhali ',kills to be taught and learned 1,)) the

p1.1..Lt, \ t. t tht.,k at,. s. atilt:11.2 on detence, sliding through,
Rbountint p I,.dl situations, the last break lull court presses,

t.p, ot ou plan to use, social types of defence. etc.

setting up the Practices

plak.tk,e ,c,ston, lot the It:m.11mM 01 the season
lion .oul.i di\ tdc lour pi.tettces as tolkms:

1 minut,s Pradtsmg the \\ olk>ou ha\ e coeied
up to tilt. 1,1, t,me

lo to Is i-inutL Indiklual defence.

20 otc'd to katil defence and team oltence.

tit runty,. I 0 inti oduce and \\ 01 k on set - plat } s,

10LfILL,, l)101 halt-eouit pmcsses.

t)Ilklit10111111;

\lak, all tout pt.t.ticcs inteiesting and challenging to the players,
thL hItt:,k_epk.hant.,:lnl.zoul Il,tecshott rest pet mods,

.Suring %.*.fuch ),titt ,could h.1., \ planning sontctlung MA\ 01 Lim recting

something that the.,. cticrc doing \\ rung. The should end even
++.1th leeling that they ha\ c had a good im kola.

iprowd both indoiduA, and as a team.
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Setting up the Practices

Selecting your learn

The Midgets should start at least tvv o necks before the Junior

and Senior practices This gives the beginner and less everienced

players more gYm space. 1 he coach vv ill of necessity. be teaehing

and stressing all the basic tundamentals ot the game; i.e. passing,

shooting and dribbling IA hen they get to the stage vv here they do

these fairly veell, he an start on toOlvVork, including pivoting,

stopping, starting. mdiv idual defensive and ottensne moves. re-

bounding, team de -fence and team offence and then scrimmaging.

;MI these basics should be covered before the end of the third

week ot practices. by then the coach should know vv hat members

of the squad he should keep.
Do not carry a large squad unless you plan to use them all. A_

player does not learn very much about the game front the player's

bench Sometimes these people become so accustomed to that

spot that they become quite content to spend the entire season

!loin that vantage point. Carry tvv rlv e players it you have good

material. othervdse. tut dovai to ten, providing you have ten

vv ho vv ill attend every practice If a candidate for the team is

cutting practices, he should he one ot..the lust to be dropped

from the squad,

Selecting a Young Team

The criteria used in cutting a squad %kill depend upon the age

group of the boys you are V. orking ulth. If vse are selecting

boys vv ho are lit teen years or under the coach could then loyk

for du:Adios% mg Qualifications.

Co- Ordination

Is he %%ell co- ordinated or is he still :it that avvkvvard stage"

Vs ill he grovv out of this 4:sage, soon enough to help the team?

( an 4,e help huh oercorno, this condition? If he is tall he may,

he a better risk than a'player vv ho is short and just as avvkvvard.

Instruction
Does he accept instruction, or does he act as if he kilo% s more

about the game than the others. Hovv does he perform his drills?

Does he enjoy this part of the practice or is it a chore that

he must Carry out? Does he have a keen interest in basketball

or is he just trying it on for size?
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Setting up the Practices

kbilit% to t. et long
:Ie ytii aloe, tt 11 tllll, tiic I.., of the pla

,tu,ents .4nd teachets he comes into contact %sith' A bo:
+010 ptobl..m, In 4.,,nn 15 lit disk) na),I,:

\`. 10,. h tuln 1ttt1 1ctiect

Natural kbilit
11,1, , ile o 111, II n i introttant taoot, III Llet,t1111.:, plaet

at t: tt ho\ 11.1' 11,10.11A at''1111 he 1)115 he a
an keep: I, a Iso 11 ho Ina\ 'lace a 11SS more

the-, II, --k thtous4h, bald otk.
.;

01.0, (!ic1 [Ha% L101, :-1k.at deal tastei ane! ina,
.

01 "lIt rIatet, L 1.11 \ 1114ei NI11.)511 take

:t 11:1, " t ;tot tm-,Ing .11011

(t, 101 t_ 11% clith,1Z too ,O0ft 111,1t: ,e e1.11 ,crtmmagc. hetore
I, c sill the candidates the oppoittunt

tk) ttotk tire 01 competition 1)o not make sour ClIk
.11 Oh: filbala,,ing !or the pia:ter, and some-

tt.1 c'oach, stmt.* post a list on the bulletin hoard of
those tslater, 11110 art. 1:11 On the squad %%hat slioulel sou do
\Nail ho hate hk.k.n cut ott the vtquad! I neourage them
to pia, tottantural of to pl* in the Church leagues. Some can
become man.1.4tif, or tr} to keep as mans as }oil can
in some. phase of pasketball

ticketing an Older learn

he t.ivalltiLation t 101 a ha.kethall plaei incieases as he mines
up ;,01 \lidgLt lundfer Is 1..11,) to Juntot (undo F scat) and
th,.n SQVIOr luttetct 20 \,eal,)

betting up the Pr dives

I should klok 101 such t h 111),1, .peed thought as

S .1, in ;11,en:ent tioA does he react to ,Icangivg Aualion!,
dui IN: a .( an he anticipate conectl, or does he gutss
A tong WO ot the tone.' % hat is his attitude t mcards other ers,

the rand., the .S41.14.11) Doe, he go 'all on in plactice of does he
coast roost of l'hk: time' Does he hae good height? Can he
iebouni.1' Is he, v,ell skilled in the basic fundamentals? Is he
a good student `fit I, hett,er to keep the platers vith good grades
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Setting up the Practices.

than gamble with the player who is droui.d fifty percent, rnery-

thing else being equal.
The boy should he related, confident, a good shooter. a good

\ ball handler, and one who plays both defence as well as offence.

He must be the type who Is w ailing to w ork hard. He must be

a team player not an mdu.idual. He must have a good disposi-

tion and should des clop a high degree of self-control, both on

and ott the court. He must ha e a strong competimc

There are ob.; ecti% e methods which you may use in selecting

your team, or as a guide in _selecting the squad. You can do. clop

your own battery of tests for shooting, dribbling and passing

skills In an area where the boy s you get are thoroughly skilled

In tundamentals and haze a solid background in basketball, a

coach may he able to use these methods. Unfortunately it .does

not or: a complete picture of his capabilities.

Lay up Test

I row .1 spot under the basket. the boy stands with a ball and

on a gi% en signal start, shooting. The coach counts the number

of baskets scored in It) or 15 seconds,

Foul 'shooting

Count the number he can score out of 10 or 20 attempts. He

should mdse to a different basket after e% cry second shot.

Dribbl ?ng for Speed and Control

Spact: tne chairs or other obstacles across the floor m a straight

line Hare the player dribble in and out and around the chairs.

MM.` him for the trip up and back, I

Dribble. Laytip and Rebound

Place a chair at the middle of the Iota line. Player stands

at' the spot where the foul line meets the circle. On command

he dries for the layup, shoots, rebounds, dribbles out around

the chair and in for another lay up. Test lasts for 30 seconds,

Setting up the Practices

Score number of shots made. If you want Information regarding

his physical condition let them carry on for a full/ 60 seconds.

ou u ill find that his efficiency drops rapidly as he tires.
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Setting up the Metier,

%%all Pa..

Irv, tl, p;,o, stand at of ILLt t1,11[: +Nall and clIct
pu,s sti:stiost t.lt i;: t 0(4;11 tl,. Illa:,ht,1 til %.,thin.s hl InakcN
;11

Jump shooting
\ spols 0!. ;II,. 11001, .I siI1L-111L: II()Ill 12 It) 21 ICCI

Ili,' di tilt. 104)1 f11111., and Litian
, or, loot ta. tuut II s%.ort., ount number t +t

ha -4_t,

' Set Silo t.

ast at', [

I.t.ld IVt.t 11,111t1 ,hut,
J1)111114.,

,i\.. s ,11111% 0111C1

t,,t, \our to - ?tut.
hi 1,, \Il\ Loud

SettAttm..; Durutz thilk and S,rinmutg,t

N 1,1 t 111.1\ (.

H Ii, til,it %U 11 Okil
\' L K III, Ilk, 1;s1,,,lq t1111+1111,".2.,

I ii -111-10(l110 pl1101111.11110:

1;1. CI" Ot. 111adt. alter
III, I .1 pt,tat,.: Lamt

to 101)1, tor:

Ilk IL \ 0,1 HU\\ dot., ht. Itan,11:

TL. 1>ot.' i't out to w`vct d hat' 1)oe, ht Iel)ound
1),R, 11,. pla%Ing ' 1)0c, he \\ulk !laid

,P4 +,i1 t, tttep,..L ' I, he a Rant pla%el Doe, Ile
hall 'Aimn a teanIniale is in d hitter poNition to make

tilt ,101' i)0t, ht It/ILL 01 illi11\ 4u, s. its of the
haul httau, or a had '
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Setting up. the Practices

kttypItIg Statisf14

notn on klic, p1,1:4 4,1\ doling

-C.. I ntin II 101'itrl tn

',Li /)% Al hi(

rrorn .0141

I 0..i.1%

Nu, i I u, i,L

JoLt

ot .not, /1,. 4.1N, `, I I d And Rid)

IL LN
or .11,;,,

or

h4.1 ill IL IL tnd Lk

011,11-'1\

VC:I'll 01 0.

\ I I, i..14111 roNali
\ ilc k

w..t),. , H. IlL 10.k., hd iu ot111 iolat ton,

L
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Chapter5

GENERAL FUNDAMENTALS

pre% it a:1) mentioned in Chapter 2. coaching can be
ht,,kL I Iwo a nuriihet art rildlll COMpontmt

1 cc hca e thc basic fundamental, are
taw:ht to the pla)ci s so the) ma), use Mon in com-
binations to pia) a ganit of has:cob' II.

oiic.ting clime the LI. .11 MUNI first recoenite

that a skill is being performed incotrect1), then must
anahle cacti) %chat is %% long %%fill the perform:pee, and
comnitinicate the correction to the rda)er
'stiateg) ch,irc the coach must decidc the combination
of skills to be used b) the team against thtlerent op-
ponent'
chapiti and the tollocc mg lour v.e are concerned %%nil

st itco 1/0111i, 11,1ith: Chapter I:, %till deal cc ith point three.

Lent ral Princip'es

RecoL:mic u I ot, V. n die) occur, rhp, is not as obc ions
as It ma% ,ceut (Mb,. a thorough knot% ledge of the funda-
111lMJI techniques and patterns alkm a coach to

error, Mien the are committed. .1 coach must
alcc a), be on the alert tot 4dithculties to do eloP, The
c\perILP.cd 1. 0.14.11 lean, to %% ata for danger signs at

cc ill ditty.% Ilan to eliminate Noblen., before the) c
)1,11,,)4 the problem Once the pi oblem area t ecognized

tht coach must then pinpoint the actual some': of trouble.
1 01 c.ample, it a player %ca, hal, mg difficult) %cid) h's

lump ..hot the coach %could tarsi of all teeognize that -the
pla)ci %ca, ha\ mg shooting itificulties. Next he
thicugh each of the component: parts dm: contitute'
IR 'WIT ,itot to bleb tine is pest:ming the problem,

thk.n he I, Iii a posmcm to oleo a' col rectum.
Coneeting the owl This one of the most difficult
aspects of coaching. It requires that the coach connitim-
c Ili c.ither %Labatt) of h) torte ul dcmonstiation the
c,ntecth+itl he is trying to actuccc. Man) tunics both the
coach xid the play Nttem to undo stand the problem
but ...tnnot cite t an efficient solution because the i-oaeli
is unable to communicate dead). The use of,films and
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General Fundamentals

phouvailh , ha, o,et come this barrier, es-

INNIntli,1

s

nth Olin 'CI 0,tt..11V).
techinclucthat sirs introduced in this chapter sere e as an

intiodu,:uon to the chapters on oftensnc and defensne funda-

theotal,
It should also be noted that the tundamcntals outlines. in these

tine chaplets do nut ciaisittoc ali the basic skills of basketball.

I hey .sill bus+ ett, alloui a teats to erccute all the standard
ottenstec and detenstee patterns that has e pros ed successtul sent]

n sots tk.am, tei date
Xithou,441 all the undat'nentais are not necessarily us:d tot any

m. of the pallets.. it is essential that the player be able to
)

eN......tte all ut 191. roach hi,* change the team offence

,ard it.tcn,,e ee hen nCt..t."0,,6.
VI it t not oktk,Cu., a list ut ci rues cOmmonly committed

htitt,k,t 'at tundantentals. ssith recommendations as to

t.hce he ,.,trtetted. Di, to pra, Ilse the skills; are .tilso

on, d L,t,..111

a
chapter.

toote%ork

Ii'. ahilit to uNc the tco .coitcctly in basketball Is an early

pt:,,ciths.tt: It I, fleck. ,, lit that the play et teal n to stop, start,

; ho IaL.t wicicritH it irc t, to be a good bask 'than player.

Stoppint:
, 1 : the ,

I i a, !H,n,o, ' LI -*,a\ to c\o-utoi shift or vs tInk 1n tne van but

w hotn ...i-,,. t ,...ill, ,tot t:Atoci hod3, balance. There are mu

,top, that at. inirotlant

The stride stop

1.1 I), n protect in the ball at the end of a idribble or %%hen

I e,. Q!\ in.. a pa,. Inv ,top is made Itii one 'lot ahead 01 the

ot h ct tth Ute Ike( iI spread. Elie body sleight is on the fors ard

toot .snit the kit of this, let; se ell tiered and the body kept loss.

The !rant alteay s be the one closest o the defensiee
,

man It thedeteastr, in isstraight ahead then the tops should. be

shade ant!tcd into the centre of the court, (Diagram 12).
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Ceeneral Fundamentals

Diagram 12: Stride stop
This shuns the different poz,itions in relationship to the defensbe
man. The ection of the stop should almibs be ttmards the
centre of the co rt.

- OFfr,

c.\\
OFF

I DU'

OFF

SID LINE

The -No Foot Stop

This is eommokil, used tot toraards and centres coming from
the direction of the baseline. To execute this stop you should
take a short loa hop oft either foot and land on "both feet
siinultancousl and ,alth a 4. onifortabIL %vide base, tie% ed hips
and knees, a ith the head up. The most important thing is to
keep the centre of gra%it. km in order to maintain good bod,
control

Uses of Proper Stopping

I. Proper stopping is a prerequisite to all pnots and turns.
2. Proper )topping a ill keep the both bet seen the opponent

and the.ball.
3 Proper stor,ping alloas the offense player a time ad-

antagc for a quick shot at the basket.
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(,(iirral I imilaimittals

st41111114

%%a ot 111I,

' .4: (0 -(alt ytr t1 l pl.oct, should push ott the
01 di I \ stsp, oll the hdll, of the led

..owd 1.1/4.pt

1%,'s

t,t,t oj \ ithout the hall.

Acr %.14atrt.:t. of pox, that Is,

10A last 01 ,tai( ta,t, tht.n ch.44);:c

co, plas.used

,, wohokt to develop ball touch.

%%al. ,fop, fIlditkICtrtets til

),' in the 0.,111 Plolin,:. IN the time of

o,,,, ,t kI 1.1)1,.1011 01 the 1)01%

nl- .,00k poot toot, In ,..ontat %%nil the ',ante
2
I ,1 II

N so. Oh.

."f I,,tit

I- mitt ot

0,tta11% ;11 ter Pt ot tile other icettning a pa,,,

ot .topp1,1.1 di.MNIe ltside lop) the %%eight 1, carried on the

toot \\ Ith tik h,ttk toot bett)1_4, the piot. the centre of
Io\% 1 ,top Can he (,then atoll the 11 wit loot

tbi dlis;4I101) (Dia0,1j)) rt)

7 vl
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General Fundamentals

Diagram 13: E ront Ph ot
IN, shoos the direction of tht. step % ith data the right or
lo f! foot acting as the pi% ot.

PIVOT

se, of Front Phut

PIVOT

0 lakk: a Lithe to obtain room to \hoot or
10 be part Of a fake tot a dine to the basket.

1,, us,t1 to protett tl.e ball agairht d tight delenNne

R e erne Ph ot

Roth kt t riin I taint patand M%o toot stop) %%hen reedBmg the

hat! .11 .1 hrLak-out, or when 1)R:riming to go %la the baseline
t,, the ha,k et Either loot can be the pi%ot toot %1111 the opposite
toot teppin,,2 in a ba,,k%t aid dir tton either across the pnot or
III a daop.ha%.1, La.hion t Di.wr lin 14).
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General F undamentals

Diagram 14: Reverse Pivot
There are oko types of a reverse pivot. 1 - Crossover and
B - Dropback.

Po4OT

HASELINE

A

PIVOT

BASELINE

Uses of Reverse Pik ot
I. fhis pRot is used by for arils and centres mm hen coming

out troin the baseline to either reeeneapass, or to break
loose k la the baseline to the basket.
It can be used %%hen double-teamed or trapped, as an
escape mechanism.

Mistakes in Pivoting
1. Stepping k ith the m, rang foot and being called for a walking

violation. In the front mot where one foot is in front
ot th o-theFt-,(117. back foot is the pivot foot. The player
son-omes makes the mistake of thinking he can-use the
front foot. Whenever the feet are in a staggered position
the hack foot is automatically the pivot foot and must be
used as such. This is not the case when both feet land
together as in the mo foot stop. When both feet are
parallel it Is not until the player moves one foot that
he declares the other to be his pivot foot. To correct
this fault, players should realize that in the case of the
str,de >top he has no choice but to accept the back foot
as his pivot. In the case of torso foot stops, he does have

the choke of establishing one or the other as his pivot
toot, simply by moving one.
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General Fundamentals

the player melees his picot out heloie dribbling, payang

or shooting. The player must realise that he must
dribble, pass 01 shoot the ball before mo%ing off his
picot spot. rhi, rafel happens s%hen he is passing' but
frequently ++ill occur 1% hen he is shooting the rump ,.hot.
because he slides the Not loot up to the other took
instead of bunging the lice loot back.

Faking

ak trig Is tised to mislead an opponent and dr.mpim Out of good
position or on balance, It is any intentional otteiisiee of defensive
mocernent wade lAith the head, shoulders, tims, ball, eyes, feet.
settee, or any combination of these taking factors schieh Is contrary
to the himl intent of the user, in %c itch makes possitoe a con-
templated play.

I he defensive man should develop as much deception a's the
ottensase player and should antielpate the offenso e man', threat
at all times. ft should learn a dei:eptise charging take to combat
that tit the catensi%e one. He should lorce the offensive player
into some action, or put the oftensRe man on the defensive by

faking him.
E ,king may he done %kith or %% about th_e_halLIt Biro lk[ be used

not or_tl_1,..A14.iam--a-tr---.rd1111Tindobidual but should be
' employed as an clement in teal, play. The type of take used

depend on the situation and the mein idual's ability to _

Cfliplor. it. IfIL:Ctluity and realistic acting arc important to successful
and deceptive faking.

Principles
I; In all takes the player should be taught to base control of

his body so that he can take ads antage of the resulting
'opening, it there is one.
I he player should be taught to determine as quickly as
possible rust %that his guard ttatches (ball, eyes, %%aist,
Ivt:Lete i and figure out c%hat fakes to use.
I he play ci should be Litwin to % itch the position his
check takes schen on offence and defence, and plan his
uccit 11101011CM s accordingly,.

4 (he player must he taught that faking and the action to
take t.illote mg the caused opening. can only be learned
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General Fundamentals

4..11 til uh, t ki st and SiS, and b constant

pras.tse.

Dole, cut bikeses

f Head and Slikruldet I ake
\ %push Literal head and Nil 1111.. nit onent in one

dnection, to permit .t qtni.k ,ut in the opposite.
Step I ake

quid, step %sith either the right or lett loot then a
.tur it of the toot to the original position. This %%ill permit

.1 1.4!111% shut, du% e to the basket, or an opening to
leceo.i., a pass
Bali I ake
\ mks letup shot keeping the feet on the floor, or a lake

Roth ino%einents should he performed quickly,
including a return to the starting position.His Auf

diR e the__asker,
,

quik.k hod), eincnt in one direction, to permit

a kitna ul to lht opposite side.
Ball Reception I ake

he at in,. head and eyes Iake the reception of a pass,
ut odder to alloiA rei.eption ar a cut in another direction.

`speed I ake
lits ,an he er.o.uted Mule dribbling the ball or running

allow it I he pia!, er diihbles or inns as if at full speed,
then quii.kh, goes to lull speed to beat his man in a

i e or cut to the basket.

!land Position NS bile Holding the Ball
I hi, is a fundamental that must he emphasized %%ith beginning

half pia%ris and which Minn o developing a "feel" or touch
of OR hall Iu 4N,INt dig player in act/tilting this feel it is re-
i.ornmended that when ice he rei.enes a pass he immediatel> and

s ithout look ini;. adjusts the ball so that the !mgt., tips are gripping
.imIc pat; ot UK -earn., and his hands are positioned as in Illus-
trait, w I I fiL hands shoiild he at the sides of the ball and slightly

hchind it without mg the thumbs to touch. 1he fingers

si.ould he ,pi cad with fingertip t.rontrol, rom this position the ball
nt dial #1, shot, dribbled %willow first the

nand,
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ee.

Illustration*1: Basic Hand Position

General Fundamentals

F rrors and Corrections

Bad passing and shooting sometimes icsults from the lack of
fingertip control on the hall or had hand positioning. This
ustalh, i, demonstrated 0.1th young player, milt small hands e%ho

hate trouble +.th. the hall slipping chen attempting t pass or

shoot Flu, is caused 11!, the lack of fingertip control. and !liming
the hand, too tar behind Coe ball. TM Near' he corrected by haNing
the player practise adjusting the ball 0.1thout looking, until he can

feel some part of the ,cam,
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General Fundamentals

Head Position

ELad position is important to a bail pla}er both on offence
old defence I he> must he taught to keep their head up and e} es

or fhe. 0.ili Huss mans opportunities that do elop rapid4,

Offence

I I he coach must leash his pIa crs to look for a dm mg
lank: as soon a, he teem es the ball. diR mg lane ma}
open for a second or mo as the pia} er recwes the pass.
be,..tusc the defence has been slo% in reacting' the nev.
position of the ball.

rhc coach must teach his pia} er, Ito next look at the
attco,ie man %%hp ma} hale cut oft the dim mg lane,
but ..ho slOv. ,getting .)Rhin checking distance. This

111 pia} er Jo shoot %% about opposition. or if
II detensie man athpukes to shoot %%allow oppositon,
.0 it the dMensBe man ad% ances too aggressnel). he
intot be lead% to dri% e around

the coach must, teach his pia} els it the) are unable to
e or -shoot, to look tom a teammate cutting to%Nards

fife basket. in an open passing lane.

4 the coach must teach his platen to %Natch their defensk e
man' to sec IRA% he reacts to ball nio%ement. If the
dmensie man takes his o} es off his check, then the
pia} i must he taught to cut for the basket munediatel}.

Defence

Iilc pla}ci must he taught to aka}, keep his head and e} es
in a position 0.hcrc he can see both his man abd the ball.' This
0.111 pro cut the otteil,le man from breaking .0.a}. 13} being

ahk to so: both, he ..ill not be surprised or sltm to react if
the hall uddeni} ends up in the hands of his check.

F rrors and ( orrections

File map,' fault, are either not looking, or being to slcm to
look tot ottcn openings and defensne elopment.,

hl olleot.c this iiiean that the phi} not experienced



General Fundamentals

enougn to kno %%hoe to look for Lin% mg and passing lanes.
He mai also not be protent enough in handling the ball to
be able to react fast enough to execute the next moeent on
tint.

On detenLc he usualli %%l be tound either in a had defensne
position v.in.rc lie cannot %. at1/41 ,hoth his man and the position
of the ball. or he %%ill tollkm the bight of the hall thus losing
sic:htot his ,.heck for a ',CLOIld or (%% 0, %111d1 h long enough to
alloLL his man to get in behind him.

Dribbling

I 111,1.111 I. di Wed into tL% o ti peg.

1 High %%here the d ibbler manoemers nhout
.:16'e guaiding hi the detensoL man

1.m Dribble v.here the di-1)1)1er inanoem ers

Jose eir k 1, the detensie man.
under a

In both instances the Iolloss Ing mechanics apply
1 I he plaier must be taught to keep his head` up % bile

dribbling. so that lie may atch the defence as %%ell as
theoftensrtie pattern.

he pl,*er must be taught to control the ball %%ith the
fingertips and m,rist In such a manner as to gne the ball
a backspin

.,
flu: dt ibbling arm from the elb,o% dory n should be parallel
to the floor and kept close to the body.

7 9
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General Fundamentals

Illustiation 2: 110 Dribble

Iligh ribbie I

s to Illustiation'i the ball should st-ilse the floor just
outside and in trout of the toot on the dribbling side.

[Ism :Ai An front of the toot %till be determined by'.the

peed of the dribble.

he ball should bt. s.ontiolled b!. the %% list and lingers
t

,

at about iNaist height.
s

I I. shibblitilt arm limn the elbsim, should be parallel

t o 'the lloot and kept close to the body. cp

A ,4 %, the speed is increased. the angle the ball stake., the
110,,I. must become more acute as in Diagram 1.1 Also
a, Inc speed is movased the amount of backspin; on the

bait Ishtiuld also be met eased to an effort to keep the

ball m the air longer', thusgt% mg the dabbler time to
"..tti:Ii up to dtiltble. I
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General Fundamentals

IDiagram 15: Dribbling 1ngle
1

4.
e

II .

EIAL4

FAST DRIBBLE

A IP

St.(:),V DRIBBLE

Ingle 1 is more acute than angle 13 because the dribble is
losser, a; tht speed is increased, angle B becomes more acute.

Uses ..11 the High Dribble

I I 4 akhank.t: th',.; ball up the ourusshen not under deli:11,1%e
pre,,ure and when passe,. particular!), long ones, might
he d.ingcrous. heLau.se of the readiness ol the defence.
to date tor, Jilt: basket v.hen the delensne lane is open,
or .hen the detenw. e plalcr is trailing the dribbler.

Los Dribble

1 y The player must he taught to dribble the ball to the side
ass as troth the defenste man,
the hod), must he kept boss een the ball and delensise
man I he tree arm, should he IhAd assat front the hod)

Ito help protect the ball. It is important that the :arm
I`not he used to push .the devils's': man but instead,

held as rigidlt as possible. (Illustration 3).
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". Illustration 3: ,Low ble

3

Uses of the Low Dribble ,

To 'advance or protect the ball when under defensive

pressure when the passing lanes are closed.

VI, hen drn mg towards the basket after a, lake, or %%ten

using a screen,

Errors and Correctiom
I Slapping the Ball.

the play ei who slaps at the ball while dribbling has not

yet learned fingertip control. His fingers and wrist are

usually held too rigid. In,tead. of a full hinge "itioement

,q the' wrist his elbow moves and his wrist is locked.

0 To corn. -1 this the play er must de clop a full hinge

movement at the wrist with the elbow becoming fairly

rigid. Having the player %yok at putting backspin on the

ball w ill assist in des eloping fingertip and wrist control
and prevent him from skipping at the ball.
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Not keeping the head up.
This %%id' proent the ball player frtim seeing m.heri; he
I. going, and obseri mg patterns that a it' do clop aroatid

flits is caused b) ,a lack of .:01111 once in his drib-
bling ahilit) and lack of "ortlibling ti uch". This touch
i. essential fur good dribbling and car be sn eloped 0)
ha%ing players either dribble rtnhinia cot fined space
midi,: a close deft:limit; cheek, or ilind folded using
ierbal commands

tOo much.
This occurs ) oung \periencek players ho must
oc taught that the dtibb:.: should o,n1) be used in the
'folio\ mg s:

hen, all passing lanes Lre closed tthen ad% ancmg
the bell up court.

u % hen di'. mg straight to th,: basket.
hen e \cculnig a segment of an offense \ e pattern.

it tam ail passing lanes arc closed rthen attempting
t,tireeze the b'II



General 'Fundamentals

DWI I.S

\ Diagram lo: Dribble'the Lines Drill

Use a bait. for each player. Use the high dribble along the sides

and a tow dribble around the ke) and centre circle. Releise

ilirection, use right and kit hand.

r
76
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General Fundamentals

Diagram 17: Dribbling Drill.

1

- -J

%II phi% ers ha%c a ball. Line boundaries are predetermined.
Players must dribble s$ithin boundary, .Switching hands, going
funs ards, backs', ards, high and lor on erli'al commands. Boundary
k an be tspandcd Ur rcduccd according to the number and dexterity
of the players.

77
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Diagram 18: Dribbling Drill.

Left Side Place three chairs about ten feet apart. 01 dribbles
in and out of the chairs, changing hands so that he is dribbling
with the hand farther from the chair as he goes by. lie then
passes the ball to 02.
Right Side 01 starts to dribble towards 02. 02 comes out to
meet him. 01 hands off the ball to 02 who dribbles toward 03
and hands off the ball to him as they meet:

78
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General Fundamentals

Diagram 19: Stopping, Piloting Drill.

Use four balls. Players dribble to chair, execute a rear turn
and pass the ball to the next line. Each player follows his pass
and goes to the end of the line. Always have them look before
they pass to see if the receiver is ready. Going clockwise, they
stop their dribble with the left foot forward and turn on tha' fool.
Going counter-clockwise, they stop their dribble with the right
foot forward and turn on that foot.

79
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Diagram 20: 'stopping Pi% oting Dribbling Drill.

b aO

ii

4

fa

(Th

O 0
O 0

tt

tr.

t se four balls. Players dribble out fifteen feet, reverse pivot and

pass to next man in line. lie follows the ball to the end of the
line. lie should pilot in a different direction. U3c stride and two

foot stop. 8°
80



General Fundarnentals

Diagram 21: Fake and Drhe Drill

tri 7'A2

1 .. 1

1

:1
1

1

1 i

1

1
1

1
r.

01 passes to 02, fakes outside and ruts inside, recehes
hand-off and dries for laup.

B 01 passes to 02, fakes inside and cuts to the outside, recehes
hand-off and drh es for laup.

Option: Put defenshe men on 01 and 02.

81
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General Fundamentals

Diagram 22: Dribbling Pioting Drill

Two ball drill. 01 and 03 dribble to the corner, stop and pivot
and bounce pass the ball to 02 and 04 respectively. 02 throws
a baseball pass to 06 and 04 throws a baseball pass to 05. 01
goes to the rear of 03's line, and 03 goes to the rear of 01's
line. 05 and 06 dribble, to the corner and so on. Change .the
post men from time to time.
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Chapter 6

PASSING AND

Tvsn Hand Chest Pass

f :le hand position should be'as tit Must, ition I atth
elbtm, dose to the hod and the hall hi., I at chest
height av%a from the hod!,.

2 pie pass is made pushing the ball so that the thumbs
turn and Joy% nv%

I ht. at nIN should he lull!, extended in the follow through.
pointing in the direction of the pass.

04.
4. \t the ,aInc time as the ball is pushed to the ieeeBer a

step Laken to deAelop force behind the ball.

Illustration 4: Tso, Hand Chest Pass

Uses

The pass should be thron at chest height of the re-
cmer and aimed at the shoulder on the side aa!, from
the dclensixe man.

I Flu, *lass ma,, he used either in a stationary or mo mg
position 1:k hen in a stational) pOs,tion, the pass should

83
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Passing and Catching

be kept 11S a distaiKt of lateen feet of less, \\,101 on

the moY e it can be throw n ato.urately fox distances of

thirty feet.
This is an,e\cellent pass for use around the perimeters

of a ilia 11.16- man, or Lon, defence: " hen ad' ancing the
ball qui..kly down ..ourt and ROM out of bounds,

Two Hand Bounce Pass
he hand position should be 'as in Illustration I. The

elbows are close to the body and the ball is held at chest
height aw,v, from the body.
the pass is ewcuted ht pushult the hall so that the
thurobs turn in and downwards,

3. The ball is aimed at a spot on die floor al's-Proximately

o thirds of the distance to the rceen er, It should

dime at waist height and at the hip on the sidt; away
front the defense e man.

Illustration 5: Two Hand Bounce Pass

4. At the time the ball is pushed a step is taken to develop
force behind the ball.



Passing and Catching *,

t'seis

It Is used for penetrating tones or man-to-man defence, %hen
passing to a pI.*ei kuttiag torkards, the basket. It in also be
used as a line hand pass to cape a trap or dotiol% team :situation.

I his pass should 'io,r he used to go around the perimeters
of a defense It in, zoo slout and allows the deterke time to shift
to%%ards tin. neat hall position It also alto%%s a delensne man the
opportunit! to step het%%ecn the passer and feLei%cr and intercept
the pass.

Tyro !land Os erhead Pass

I. I h, hand position shou,k! he as in Illustration I, holding
theloill at ,hest height then raising ft aboe the head.

... Flit b:.411 is passed b, snapping the %%rists do%%n and turn-
ini.: the thumb, ['mark!.
At ilik, %aim: tulle as the %%rists are snapped, a step may
he (AL n to de% clop force behind the ball. The ball ma
either he lohhed. or thro%%p %%ill) a that arc. ... 4

4
Illustration 6: Overhead Pass

a.

.i.

.
c

-.
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Passing six] Catching

4 ll 111,. Vail 1, loht1.1"thAm a 1, aimed at .t spot high ar0.1

in I: th, b. a 1, thlkmn on is hne then
at the !Moulder of the 1,..4en.e1 flow the

Mell,ick: Mat:

Ses / r
rJ

1111.-p.o, ha, t1So cct1 t11.1.1no

It /can h4. o%er a dektVr to y'ano a peva,

pilot' man, o: to an orlenIe man euttiUt tom, anis

It 1, u,: to va,),,.: a nap ktl'Uble.11:4(111 kthi,t(1011.

It %%hen .t tall p111 :%er use, It,tn hack

t bring:rig the hall up against a tone presS.

.1

nticrhand flip Pass

hanL: tokkIncath %tni, the otho t, at the bide' 01

th hail

I - !, ,11) ti \\ it 11 t 11A.11,0 i pill ICJ hack hellhid the

tors.,,,,:t a in a roidouni moonent.

1 hand! u I 111t, opt.n., tlu, palm tow.aids

,...cici

4 A.: tll a,n tlfIL a .tcp taken \AIM the, toot on the
th 0.\ 1:11,:.! a:1i)

/01.
I iv. hail .houla h arty at %%,11-4 neiOit, and to the hip

i.,..tacr aN.11 Itom the delen,INe man.
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Passing and Catching

Illustration 7:1 "crliancl lip Pass

lit 1, ta. -11:11

I:*es

arte. a't 4.-%11.11

tar

r

a 4 a a'r o':11 4

- 4.*

;

I' It %.,.in 'be used w hen w or nig w ith a teammate on
and eo pattern.

s It can be used as a co Mast to the os crhead
teeding a,pk, of of post nail.

i

Hand-Off

One hand is underlie Ith while the other is 4t the side
of the hall. , °

a screen

s

pass w hen

3.

The ball h kept elo's
tenskt: mail
I he ball is handed to
for a good pass being
allow the Non% er the
or passmg lanes w Inlet

to the want away from the de:

he Neck jr with the responsibility
entrrel) On the passer. This will
opportunity to look for driving

e is Let:ening the ball.
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Pits%ijig and C arching

ilhiqration 8: ilmid-011

/.

A

to

t'ws
It tan he b.). a lit ot of post man 'to feed a pla)er
AO IN using hint as a screen
It A.kit %%hen ,,Ating an out;ade or Literal Ni:reen.

Errors end Correction-,
.

EllpF:1,4 ti,t; half' ihstead of handing it to the ieeener. ;The
b111 ilia. he ilipptd too high le,wing, It e\pia:_cd to the defence,

or it inac be dipped too hard tw,said, the rei.mer causing him

to tumble it: Both of these faults result e hen the passer is too
far froin the reccoer to hand eto him. He, must be tali t to
enVer dribble the ball to tlic-IreLco 6-, or %%ad until he acm N. ----

i
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Passing and Catching

Baseball Pass

I the hand position ,fait, a in 'UW41-.0.1011 I M.Ith fingertip

control on the seams being %cr1 important.
!he ball is drag n hack behin,l the bead m the same
action as the catcher throm.ing a baseball. rhe support
hand slides anderne,hh the ball as the throm.ing hand
grip, the scams. It the hands are small then the support-
ing, hand m..* remain in contact %cull 'the ball until the

tomard motion is initiated.
\ step is taken v.ith the foot opposite to the throm.ing

arm, and all inimements are in the same for and plane.

4 1 or accurac a flat arc and backspin should he used

demanding a complete folkm through 011ie arm,

Illustration 9: Baseball Pass

97
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Passing and Catching

This Pass ts ditti,alt one to ..,onttol and takes a peat deal

of pl-a,ti,e to mastet It .an be thro.% IT the ehtne lehwth 01 the

,oto t anki ts a cd notwah!, In last bleak patterns of %%hen an

ottenst%c ;Ilan t. all alum duun eoutt

Errors and Corrections

Ihto\%Ing ,to sIhts de%elops %%hen the thrtm mg arm

,41.., the )1.01 a spot mound the N.ettteal .rsos. Ilus can

..otr,.ted 11ti hat ttt the. pla.et stork on putting back-
Pin On the ball

and 111,1,c/date pasNes. The higher' the pass the more
tot eri.n- should be kept on flat

Jr.., and Outran itch' at the eceller. No attempt should
AA; /had.; to le'ful the icert% el. It takes too long thus
e \poeg the ball to the detente.
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Passing and Catching

Illustration 10: Side Arm Pass

Side Arm Pass

This pass is used when a player cannot, beLause of hand size."'
Lontrol the baseball pass. It must he remenEbeied that foi a right-
handed passer. left-right aLLurao a atit good (the opposite for a
left-handed passer).

1. The hand position starts ,is in 111-ustration I with fing,7rtip
control on the seams being important.
The ball is drawn back behind and to the side or the
.1,oulder, with the supporting hamd sliding unarneath
the ball as the throwing hand grips ilk: seams. The sup-
porting hand should remain in 4..ontaLt with the ball until
the forward ibotion is begun.
A step is taken with the foot opposite the throwing side
and in the direction of the pass.

4. As little spin as possible should be gisen the ball to
eliminate some of the curse that will result.

5. A low arc will also help to develop better accuracy.

91
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Passing and Catching

Uses

This pass is used in place of the baseball pass because a
player's hands arc not lirgc enough to exceute the baseball pass
properly. It is a pool substitute bee iusc of the curse it develops.
But it alloxts a eoaeli to run a fast break pattern requiring tI e
long pass. It also ponnts any hall player to take ads antage of a
teammate that might be open down court.

Catching

Concentration is nceessary to catch a ball. A player must be
taught to keep his cyc, on the ball and liase it in his control
before he starts to execute another skill.

I. He must be taught to keep his cycs.on the ball until it

conics in contact with his hands.
He must be taught to 'nose towards the pass, taking at
least one step in the direction of the ball. This will give
him a more stable fotindation for receiving the ball.

3. lk mum be taug,ht. to manoeuser his body so that the
ball is headed for the centre line.

4. He must be taught to cushion the pass by allowing the
arms, shoulders, hips, knees and ankles to [nose in' the
direction of the ball as it is receised,

5. The hands should be positioned in the following way:
i. abose the waist the hands should be open with

palms facing in and the fingers pointing up. ...:,

ii. below the waist the hands should be open with
paln'is facing in and fingers pointing down.

in. for catching a ball coming down from overhead
the hands should be open with the fingers 'pointing
back with palms up.

10`1
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Passing and Catching

Errors and Corrections in Passing and Catching

I. Floor pass (too high o too km).
Bad pisses of this nature are usii,t1ly causal by a p001 or
itproperly executed folio throuh. Players must be
constantly reminded That a lack of c'onccntiation
result in a poor folio% through. [he whet .use lies in
the choice of the pass. \ player 111,0, c a bounce pass
kitere a chest pas, aas called t,r. etc. the solution lor
this is in the understandw;, of the uses of the different
passes. Ills again etnpi,asit:s that the each should explain
the use of the skill %vaen he teaches a.

2., The receiver taking his eyes off the ball beloic he re-
...el% es a. ,1gain his concentration has been broken and
he must he constantly ieminded of it until it becomes

automatic.

3. the pas, may ha% e been thrtmn too hard. The ball
player thloa mg a hard pass should be reminded that the
player he throes the ball to is his teammate, and by
tiarcming it hard there is a chance his team may: lose
possession of the "ball through a fumble. He mud be
corrected every time .he throes a hard pass sty that he
%%ill concentrate on improving this aspect of his game.
Shortening up his passing step %Nil! eliminate some of
the force behind a hard pass.

"-"%

4. The recener may be too tense %%hen catching the ball,'
A coach should ha% e patience %%all this ball player
because it is usually caused from the lack of experience.
tdditional experience can only come svith time, but the
coach is reminded that he has a better opportunity of
settling a player dov ii by treat.ng him gently and fur-
g,ettmg Its mistakes, than by yelling at hum.

1.01.
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Passing and Catching

5. I he ecek 111.1, he tired causing, slow reactions. This
usually is caused by a lack of conditioning and the coach

ould be better to 'substitute a fresh player with less
More work on conditioning may be required, or

a few minutes rest on the bench hit) help the player

to reCO1Cr.

Bad attitude, He may he angry or displaying a show of

temper. causing hinr to fight the ball. When-this

the coach can colic' renio e the ball player or if he feels.

he needs him in the game, then he can call a time oat

n, an ettoit to calm him dow n. If this IS' not sufficient,

then he should be remoked immediately until such time

as he appears to hake himself under control. If this situa-

tion becomes chronic the coach must try and find the

reakon for it, emphasizing to the boy that he can be of

Mite. use to the team of Imuself until he learns to control

his temper.

7. He may need his ekesight tested. The coach may observe

mans signs of ipooi eye sight in a player, such as poor

passing, poor shooting, squinting at the scoreboard, etc.

Players sometimes must be cons inced that they can play

basketball with glasses and that their efficiency can be

increased.

10 .4.
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Passing and Catching

DRILLS

Diagram 23: Passing Drill

The man in the circle 01, has a ball which he passes to 02.
03 also has a ball which he passes to 01. 01 receives the ball
from 03 and passes to 04, meanwhile 02 passes ball back to 01
who then passes ball to 03. This is continued arourkd the circle.
After two complete rotations change theman in the centre.
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Diagram24: Passing Drill

,

....

Set up an odd number of men in circles, about fifteen feet
in diameter. 01 and 02 both have a ball. ?layers are to pass
to the second man on their right. 01 to 03, 02 to 04, 03
to 05, 04 to 01 etc.
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Diagram 25: Passing Drill

Passing and Catching

A 01 starts a short dribble, hands off to 02, who is cutting
toward him. 02 immediately hands off to 03 who hands
off to 04 and so on. Start slowly and then go at top
speed. 01 and 02 arc about twelve feet apart at the start.

B 02 breaks out to receive a chest pass from 01, then gives

01 a handoff pass. 01 chest passes to 04. Theil 03 breal
out to recede a chest pass from 04, and he . ands off to
04 as they pass. 04 chest passes to 05 and so on. Start

drill with 01 and 02 about eight feat apart.

170 5



Passing and Catching

4 Diagra26: Passing DM)

0

4

01 passes to 02 and cuts behind him. 02 passes to 03 and cuts
behind him. 03 passes to 01 and cuts behind. 01 proses to 02
and cuts behind, 02 passes' to.03 who goes to the basket. "
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t

Passing and Cktching

r

/'.: mot, f

01 breaks to the foul line and sets up a thigh post. 02 passes
ball to 01 and cuts by for a handoff pass, and drives to the
basket. 01 follows in fp: the rebound. Passes used should be:
bounce pass, two hand overhead, and one hand underhand.

Optiop: 01 can fakehandoff and drive for the layup.

99 ,
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Passiing and Catching

Oiagram 28: Passing Drill

ti

01 dtibbles to the foul line, stops, chest passes to 02 coining
but of the corner. 02 40* unce passes to 03 going in for the.
la)up. Rotate!qcrd)%ise. 01 goes to 02's lint., and 03 goes to
01's HATO goes to O's line.

100
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Passing and Catching

Diagram 29: Passing Dril!

sfr

a 4.
.

0

01 baseball passes to 02 who chest passes back to 01, and 01,
aces an underhand flip pass to 02. Then 02 baseball passes to
03, 4nd 03 chest passes back to 02, who then flips an underhand

pass back to 03. 03 baseball passes to U4 and so on around
the square. Start with one ball and then add more ba'IS. Always

have them look before the throw the baseball pass. Use drill

in both directions.
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Diagram 30: Passing Drill

0

6 4
3*

C.

02 gives an over the shoulder pass to 01, who chest passes to
03, then 03 hands off to 01. 01 then gives an over the shoulder
pass to 03, who .chest passes to 05 and receives a hand:off from
05, etc.

1120



Passing and Catching

Diagram 31: Passing Drill P

.

01 passes to 02 and goes to the corner. 02 passes to 04 and
cuts inside to the other c oner. 04 passes to 03 and cuts inside
to the corner. 03 passe , to 05 etc. All passes go from one side
tr the centre and, back-to the same side.,

103
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If

/1

):4

Diagram 32: Full Court-Passing Drill
Four man drill. They go up and down the court twice, changing
positions so that each one ends up with a laup shot. 01 starts
-with -a- -pass- to--02, -who passes to 03, -who -passes to 04. 01 goes
down the middle of the court and recei% es a pass from 04 and
JAL, ,thela)up. 04, rebounds and 'passes to 01 in the corner.
0_ and 03 cut Alagunall5 across the court. 02 gets a pass from
01 and -passes to 03, who passes to 04 going in for the laup.

11
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Passing and Catching

Diagram 33: Full Court Baseball Passing Drill
01 and 02 throw baseball passes to 03 and i4 who are running
down Court. They catch the ball user their shoulders and drive
for the basket. 03 rebounds and passes to 06, who is breaking
down court. 04 rebounds and passes to 05, etc.

Option: They may stop their dribble at the foul line and jump
shoot or use a one hand set shot.

7.r

/
'4

'

Diagram 34: Full Court Passing Drill
01 dribbles and passes to 02, 02 dribbles and passes back to 01

.and so on until one of Bien' takes the latip. The other man
rebounds and dribbles bacK to the starting line., As soon as
the first pair are at mid-court. a second pair starts out. Use
chest, bounce and one hand underhand passes.
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Chapter 7

SHOOTING FUNDAMENTALS

To assist the coach in the use of different shots in basketball
we have divided the court into five shooting areas. In teaching
the different shots the coach may then refer to the area on the
court where they are most effective.

Diagram 35: Shooting Areas

Area I Iayups, jump and hook shots. Area H bank shpts
(hook. end jump). .Area III One hand set shots, jump shots,
two hand set shots. Area IV one hand and two hand set
shots. Area 'V poor percentage area. .

Area I

This is a prime scoring area, eight feet in radius from the
basket. Here the lay up, tip shot, short jump and hook shots'
can be used effectively.
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Area II

This consists of two pi shaped segments with the angle at the

basket teing approximately forty-five degrees and a radius of

ten feet. To use the outer perimeter propel ly the player must
develop a jump shot banked oaf the backboard. Players ,11) the
zone between the backboard and baseline can learn to manoeuve

into Area II to use the bank shot.

Area III
. .

this extends twenty-one feet in radius ,from the brisket and is

where the jump and one hand set shots can be used effectively.

Area IV

ktend-4,--m---front- of -thebasket a radius of twenty-five feet
and is here the one or two hand set shot is the most effective.

Area'
This is the remainder of the area in the offensive end of the

court. No shooting should be allowed from this zone because

of the low percentage of shooting success. '
These areas can also be used in developing defensive discipline

to a ball team. 1, H and TIT are iooThsTfo-Otittg-

should be closely defended in these zones. IV is marginal where
a player must prove his shooting ability. 'The defensive man can

play his check a little looser when in this area. otVlien Mayers
ark: an Area V they can be encouraged to shoot, through loose
defence. The theory here is that the low percentage of shooting
success -will allow the defence to gain possession of 'the-ball
through a rebound.

C,4

!land and Arm 'Position )

I. As in Illustration I I the hand position is the same for all

shots in basketball, It is the standard position with
one hand moved underneath to support the ball, e

he thumb and first finger along with the wrist and arm
form a Y.

3. ball. wrist, arm and shoulder are all in line with
catch other. The_balLtsiteld at eliest_height and slightly

, away from the body.
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Illustration II: Shooting Hand Position

Concentration,

If good shoolct3, au: to be developed then concentratian is
-- -essential.

1. Once the set position of any shot has been achiovd,
the shooter must be taught to concentrate on'a shooting
spot. ,Fici ;lady either rebound the ball-off the backbdard,
or shoot directly for-the xim._
The backboard should only be used_for layups and bank
shotin areas I aid

3. I or III and IV it is recommended Chat the player aim for
the hack of the rim. The back of the rim is chosen
because the basket is nearly twice the diameter of a
basketball tnd if the play er makes an error in force
he has a margin for error. 'if he IS too strong he could

,hav e the ball rebound in off the backboard. 1,1 he is NN eak ,

then he has apprommately the diameter of the ball' as
the margin of er rot. W hen shooting, for the front of the
rim the only margin of error he has is if he is too
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Shooting Fundamentals

strong. When he shoots short the shot might hit the front

of the rim or miss altogether. If-whits the front-of the
rim the backspin will tend to pull it off.

Layhp

This is the basic shot in basketball and as in any of the other
'skills-the-hand_posnion starts as in Illustration I. There are two

kinds of layups. _

Driving Layup
I. This can- be initiated from any position in front of the

basket. The player manoeuvers himself to a spot where he

approaches the right or left side of the backboard at an

angle-of-approximately-forty-five-degrees
2. , If he approaches from the right, his shooting arm is the

right; from the left, his shooting arm is the left.

3., take -off foot is the foot closest to the basket. From

;:lbe right side thislvould be his ieft foot.

4. By Pulling the knee up sharply, of the leg opposite the

take-off foot, then the forward momentum will be

converted to upward momentum thus controlling theshot.

'S. Tiff -ball is camcd- up -with both -hands to -a- position.

where the arms are fully extended.

6. The eyes should concentrate on. the spot on the back-,

board, approximately fifteen inches above and to the side-

opthe-basket where the ball should be placed.

7. The ball should be given enough force by the fingers

,arid wrist to rebound-through the'lgtsket withourtouching-----

theArn. 4.;),

8. If a player is dribbling or cutting quickly to the basket

he can slow up the force of the rebound by turning his

hand and using the underhand layup. If he does not have

much forward speed'he can then impart force to-the 411

by using the overhand shot and pushing the ball against

the backboard,
. 9. All driving layups should be banked. This means that

when driving down the centre a player can go right or

left to bank his shot. Tliis prevents him from attempting

to drop the ball Over the front edge of the rim and

missing the ,hot. 1117
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Illustration 12: Underhand Layup
-Note the hand position releasing the ball.

YR"

Jump Layup

This shot is usually taken after player h'as received, a pasi

in Area I or after securnig an offensive rebound. Theplaycr
simply Jumps towards the basket so he can bank the ball. The
player must be careful to avoid contact with defensive player:,
under the basket when executing this shot,
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Illustriition 0: Overhatid-Layup
Note_the hand position releasing the ball.

Illustration 14: Jump Layup
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One llantl Set Shot

This 15 a shot that t commonly taken from Areas III and IV
and is a very popular one with young players who have not yet
mastered the jump shot. All directions ,given below are for a
right hand sho-oter.

1. The right foot is slightly ahead of the left with both feet
approximately shoulder width apart.

The trunk should. be bent slightly so that the poi of
gravity is shifted for,vard'with the weight on the balls of
the feet. The knew are flexed.

3. The ball lb held in the standard positi,on (,BIListration 11)
in front of the shooting shoulder at chest height, and
-slightly avv-ay from the body. The elbow is kept in close
to the body.

4. Tfic ball brought up to' a position, above the head
with the elbow in front of the ball and pointing at the
basket. Both h4nds are kept on the ball with the shooting
wrist cocked. The point of gravity now shifts to a point
behind the hips.

5. The eyes now concentrate on the back part of the rim.

r.
6. The shooting arm is extended with a good strong wrist

snap. The support Hand drops away` as the ball is pro-
jectedinto the shooting arc.

7. At the same time as the arm is extended both _feet push
, off the ground. This will give the, ball more force and
not require too strong a wrist snap.

8. The follow through is executed with the arm pointing in
the direction of the basket, andrthe wrist snapped down
so the fingers are .pointing down. Concentration and
follow through should be maintained until the ball
reaches the basket.
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Illustration 15: One Hand Set Shot,

1 O.*.

r
,

...4=kc,

1'1J

Two Hand Set Shot d,

This is a shot, thatils fast disappearing because of the speed
invohed . in the game today', the universal popularity of the
one hand jump shot and the wide open style of pi-it). Any boy
who works on this shot and can hit %%ith it, %%ill find he has

a valuable addition to his shooting skills.
This shot 'can. be used effecti%ely:, by smaller men who do not

have the strength to shoot a one hand set shot from Area IV,
It can be used to shoot over zones forcing the defence to come

out further, thus opening up Area III. f
I. The hand position is as in Illustration 11.
2. The ball is held at chest Iwight .away 'from -the body

with the elbows held iii.
3, The feet can be parallel or pe right foot can be slightly

ahead of the left with both feet approximately shoulder
width apart.

4. The knees arg flexed slightly with the back kept'straight.
The weight is slightly forward on the balls of the feet.

5. The ball is brought up to the set position at a point
in front of-the forehead. The-elbows at this point should'

114
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be in front of the ball, and pointing at the basket.
6. As the ball is shot to(`ards the'basket, the legs push the

body off the floor\.\_ developing force, behind' the ball.
7. The wrists are snapped and the thumbs turn inward.

The arms should be fully extended towards the ba*et
in the follow throUgh.

8. Coni.cntration should be maintained ova the back of the-
rim especially when the ball passes lit.fron?'-orthe eyes.

Ilrustration.16: Two Hand Set Shot

y,..
Jump Shop , -

Thi, is a eryrdifficult shot for young .play tirs to 'taster, be;,
cause it requires good hand J izelo control the ball, a high degree
of aild wrist strength, andgo.:.d co-ordination and timing.
The natural. progression would be to go from the one hand set
shot. td beeause 4 parts ,ire the same, except for
the jump frin the floor. . '

I. The body must be under good control before this shot
is exccutFd. The feet skink; be pointing at the basket
and lie shoulder width apart. This means that before
starting\ the shot the. player should always stop and
pn of s that his... feet are pointing at the basket. The

11.5
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.

right toot can he slightly ru front, tho same as Jilt:
one nun : et shot, it the shooter finds this comfortable.
Weight is 6 the balls of thttleet.

Jve-ball is held in rile staniard_positkon4Illus.tration
in frolit-rg the shooting shoulder at chest height and
slightly 'a..s.;, from the bus:). fhe -elbow is kept in
'Arse to tl)e.liod...

3. Thy be,sy dips, to ihe Juinyjng pbsipon at the kneys
ti iO dgreilsi an,d the jump is now ,executed, The eyes
cono_ntrpte on the hack of the rim, or spot on the back-

, board.

'As thy jump is in progress the ball is brought up to the
,hooting position abo.e the front of the head, witOthe

, '_elbow out in frpnt of the ball and pointing it' the basket..
lioth hands are on the ball and the wrist should
now he cocked, This mo%ement must be timed with the
jump so that the set position is achieved at )he top
of ihe jump. I a

5. The shot AS taken at the to of the -jump. It IS important
that ,the shbt tibt be started before the maxinium 'height"

is reached:At the moment of suspension (at the top of
the jump after the ascent ..as been complc ec anti be-

fore starting to fall), the shot is taken by extending the
arnf %%nit an accompanying strong wrist snap, dropping

"..) the support hand away as the ball is pr jected through

its shooting arc.-1

.6. The follow through ts executed with a straight wrist and
. arm pointing in the'direetion of the baskek.Concentrati,-n

and follow through should be maintained until the ball
reaches the basket.
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Illustration 17: Jump Shot

Foul Shooting

This aspect of shooting,is often neglected in practice, with more
tune being spent on do clooment of the more glamorous skills
such as the jump shot. 'any games are decided at the foul
line and it Is only with practise that players can develop into

.good foul shooters.

There are two techniques recommended for foul shooting:
1. One hand foul shot: This is the same as for the one

hand set shot except for one detail; the feet do not leave
the floor,. to prevent the player from stepping On or
over the foul line. 4

2. l'wo hand overhead foul shot. Again the feet do not
leave the floor to prevent the player from stepping on
or over the foul line.

117
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One Hind Foul Shot
1. The right fuut, is plated up to but not touchingthe fou

line and in line with the basket. The left foot is about
shoulder width apart and back in line with the lied of
the right foot. 1V6ght is on the bails of the feet.

2.; The body is fairly straight at the waist wiih the knees
flexed and the weight on the front foot.

. The ball is held in the standard position (Illustration 11),

in front of the shooting shoulder at chest height and
slightly away from the body. The elbow is kept in close

to the body.

. The ball is brought up to the set position above the head

w Rh the elbow in front of the ball and pointing at the
basket. 13oth hands are still on the ballrand the wrist
is now cocked. The point of gra% it) now shifts to a -point

behind the hips.

5. The eyes now concentrate on the back part of the rim. .;

6. The shooting arm is extended with a good strong wrist

snap. The support hand drops away as the ball is pro-

jected into the shooting arc.

7. At the same time as the arm is extended the 'knees are

straightened and the body is stretched upwards until the

shooter is standing on his toes. It is important that the

feet remain in contact with the ground to prevent
stepping on or over the foul line.

8. The follow through is executed with a straight wrist and

arm, and in the direction of the basket. Concentration
and follow through should be maintained until the ball

reaches the basket.
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Shooting Fundamentals

Two Hand Foul \Shot

I. Both feet are placed up to but not touching the foul line,,
about shoulder width apart and centering the basket.

2. The ball is held at the front of the forehead.
3. The playtr sights the basket under the ball.
4. The wrists are cocked bringing the ball back to the tap

of the Bead. The elbows are pointing at the basket.

5. As i he i w n is are cocked the knees are bent slightly so
that asithe,player straightens-up-to a stretch position the
arms st
the ball

.6. The am
pointing

aiglien out and the wrists snap forward releasing

s follow the ball in a straight arm follow through,
straiht at the basket.

119
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-Illustration 19: Two (land

1

General Shooting Errors
I. Using too high or too low an arc. Players with a low

arc are-more problem than those with a high one. Unless
the high cities are bouncing off the ceiling. More of the
basket is exposed to the high arc but more force and

ceiling height are required as distances increase away
from the basket. The ideal arc is around forty-five degrees

and individuals shooting lower than this will find it

difficult to develop accuracy. By inserting smaller rims
ont.the basket during practices will force the players to

raise their shooting arcs. Shooting arcs must besleveloped
properly when players are beginning to learn the game

or it will be difficult. to change, later.

2. Shooting from too far out causes the player to put
extra force behind the ball. When players do not under-

stand, the shooting- -zones they will either attempt the
wrong shot in the wrong area or attempt to shoot from

zone V which is too faraway to be consistently successful.
When this occurs with a player who is forcing a shot,
but within the proper area, it is usually caused, because

of lack of size and strength. With this player the ,shoOting

zones and the different shots shad be adapted to his
size and strength.

3. Shooting off balance. There are a few players who can

shoot .off balance, but only a few. To be a good shooter

a player must have good body balance. He should have

his body' under control before starting any shot. An
improperly executed ,segment of a shot may pull the body

120
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nee l of t rauipl . pulling the ball back too far

-baind the head tt s uttlfirpumt-o1-balane too

tar, causing the body, to be off balance, which tt ou,k1

then hate an effect on all the segments of the shot
that followed.
Elbow s too tar out from the body. Thiscan 'occur in any
shot ant:Lis a t 0111111,311 error with begmning-playersTThe
'elbow sets the plane that the ball trill mit el in, so it
is %cry important that the elbow be pointing at the basket.
it it h aot, then the ball w ill take the direction of the
elbow

5. Bad fOilow through. The Ittek of a complete follow through
will lessen the force projecting the ball and usually
results in the ball falling short 01 the basket. A fluid
motion demofistrated by a straight arm' follow through

net,essaty to impart the full force intended to the ball.
p 1 ask of ,onentration. 11 allow concentration .onsistent

shooting cannot result.
Otershooting the basket. This is usually ea ised by too
little art. in the shot, or by using a long jtap technique
in performing the shot.

ndershooting the basket. This is usually the rt, ult of
too high an arc caused by shooting from too far nut, or
by an improper follow through.

9. Moult; the hall around before making the shot. The more
moement the ball is subjected to, the stronger the
possAlity for an crew to be committed during the shot.
This sometimes is ...aused by holding the ball dawn" around
waist height rather than up at the chest.

Layup Shot

1. Taking off too far out or too close to the basket. In the
first instance there is a., reaching effect which sometimes

results in a rebound with too much force. When the
shot is taken too close to the basket the player, reaches
hack. putting himself off balance. The WI usually does not
-ha the backboard with enough force or at the proper
angle to rebound through the basket. Sometimes the ball
dues not hit the backboard at all. Finding the spot takes
practi;t: and can be helped by omarking the area on the
floor with chaulk.

2. Releasing the ball on the may up. The player must learn
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to carry the ball up to a position were the arms are
extended before releasing. By having the player try to
touch the backboard after he has released the_ bail will
help him to carry the ball up higher,

3. a long _juinp instead .of JumP!' action. This

will result in a throwing effect rather _than a shooting

technique. A player must learn to convert his forward""
momentum to upward inomenium to effectively control
the layup. One drill that will help the player reach up
to take the shot and keep him in good position under
the basket is to have him catch the ball before it touches-
the floor, as it comes through the hoop. This will force

him to go up on his shot so that his forward momentum
is dissipated. This will leave him when he lands, in a
position, where he can recover quickly enough to catch
the ball as it drops through the basket.

4. , Vvatt.hing the ball instead of the spot on the backlroar'd.

, This is caused by inexperienced players whb are not
confident when dribbling or receiving a pass. This again

can. only be overcome with practise so that the player
dcv clops a "feel" for the ball.

5. Not taking the ball up with both hands. This changes

the mechanics Involved in shooting because the player
must now support the ball, as well as shoot it with'the
same hand. The non-shooting hand plays the important
role of supporting the ball and this role must continue to
point above the head where both arms are (extended.

When the support hand drops away too quickly the
shooting hand and wrist must adjust to a position under

the ball in order to support it, causing an over-adjustment

by the wrist and arms. Practise on good shooting technique

will overcome this mistake.
b. Jamming the ball against the backboard instead of-laying it

up gently. The ball will rebound strongly off the back-
board and go over the front of the basket when this

occurs. A player must be taught that there is enough

force- on the ball, 'when it falls through the basket-,
without touching the rim. Another method of dissipating,

this Jamming force is to have the player turn his hand

over and use the underhand lay.up (Illustration .12),
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which w III prevent in from jamming the ball.

One Hand Set Shot . .

L Not keeping the eyes on the rim of the basket until the
'- ball illtS7-

2. Lack of follow through w itli the shooting hand, causing
the ball to be released too soon or off the target. Both of,
these points require a development of concentration by--
the prayer through extra shooting practise.,

3. Allowing the elbow to flare out so that it is ifot''in the
same line as the leg and shoulder on the shooting side.

4. Jumping too far forward when making the shot or not
leav mg the floor at all, causing the ball to fall short
because of the rack-of force.

5. Not unlocking the wrist after releasing the ball. This
shot demands good wrist snap in order to propel the ball
and impart the necessary backspin to keep it in the air
longer.

6. Too mtiv.h weight on the front or shooting foot, causing a
loss of body balance and resulting in the ball falling
short of the basket. These previous four points, are all
connected with the mechanics of the shot and caii best
be corrected by illustrating to the player what he is

. . doing wrong through demonstration or visual aids (mov ies,

pictures, loops, etc.)

Two Hand Set Shot
I. Not using the body. Many players flex their knees but

do not push off the floor thus restricting the force im-
parted to the ball. This shot requires that the player
leave thellbor in an effort to obtain the proper distance.
The coach can emphasize the point that good shooters
shoot With their legs and wrists, and that accuracy can-be
increased when force is generated through the legs.

2. The elbows too far from the body. This makes it im-
possible to have the elbows point at the basket. This
may also cause the elbows to remain behind the ball

resulting in it haviag a flat arc with a front spin. By
having the player go through the shooting motion in
parts will allow the-coach to determine if the elbows are
starting too far front the body, or if he moves them out
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during the shot Flit elbows will not be able to he in
front of the ball it the ball isprigrnally held too far from
the chest. Bs naming the ball closer to the chest, \\ ill

quickly Nuke this ihistal.e.
Pumping the ball The player diops the hall .

lo el then blings it. up for the shot. This slows the shut,

and e \Pow' mole of the ball to the kielensle man. This

erioi IN perloi cued by the play er ho is attempting to get

molt or bt hind. his shot. It is caused because he fails

to co- ordinate his arm and leg mo% ethents properly.
W ide 10110%% through. This is coupled with the pro ions
el COI and resifts in a pushing motion behind the ball ith

arnis.being flung -out to the sides. ringertip control
ith a stiong 'mist snap w ill eliminate this mistake and

V
at the playa to 10110\ the ball w ith a straight follow
through.

Jump Shot
I. Not-Tim-pin:: straight up, If a player has not come to a

complete stop bet ore stinting the shot, he w ill have to
compensate Ion either forward or Literal inizhemeirt. This

eh. down his shooting aCCUrac, and can be corrected

by marking ureics on the floor and ha\ mg him dribble to
these circles, set himself and take the shot. After he
Ltilds he can check his positioh m relationship to the
tilde to see if he has landed in or outside of it.
Releasing the ball on the way up instead of when/at the
top of the Jump. When this happens there is try

ditterente between this shot and the one hand set shot so

that the athantatte of the jump shot is lost. The jump
shot is designed to gie the offensive player a slight edge

o\ er the detensw e man through a few inches gained by

jumping, and by the fact that offensi% c player knows

%%hen he is going to shoot, before his defehshe check. If
the hall is shot on the way up then, one of the ad\ antages

is lost. Beginning play ers should practise this jump and get .

to led when they have reached the point of suspension.
I his is the point that the ball must be released, and' only

through practise can a-player to-ordinate bringing, the boll

up tmer his head, and releasing it at the top of his jump.
3. Improper ball position. This position can either be too
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Foss or too far behind the head. Some shooters release
the ball from in front of their face while others pull it

too far back behind their head. The player moist practise
eAtending his arms in the proper manner before he will
master this phase. l3y checking his one hind set shot y ou
probably Will find that his making the same mistake,
emphasizing the importance of maintaining the same
technique for all the shots,

4_ Poor follow through with the wrist held rigidly. The
follow through again is one of the most Important
ingredients of this shot. All the force must be imparted
by the arm and \mat, calling for good strength in theme
body carts. No force can be sup by the legs because
the body is in the e tune of the shot. This
emphasizes the importance of a good follow through and
%%list snap, so that the necessary force is yen the ball
to make it, reach- the basket.

Foul Shlioling

1. Lack of concentration. Players sometimes shoot foul shots
too quickly. The coach musk teach the player to take
his time.. He has ten seconds after reeds ing the ball
from the ,official before he must shoot. Bonncing the
ball sometimes helps a nervous player to settle down and
establish his concentration.

2. Leasing the floor. This results in the pikr 'sometimes
stepping on or over the foul line. The coach should plan
for foul shooting at esery practice so that the player

ill be familiar with the footwork necessary for good
foul shooting.

3. User and under shooting. This will ..esult when the player
does not. place his front foot as close to the foul line
as possible. If the player changes the position of his
foot in relation to the foul line each time he shoots, then
he cannot develop a shooting touch dui to the difference
in distances. ,

Screening

A screen in basketball can . be used un most offensis e ptays
deseloped by the coach. There are three types of screens and

12,5
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when used properly they pan make up,.significant parts of any
offensive pattern.

The three types of screens arc:
1. Front Screen
2. Lateral Screen
3. Back Screen

Front Screed
This is usually executed while giving, a simple handoff. The

player w ith the ball dribbles' towards a teammate. When he
arrives. at a paint between the teammate and his check he use
a handqlf and..a pi% of so that he ends up facing the basket.
The player 'men ins the ball may do two things:

C. It he is in shooting ,position he may use his teammate
as a screen and shoot over him. :s

2. tie may use his teammate as a screen to hide behind in
an effort tdgain a step for a drive to the basket.

It he times for the basket then-the player executing the screen

warts. unt -d his teammate is even with him then follows, using

a slightly wider path. (Diagram 36 A).

Lateral Screen .
This js a screen, that is used to assist a player to go in a

_ particular directiod. The player throwing the screen can either

.havo the ball or not. -
I. ' He runs to the side of the man ne is going to "screen and

--' faces him so. as to, present as wide a screen as possible.
Eieltnuld be only a foot away, and be certain riot to

"' touch him, or move after establishing hisoriginal position.
........

2. The player with the ball should give his teammate time

to `get a proper screed.,before moving.

3. He then .cuts, closely by his teammate in an attempt to
drive for the layup. If the driving lane closes he may
execute a quick stop and shoot at the basket.. The screener executes a roll towards the basket when the
cutter drives to a spot even with should use a

reverse pivot so that in turning his head and eyes he

never loses sight of the ball carrier. If the defence has
switched checks then the roll man Will be open for a

quick pass freithe_dribbler for a layup. (Diagram 36 B).
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Deep Screen
This screen will allow a ball player to go in two directions.

The player can either pass the ball 'or4o to his teammate pos-

sessing the ball. He should not halve possession of the ball after

he starts to execute the screen.
h He takes a position thatis in a line 'betw ecn the defensive

man and the basket and is at least a yard away from the
defensi,,e Alan. He faces the man with 'the intention of
presenting the widest screen-possibItto

2. The player with the Gall can go right or left. After- he

.decides which way he wishes to go- he should fake his
roan and then cut closely by tlw.'screen.

"3. The screening man waits until di e cutter is e% en with him
and then begills to execute a roll. He should use a reverse
pivot so that in turning, bis head and eyes never lose

sight of the ball (mule'''.
4. If the - defence has switched checks, then the roll man will

be open for a quick pass from the dribbler for a layup.

Diagram 36: Screening

Front Screen A;

127
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Shooting Fundamentals.

Lateral Screen B;

X l

I

- Deep Screen C.

Cl X2

02

X I

*

t""
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Shooting Fun mentals::

Illustration 20: Screen and Roll

111110,7

'
Errors- comniitted-with-the-Streen:

Deep scrt.ns.. arc konietunes:set too shalloW in relatioilhipIN, I.
1

to the. ti ket. This does not allow the ball 'carrier an
opportu aty to use the screen properly. If the sc'ren is

. ;.
too sha ow then the defensRe pan hasvn opportunity

; .to slip past the screener, maintaining the principle of
staying between his man and the basket. TIy deep screen-

, must be laid between the defensnF man-and the basket.
The ball carrier starts to inoe too earl. When the ball
garner muses before the screen is set he causes his.eleck
, r
to alsp mom This presents a difficult target' for thYs

man trying to set the screen. The ball carrier must
. realize that speed is not as important as goodk floor
positioning and timing.:

1 The ball car:ier runs too wide an Arc around the screen.
When this happens the screen is.wasted because it allows'
the defensive man room to slide past. The player must
learn to use a fake before starting his it and then must
keep his cut close to the screen.

* 129 f=
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4. Too slow to roll. The roll must siart when the ball
carrier is even with the screen. If a switch in checks is
made there will only be a second or two before the

defers ive man can .recover to- thecorrect defensive position
with his new man (the screener). The screener should

automatically gxecute the roll because even if no switch

is made he will improve his offensive position near the

basket for whatever might develop.
Toriung the wrohg way on d. roll. The-screener should
never lose sight of the ball. This can happen if he rolls
the wrong way. The pas when it 1, made, will be short
and ,fast, not allowing enough time for a player" that has

turned the wrong way. to react to at

Drills

A One dribble, and layup. Start line opposite the foul line.

Stand one stride away from the basket. Take one stride with

left font and lay the ball up.

130. 137



Diagram 38: Layup.Drill

Shooting Fundamentals

...

to

01 passes to :02 who takes the shot. 03 rebounds and passes the

ball out to 01's line. 01 goes to 02's line and 02 goes to 03's
tine. 03 goes to 01's line. 138
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Diagram 39: Pick up and Drise Drill

4.

/

I,

I

..

01 any 02 roll tall across the court. 03 and 04 run and pick
up the batis'and drive to the basket.

132
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Diagram 40: Jump Shot Drills

B

A 02 comes out of the corner to receive pass from 01. 01
follows his pass and goes to the basket. 02 fakes handoff,
dribbles to foul line and jump shoots. 01 goes to 02's line
and 02 goes to 01's line.

B 01 passes to 03 who breaks out from his low post and cuts
by hint. 02 conies out from the corner, receives short pass
from 03 and jump shoots, 01 rebounds and passes ball to
next man in litte. 02 goes to low post position and 03 goes
to 01's line. 01 goes to 02's line.

fi o
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Diagram 41:. ghat ing Drill

,

2 i I3

4

01, 03 and 06 each shoot whatever type of shot the coach names.
The shooter gets his ow n rebound, passing out to 02 with whatever
pass the coach names. 02 shoots, gets his own rebound, passes
back to 01. If baskets are scarce, then more than one pair can
work at the same basket. 1 4
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Diagrani 42: Concentration Shooting Drill

01 to OS are shooters with X4 to X5 acting as defensive players.
Each defensive player has a ball and passessharply to his partner;
hesitates one full second then rushes out in, an Attempt to block
the ,shot. The shooters can practise one and two hand set shots
or jump shots under pressure. 01 moves to 02's position, 02 to
03's etc., after reaching 05, he then chenges position with his

partner. 14 2
135
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Diagram 43; Foul Shooting Drill

Al

631116

01, 02 and 03 shoot two foul shots and then sprint from one to
three times around the gym. Meattwhile, 04, 05 and 06 are
shooting two foul shots. They run while 01, 02 and 03 shoot
again. Drill continues until everyone has attempted ten foul shots
each. 4 3
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Diagram 44: Screening Dritl

sa

X5

5

tit

X3
OS

4 04

01 passes to 02 and screens. 04 screens laterally for 05 who cuts
into the key for a pass from 02. 14 4
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'Diagram 45: Screen and Roll Drill

0

e ...

/ \ .

. .

4

/
I fX2

2

. ,.

,

01 passes to 02 and screens. 02 fakes and drives to the left.

01 rolls off X2 and receives a pass from 02.

145 138
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Diagram 46: Screen and Fake Drill

X4.

3

3

ti

X2

B

A 03 passes to 04 and screens his man. 04 fakes to the inside
and drives to The outside.

B 01 passes to 02 and screens his man on the inside. 02 fakes
to the outside and drives down the inside.
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Diagram 47: Screen and' Wise Drill

As

ri

01 passes t
I

Q
\
02 rshotomes out to gleet the ball. 02 fakes a' handoff

to 01 who cuts across the key. 02 dries across the key to set up
a screen on tike far side. 01 cuts off the sc-een and drives to the
basket. 01 rely° nds and passes out to 03 etc. Rotation 01 goes

to 02's line and 0 goes to 01's line.
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Diagram 48: One-on-One Drill

Shooting Fundamentals

X2

2
1

at.

, 01 and 02 drive to the bas'ket. XI and X2 try to stop them.

11.8 141
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Diagram 49: OnttonOne Drill

I

P.

t

X3

OM.

X2

I

: 0

V

01. 02 #and 03 start to up the court. XI, X2 and X3
move up fast try to stop their man.

se
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Diagram 50: Two-on-Two Drill

X1 and X2 ivy to pro nit 01 'did 02 from scoring.

150 10



. Chapter 8

REBOUNDING FUNDAMENTALS

Rebounding

One oif the most aing.darly impo-tant italic:cis of the game If
basketball is rebounding. it occurs at both ends of the coin i
and when a team 1, unable to eortN1 at least then delensiv
rebounding, they are certain le, lose.

Size is certainly an asset for rebounding but it cannot stain
alone. Many mules team, with b manta. players have t-ebounded
better than their taller odporienta, airuply because they had more.
leg strength, stronger aims and mists, more enduranc_ and i

Netter technique.
The dc.elopment of strength itner endurance is a necessary

invt:dialt to seit...es,t,,,' ,abounding, and coupled with the fullowing
jteellinque allows a player to maACT one of the most necessary
.;omponeitts of the ttame of bask.::Thall. 'Strong fingers, wrists. ,

lforearins and leg :\t-naora are necessary to make a good re-
!bounder. Pl.tyera she.,Id spend tune uurmg the off season working

I

on exereises that win ue, clop these parts of the body. Endurance
is aiso ,,,,sential mid .oust be maintained throughout the season if
a player is going tojdo an effecti,e r,:bounding job, especially in
the second half of the ball 'game.

There are two types of rebounding:

Zone Rebounding w Nei e the reboundera are desigifated by their
position in the zone. These rounders are then respOnsible for
p;otectin`g tin: delensi%e triangle against any person trying to
enter it. Diagiam 51 allows the triangle with positiOns for 03,
04 and 05 in a 2-1-2 zone. The poSnions would be relatively
the same for a 2.3 zone. In a 3-2 zone 04 and 05 would each
hate one point of the tuangle with 02 or 03 eoering the third
point, depending or the ball position. In a 1-3-1 zone 04 and 05
would be responan-!e, for two points of the triangle, with either
02 or 03 being responsible for Ow, third Point depending on the
ball position -

1 The two base positions ate abouisour feet from the basket.
The defensie mei. may moe but *lie deeenNne triangle
;tay a in the...num: place

145
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Rebounding Fundamentals

2. On the shot all rebounders turn and go to their rebound

spots. If an offensive man is inside the triangle, then
the defensive man must attempt to box him out.

Diagram 51: Rebound Triangles

.

II /

/

.

1

02 03

/
%/

...,0
5 I

11110,

. "

V- ,

. ,

01 02

2-1-2 ,ZONE 3-2 ZONE 1-3-I ZONE

2

This shows the defensive triangle for different zone defences.

technique:\
1. The feet must be shoulder width apart with the knees

flexed td the jumping position.

146 \
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Rebounding Fundamentals

1 The arms should be down and held away from the body,
ready to explode upwards so as to obta:n maximum height.

3. Head and eyes should be up so as to catch sight of the
ball as soon as possible. Rebounders may anticipate that
a high percentage of the time the ball will cone ,down
on the side of the basket opposite the shot.

4. The jump should be executed upward, and forward,
with both hands exploding upwards to grab the ball at
the top

{

of the jump.
5. The ba should be pulled into the chest with the elbows

slightly xtended. -
u. To clear the ball the player should use a front pivot

towards the nearest sideline and either pass , dribble
away from the key <area.

Man-. )-man Rebounding. In thi. type of rebounding each man
has h IS ow r. check to look after. Usually each man has been match-
ed as to size, speed and position, eliminating most ,physical in-
equalities. It is the responsibility of each defensive man to box
out his personal ,..hea depending on his proximity to the basket.
It is extremely useful with any type of defence to have the Nord
"shot" called out when it occurs.

Teel-calque:

I. When the shot is taken the first thirg the defensiv e man
should try and determine is whethe'. the offensive man is
going to try for the rebound.
When the offensive roan starts for thebasket his defensive
check must be certain he is not faking one direction in
order to go another.

3 If the player coming from outside the key area, then
the rebounder simply maintains his position between the
man and the basket.

4. As the triangle area.i, approached, the defensiv e man must
be prepared w turn his back on the offensive man and
box him out.

5. The turn is executed in the direction that the offerikive
man is going, so as to maintain visual contact as IM g
as possible,
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(I. The rebOundct once his back Is to the offensk c man must
maintain body contact and fight pressure by leaning
baek.

His arms are kept away from his body the his legs should
be well spread, so as to w iden his base of support.

6. Once contact is made and maintained, the rebounder
should look for the ball remembering that the rebound
omes do % n on the side opposite ,the shot a high per -
centage of the time. This is when the defensive man must
decide if he is going for the rebound; if not, then he
snnply boxes out his opponent.

9. The dclenskc man must keep his man from pushing him
too fai under the basket. If this happens then a man
being boxed out can still obtain the rebound, by out-
jumping the inside man and reaching o% er him.

10. 11.. luboundk.r should jump upward and forward, throwing
hi arni,s up to their fullest extent so as to catch the
ball at the top of his jump.

11 1 he ball should be pulled in quickly to the chest with the
elbows slightly extended.

11. To dear the,, ball the player should use a front pi% ot
towards the 1...arest sideline and either pass or dribble
away from the key area.

15 A
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Illustration 21:1Rebound and Clear

Illustration 22: Boxing a man but.

'0

1149
V.
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'Mistakes in Rebounding

l. Allowing the offensive man to get a better rebound posi-
tion. This can happen in two ways:

the offensive man gets inside his defensive check.
ii. the offensive man obtains a position behind the

defensive man forcing him too far under the
basket. This allows the deep man an opportunity
to take the rebound from behind.

The first 'results when the guard takes his eyes off his
check and watches the ball. in flight. During the few
seconds that this takes, the offensive man can slip around
and gain the inside rebound position. The,defensive man
must learn to concentrate on his man and maintain the
proper man-to-man position.

2. Tipping .the. ball in an atre'mpt to bat it to a teammate.

aThis is dangerous practice and one develped by smaller

players in an effort to reach the ball against taller
opponents. Too often the tip falls into the hands of an
opponent who simply puts 1t back up for a soft basket.

3. Getting tied up underneath the basket. This will happen
when a player does not clear the ball immediately after
securing the rebound. He must learn to go towards the
nearest corner. As long as he remains close to the basket

opposing players w ill stay with him in an attempt to
steal the ball for an easy layup:

1:$
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Drills

Diagram 52: Rebound Drill

01 2 ,
C) 0

01 and 02 stand under the basket. they throw the ball high
against the backboard, jump up and grab the ball at the top of
their jump with both hands. On their wa, down they pull the
ball into the,chest, elbows out and land facing *i.e sidelines.
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Diagram 53: Rebound Drill

,

Tip ball against the backboard three times then in the basket.
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Diagram $4: Rebound Drill

....-.
%.V

/

\,

---- -- es. )Iti1"
\

2 I,

lit shoots. X1 picots on baick foot and keeps between 01 and
the basket. 02 does the same as soon as the other pair clear
the area.
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Diagram 55: Three-ou-Two Rebound Drill,,

i

ow.

01 dribbles to foul line, shoots when challenged by Xl. X2 and
X1 try to block out the three offensive players.



Rebounding Fundamentals

Diagram 56: Rebound -Fri:Angle Drill

The defence drops back after the shot and forms a triangle,
boxing their opponents out from under the basket. The players
who are closest to these spots fill them as soon as She shot goes

"up. X!, XS and X2 form the rebound triangle and block' out
their opponents. X4 and X3 move in front of their two checks

.9 and attompt ;to keep in front of them so that they cannot get
the pass out from one of their teammates.
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Chapter 9

DEFENSIVE FUNDAMENik

-
Defensive Stance

One basic principle is very important for the coach to teach
his players. "At all times the defensive man must. remain in
a position between his check and the basket". The distance
between the two may vary depending on the distance from the
basket, and. the position of the ball. -11tis principle must always
be used when playing a man-to-man defence unless some variation
has been incorporated by the coach.

Technique:
I. The knees are slightly bent, feet well spread with one

foot slightly ahead of the °di er. The body weight is
carried on the balls of the feet.

2. The forward foot points directly ahead, the rear foot
is turned at almost aminety degiee angle.

3. Either foot may be forward thin the arm on that sidg is
either held high to defend against a shot, or lowerd
for quicker body movement. Mien there is no threat of a
shot, the forward arm is held a 'about the height of the
opponent's waist with the pain of the hand facing up

/(Illusfration 23).
4', If the opponent is attempting to shoot or getting ready/

for an overhead pass, the palm of the hand should Nei'
\ downwards. The lead arm is usually raised at about/ a

forty-five degree angle towards the shooter's face. r/The.
shoulder of the leading arm points in the direction of the
shouter with the elbow slightly bent, the wrist is relaxed,
but held firmly enough to allow; the hand to remain in
the same plane as the arm thus giving the player a
slightly longer reach. (Illustration 24).

5. When the threat of the shot is gone, the arm is lowered
to the side of the body. The hand is held, about twelve
to eighteen inches ahead of the knee. KC palm of the
hand is turned upward; the other hand'is held at the
other side of the body with the pa'lin facing ,u /. -

6. This position of the hands giveis the defe sive man a
better opportunity to reach for ,the ball arid decreases

1.62
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a

the chatheN touling his opponent. When, the hand is

thrust for and it must go in an upward direction; if the

ball is missed the arm is pulled back quickly. This
backward% pull* of the arm also assists he player in

turning the body quick!) in the direction he wishes to

mov e.
Illustration 23: Guardinga Non-Shooter

Illustration 24:Gbarding a Shooter

vto

r,
As the,opponent moves forward, backward, or to either side,

the delethne maw should do likewise, shifting his feet and using

the boxer's shuffle,

a

1
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Lateral Moement 1/42

1. In shifting, the guard should always drag one foot and,
use short shuffle stridesioavoid crossing the feet.

2. To move latcrdlly with your man, (to the right), keep in
the crouched position and shde the right foot Sideways
about eighteen inches. in,doing so, the foot should barely
clear the floor.

3. The, kody weight 'should now be transferal to the right
, foot and at the same tune the Ichfoot should be brought

to the position originally held by die right. In this way
the comfortable spread, of the feet may ,he maintained,
and the guard will.be read'Y to reerse the procedure if
the opponent decides to change dirtxtionAlllustration25)..

Backward-Poiwarci Movement

1. To move to-rward, slide the front foot in this direction
about twelve inches and then transfer the body weight
to It. During the same gun ement bring the back foot
up to the posilion formed!' held by the fr'ont toot.

2. To move backward, slide the rear fobt back, transfer the
body weight and at the same time, bring the front foot
back, a similar distance so as to maintain the original
defensive stance. (Illustration 26).

. ',;.
.

-

MiStakes in the Defensive Stance . ;

I. Lunging. at the ball. A player who lunges at the bill:-----;
'finds it , diffitAilt to make a quick recovery if he,misses. '

- This is tesually -exeuted with the palm facing downward, '
causing the body to incline slightly forward, forcing the
heel -.:of the back foot to come high off the floor. The

,..
downward motion of the hand when lunging for the ball
usually causes a foul when it is missed. To correct this
fault have the player .turn his perm so that it faces up- .

ward.,Thi; will also help to maintain better body. balance. _

2 . Hopping instead of sliding with the feet. This takes .

longepao execute because whileltoppi g the feet are lifted
of the floor: while in sliding they eldo'm lose contact
with the court. The player should be show n the difference
between a hop and a shde,and this can best be done by

: - , 7
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Illustration 25: Defensive Stance Latesil-Moventent

Illustration 26: Defensive Stance Backwd-Fonv ard Movement



Defensive Ftindamentals

hav mg tun st,,a1c, back and forth across the gy m in his
defensive stance. .

3. Getting too e oae to an opponent. If the player adv ane2s
too eixnekly, , or maintains a position too dose to his
opponent, he vv ill be susceptible to a drive or cut to the
basket. To prevent this the player must tie aware. of his ,

opponent's speed, which he should ti) to judge etti.y in
the gamer 1He must also 6e aware of his On capabilities
in order to establish the distance he should maintain from
his opponent' The coach should establish the distances

,

he '.'.ants his 'players to. guard their opponents, when in
different area of the court:` Adjustments must be made
to eompensate for indiv 'dual weaknesses whenihey cannot
meet team stailfdar4
Not watching his check. This ocenrs after a shot or pa'ss,

hen the detensive_ man. follow s the ball with his eyes.
In the space of a second the offensix: ma i can obtain
an insid,; position to the basket. Players sh uld position

that they still maintain th man-to-man
principle but face in such a direction so q s to see both
their man and the hall. Diagram shows the directions

X1 will loce attempt to keep bdwe !Otis man, 01
and the basket: At the same time ,he, is able to see the

ball in posselision Of 02.

5. Crossing th feet.' This is a cor= fault of young
players who havi: not yet mastered th r slide. They are
susceptible t the offensive player sudde hly changing direc-
tion and in v mg tow and the basket The player must
unwind his eet and get them back n the floor before
he can Jtaiii 'to change his direction pursuit. Constant
work on th slide the only solutio , althotIgh it helps
by telling tl e player why he shoal not cross his feet
when playin defence.

6. Leaving the eet too early. In an atte pt to block a shot,
defensive pl yers try to anticipate a id second guess the
shooter Lansing them to leave the 11' or before the shot.
When this haPPen the shooter can imply fake a shot,
get the defOnsive man to leave his feet, then dribble

,around him lot a layup. Players m st be schooled to
watch the w nst and feet of their oppo tents so that they
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may know I or eertain w hen the piayer has actually left
his feet on the shot. It mot be en !iasized that blocking'
the shot is veiy difficult to ,do, but forcing the shooter
to,ehangc his shooting arc can be almost as effective.

iagram 57: Defensive Direction

xI

Faces

1

e2

/FacesI

This shows the direetiOn the defensive player should face so as
to see both the man he is guarding and the ball while in different

.floor positions.

Deftinsive Roll

1113 Is an essential move whenever a team plays man-to-man
basketball. It is used both when a team does or does not allow
switching. Ir the first instan,:,:, he must pick up the check of
his teammate who has helped him out by switching. In the second,
the player must );et around a screen w hich he can do by executing
a roll.

It also should he noted that when switches are made the only
person w ne, an all a switch is the deep, or free man. TOp often
and incorrectly, the man being blocked out is the one that calls
the sw itch. He car. see the block because he runs into it, but
his teammate may not react to the switch quickly, enough, which

leave the cutter ooen. When the free man calls the swit-Cli
it show s that he aas hatched the play develop and is prepared
to help out.

I eehnieitie:
The defensiv e roll i Jost what it indicates. The player being

screel.ed out sin-ply rolls around the block by executing a reverse
pivot, keeping ins legs and arms well spread to maintain balance.
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the roll is executed when no sw ti,hing Is allowed he must make

a deep enough to take him close to the basket because he can

be sure that Is here his opponent is going (Diagram 5S A). If
a switch has been 3.alled his roll mal. not be as deep, depending
on whether the st.reen man is now rolling towards the baske, or
not. (Diagram 51).i. hi both instances, he must react quickly in

an effort to regain good ilefense positioning,

Diagram 58: Defensive Rpll

A

SPIN'! 4

)This illustrates the pattern for a deep ro A and the pattern

for a shallow roll B.

Illustration 27: Defenske Roll
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Diagram 59: Switching Drill
.

..

X2----1/- ",

(

01 passe to 02, cuts to the outside taking X1 with him., He
stops and cuts in front of 02 for a handoff pass and drives to
the basket. X2 calls switch and goes for 01. X1 picks up 02.
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Diagram 60: Switching Drill

01 passe to 02, fakes to outside and cuts in front of 02, screening
off Xl. X2 calls switch and picks up 01. 02 fakes handOff and
tries to drive around the outside to the basket. X1 stabs with 02.
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-

Diagram 61: Sliding Through Drill

a

., .

01 passes to 02 and cuts in front to recehe handoff plus. X2 steps
back and lets X1 slide through to pick up 01.
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Diagram 62: Sliding through. and Switch Drill

01 passes to 03, fakes outside and cuts in front of him. 02 fakes
outside and cuts in front of 03 for a hvdoff pass and drives to

the basket. X1 slides.through to stay with 01. X3 calls the switch
and picks up 02. X2 who has been screened off, picks up 03.
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Chapter 10

DEVELOPING AN OFFENCE

In bud-ding' an offence the important thing to remember is to
"veep it simple. Many t oung t.caches waste precious hours devising
a complicated style of offence. These patterns seem to work in
practices but when put into.' a game with all the accompanying
pressures, they tend to break down.

The most successful system y ct devised for high school play is
just the plain, old 'fashioned offence, known as fundamental
basketball. .1 team that is well drilled and well coached in the
fundamentals of basketball will always play a good, consistent
game, and prose difficult to beat.

Many. of the present day teams make use of the same general
principles that try to set up scoring situations, brought about by
the individual skills and initiatives of the players themselves.
Some t.oadies all this "optional basketball", others may choose
to call it "fundamental basketball".

You set up a simple )1fensive pattern that presents an indefinite
number of options thd. ,.an be easily understood and practised.
.In the do clopment of this type of offence, you use the various
options as drills for the practices, to develop the vario4s funda-
mentals. Faking, pivotu%, screening, stopping, cutting, dribbling
and shooting are practised at the same time as the players learn
the %, arious option,, tn oh ed in the team offence. You may start
with a simple two manpiay, such ifsa give and go; or the passer
may set, up an inside or deep screen, or he may roll etc. You
keep adding until you are using three, then four and five man
options. This type of pattern w ill continue to improve and expand,
,along w ith the skills in °lying the basic fundamentals.

The strong point in an offence of this kind is that the better
skilled -the players become, the stronger' the offence.

In any type of offent.e the Loath should consider the following
points:

I. 1:Cep y our offence simple enough so that the players can
react automatically, that is, they are so well drilled that
they do not ha% e to stop to think about making the right
move, they do so automatically.

2. The sy stem should not confine or limn the player, but
should permit him to display originality and initiative.
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3. Luna the number ot set plays for throw ins and jump
ball situations, you can waste a great deal of practice,
time with too many plays.

4. Have enough options in y our attack so thatyou can cope
with different defences without losing your effectiveness.

5. The offence must be geared to switch quickly to defence;
from fast break ta set pattern. You must be able to
control the tempo of the game.

6. It is important that you make your opponents play the
type of game that you wish toplay. If they like to play a
fast pattern, do not run w ith them, try to make them
slow down. You can do this by slowing down your own
game and playing a control pattern.

7. If they play a slow brand of ball, speed your play up
both on offence and defence. Try a pressing man-to-man
defence. This will force them to speed up their tempo.

8. Your style of attack should be such that any of the five
men on the floor are potential scorers. Do not hate a
system where only one or two ot your players does the
majority of the shooting. The defence can stop one or
two good men, but the jobibecomes more difficult when
the other three players can score as well.

9. Select your drills so that they are related to the type of
ottence you plan to use. Keep your drills progressive
going front one -on -one, to two-on -two, until you canc. to
five-on-Tic e.

Developing a Pattern

In a controlled offence, 'start w ith a basic pattern and then
have options that follow the original, moves. Try to develop a
continuous series of plays so that if the.first move is ineffective,

they may try a second and so on.
One thing that the coach should keep in mind is that the moves

the play Li makes should not become stereotyped. For c.aniple, if
at any time during a play one of the players is-op-en for a good
shot, he should be passed the ball immediately so that he may
take it. When selecting your pattern of offence you should be
certain that you ha% c the performers who can carry out the

offensive assignments. The following are the popular patterns
that have proved successful, including the skills the personnel
require to effectitely perform them.
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wo out' -- Three -in Offence (2-3)

Co a--"tv.o-oui and three-in offence" your two back men, 01
and 02 should be your best ball handlers. They should be able to
beat Lieur men in a one-on-one situation, should be adept at
faking, ,..hanging, direction, and moving quickly'on a give and go.
05 could be your centre man. He should be adept at playing
the high post position, possess the ability to fake, shoot_ and
drive down the zentre. 04 and 03 should be the big men %Alio are
good reboonders. In this type of offence., all fke players should
be potential scO\rers.

Diagram 63: 2-3 'Offensive Setup
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i

Diagram 64: 2-3 Offence Give and Go Options f and 2. 01
passes to 02 who passe, to 04 and cuts to the outside. If 02
beats his man, he may receive a handoff-from-04, and may 4rive
to th\ basket. If he does not get the ball, he goes to ,the.coi,ner.1
Whelk 02 passes to 04, 05 moves to the weak side and, sets up a.vv

post out sev en feet from the basket. 03 moves across the ,key
and rt\ceives a pass from 04 and takes the shot. ;03 Must fake
one villy and go the other. Sometimes he cuts hi front of (15,
sometin\es behind. 04 follows his pass to cover the rebound;10Z
1.100 out from the cOrnerto take adefensive spot along, with 91.
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\

...

Diairam 65: 2-3 Offence Options 3 and:1
If 03does not get free in option 2, then 04 holds the ball. 02

li stays in the corner, 03 sets up a low post on the strong side.
1 05 moves out to the foul line and receives a cress-court pass from
04. 05 may jump shoot, drive for the basket, or hand off to 01

t
who cuts down the weak side as so on as he sees 05 with the ball.

. t

'04 and 02 drop back on defence. 03 helps 01 and, 05 with the
ebound. If 05 drives, 03 moves toward. .the corner to prevent
is man switching to check 05.
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1,

-

Diagram 66: 2:3. Offence Options 5 and 6

if 04 can not get the ball to 05, he passes ou'f to 01i. 01 passeS

to 05. and `ails 1J him, either to the outside or doh the centre
for handoff pass and a drive to the basket. /.` and 0,4 move out

for 4defensire balance. 03 and 05 took for rebounds. b5 may'fake

a handoff pass to Olfgiot'and drive down the opppgite side, or
-fake and follow 01 to the basket.

174'
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(

awalaran.

Diagram 67: 2-3 Offence Options 7 and 8
01 passes to 02, who pa.,,,es to 04 and cuts to the outside. p5
moves to the side of the foul line, 04 bounce passes to 05, who
bounce passes to 02, who drives to the basket. 04 may hand off
to .2 if 02 is clear of his man. 03 delays and then beats his man
in for a rebound or a pass ou- from 02.
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Diagram Kb. 24 Offen .e\Options 9 and 10

1

01 passes to 02 who ',lasso to 04 and cuts to the outside. OS

moves to the side of the foul line. 04 bounce passes to 05 and

cuts around 05 for a handoff pass and goe's to the basket. 04
may stop and shoot using 05 as a screen. 03 delays and then
beats his man in for a rebound or a pass from 04.

,Note: These 10 options wort. from lath sides Of .the court and
follow one another, front a simple give arid go to a situation

where the whole five men may be involved in the play;

176
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One-Three-One Offence (1-3-1)

If you have only one good ball handler and he is the type who
can control a.i offene, you may %%ant to try the one-three-one
attack. 01 must be an cellent dribbler and passet, he must have
the ability to fake, and to be able to st.reen his man off as he
cuts by any of the posts set up by his teammate;. 04 should ha%c
a good Jump shot from the top of.the key and the ability to
set up lateral screens. 02 and 03 should be your best shooters
from t%%enty-one feet actin, 05 should be your best rebounder
and possess a good shot from the side of the basket and the
corner.

Diagram 69: 1-3-I Offensive Setup

3
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Diagram 70: 0-1 Offence

z

til starts to dribble and passes to 02 who passes to 05 at,the
low post. 05 may turn and jump shoot, or hand off to 04 who

drives for a layup. 04 waits until 05 has receised the ball from 02

before cutting.

178
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Diagram 71: 1 -3 -1 Offence

X

C3

3 X X 2

01 fakes outside and runs his man into post set by 04 mid r'ecei es

pass from 02 and drh es for the layup.
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Diagram 72: 1-3-1. °fictive

oh

i

01 fakes outside and runs his man into 04; if he does not beat
his man he runs through And goes to the corner. 04 cuts to the
side of the key and receives ball from 02 and passes in to 05
who has a short jump shot. 02 cuts past 0:1 and could get the

ball on a give and go.
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Diagram 73: 1-3-1 .Offence

-.1

In Diagram 72 if 05 does not get the ball from 04 he cuts through
the key and sets up a screen for 01 in the corner. 01 cuts across
for a pass from 04 and goes to the basket.
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Del eloping an Offence

Diagram 74: 1-3-1 Offence

x
5

X
3

X

.0'

2

I

4

01. gives to 02 and cuts around the outside. 02 can hand off or
fake, and drive around the screen set by 04 and go to the basket.



Des eloping an Offence

.Diagram 75: 1-3-1 Offence

01 ghes to 04; 115 conies out to screen for 03 who cuts on the
inside for a pass from 04. 04 may fake to 03 and drise down the
centre,

183
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Developing an Offence

Three-Out, No-ln Offence (3-2)
From the 2-3 or 1-3-1 otleme it is a simple matter to .go into

a 3-2 attack that v% ill gn e y on a change of pace and possibly

some easy .baskets 01 should be 'good at setting screens and
know how to eeeute a roll after setting the scrcen. He could be
your centre man. and. should be able to jump of hook shoot
close to the basket. \ our No guards 02 and 03 should be good
sereeners, good on giNe and go situations, and good passers.
04 and 05 should be good jump shooters from the foul line area
and should be )uur best play- makers. They must know when to

pass the ball and hen to hold it, so that the teammates can
mope into the nest option.

Diagram 76: 3-2 Offensie Setup

I
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Diagram 77: 3-2 Offence

.5

x

3

....
......- -77 \/

/
/

X

1

x 4

A

X t

2

430

02 passes to 04 moing out..01 screens for 05 who cuts for the
basket to receivi. the pass from 04.
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Developing an Offence

Diagriain 78: 3-2 Offence Option 1 0

44.-
0

02 passe to 04. 01 screens for p5 Ithocuts for the asket. If

ne does not beat his man, he contanies across the ey \tSthe

corner and back out.,01 pivots and cob; across for t w,pass from

0 4 . 100.
186 .



4'biagram 79: 3-2 Offence Option 2

Developing an Offence
1

.**

If 01 does not get the alLhe continues across the key to.the *

orner..02 then cuts ac tOsS and screens for 03 viho cuts doWn
lhe.weak side for a pass frbm 04.

11

)437
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Der elopipg. an Offenee.

. Diagram 80: 3.2 Offence Using Screens
,

01., passes to 02 who dribbles torrards p4, stops
, 05 at the top of the I.ey. 03 screetis. for 05. 01

who cuts off the scq.en fora pass frotti 05.
-

1

188
)
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screens for 0.1
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Diagram 81: 3-2 Offence Using Double Scrcos
.,

91 passes to 02 who passes to 04. 01 then screens for 03 who
kuts to the basket for a pass from 04:05 mopes out to help
0) screen for 03.
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General Principles of Working Against-a Zone

-I. Againsta. zone defence the fast break is the first and

best method df attack.. If this falters then- you must go

into a set offensive pattern.
In order to capitalize on the fast break you must have

good defenwve rebounding, be able to get the outlet pass

away quickly and then get at least one man behind, the

defence and hit him with thelong pass. Your tvo fastest

players should be around the top of the key. The three

tallest or.best rebounders,should form the rebound triangle

and fight hard to get the Yid'. In this style of play you

keep dribbling to a minimum, as passes are more effective.

2. If your fast break is stopped you slow drown and set up

your planned method of attack. Use sharp, accurate passes.

When penetrating use the bounce pass, on the outside

use chest passes. Aonl cross court passes as they can

be disawous.

3. Once you set up your offence, keep the gall moving
quickly. If oue player holds it too long the defence has

time to counteract your move. If you keep the defence'

nmocmg, someone is bound to make a mistake and give

you an opening. Always ccncentrate on good shots, do

not hum them. Be patient and make your system work.

In most cases the 1 -3 -I has proved tobe the most success-

ful pattern of attack against a zone defence. It has good

continuity, is easy to teach, bas good floor Vance,
and can also be used against a man-to-man defence.

To successfully use a 1 -3 -I attack you need two good jump

shooters, a real,sood ball handler, and a strong low post

player w ho can also shoot well from either corner. The

outside man must be an accurate passer, a good dribbler

and ball handler. He must be your strongest defender

and it would also help if he can shoot well from the

outside.
05 w mild be your centre player and should be able to

shoot from the corners. 02 and 04 should-be- strong jump

shooters from the ,foul line. 01 should be your best ball
handler and passer, as well as your best defensive player.

04 should be a good ball handler and a strong rebounder.
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Developing an Offence

Diagram 82: 1-3-1 Offence Against a Zone

X

1

X

/I4/
/

/

I

01 passes to 02. If open 02 may shoot. 02 passes to 05 who
has cut to the corner, then cuts for the basket. 04 moles to
where 02 was. 03 moles to where 04 was. 05 passes to 04 who
may shoot or pass to 03 for a jump shot. If 03 has no shot,
ball is passed back to 01 and the play starts over.



Developing an Offence

Diagram 83; 1-3-1 Offtnce Against a Zone

X

r

/
g

2

.:A
01 passes to 02 who passes to 05 in the corner and then cuts
for the basket. 04 !Imes into a low post and receives the ball
from 05 for the shot. If 04 is covered he can hit 02 with a
pass under the basket.

1,9
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Diagram 84: I-3-1 Offence Agaipsf a Zone

3
X

4 k,.

5

Ball is passed from Of to 04 to 02. 03 cuts across court and
sets up a _low post. 02 passt. to 03, who shoots if, open. If 03
Is covered, he passes to 05 who has a short corrm shot.
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Developing an Offence

Fast Break

When duinging the tempo from a slow deliberate style to a fast
one the coach has a choice of two types of fast break:

I. the gamble
, .2. the control break

Gamble Break

This type of fast break incorporates the u,,e of the long baseball
pliss to a player w ho hasgambled on his team getting the rebound,
to break quickly down court.

I. It is best used with a zone defence allowing one or both
outside men the opportunity of breaking as soon as the
shot is taken.
The rebounder must look for the breaking man as soon
as he obtains the rebound and immediately pass him the
ball.

3. The breaking man once he receives the ball, must go
straight for the basket, for either the layup or the short
jump shot.

Control Break

This fast break has a definite pattern for the different situations
that occur on the court and can be used either with a man-to-man
or zone defence. It does however, require that every member of
the team be in good physical condition if it is to be successful.
In the gamble break only one or two players will do the majority
of running, while in the control break everyone must be in good
condition because they are all involved in the pattern.

I. Diagram 85 shows the original set up using a 2-1-2
zone for starting the control fast break after a defensive
rebound. (The pattern for a man.defence-is very similar).

2. The first pass is from the rebounder 04 to guard 01
(Diagram 85 B). This pass must be kept short to prevent
an interception. If the passing lane from 04 to 01 is not
open then 04 should dribble towards the corner until 01

pis open. 01' should pull to the sideline when the shot is
taken and be even with the foul line, He must wait for
the pass,before starting to move.

3. 01 starts to dribble into the middIZ lane, meanwhile 02
starts down the outside lane, with 03 starting to enter the
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Developing an Offence

third lane. 01 could pass to either 02 or 03 if they have
a clear path to the basket. 04 and 05 start to fill the
trailer lanes (Diagram 85 C).

4. Diagram 85 D shows the five lanes with, each player
occupying one. Special note should _ be made that the
trailers 04 and 05 are inside.02 and 03.

5. When 01 reaches the top of the key he begins to stop so
that when he comes to the foul line he is under control
and able to pass to 02 or 03 ic they are open. He may
also shoot if the defence has backed up to co&r the first
two cutters (Diagram 85 E).

6. If 01,does not pass to 02 or 03, or takes the shot himself,
he may now pass to either one of the trailers 04 or 05.
In the ineantnne 02 and 03 have gun a pattern that has
taken them back outside where they have established gdod
defensive floor balance. (Diagram 85

Diagram 85: Control Fast Break
This illustrates the control fast break after a rebound, while
playing a 2-1-2 zone.

5

4

2
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Diagram 85B

Diagram 85C
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Diagram 85D

ti

Diagram 85E

3\
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Developing an Offence

Diagram 85F

The control fast break can be used in many game situations:
I. pass interceptions
2. missed foul shot
3. a jump ball
4. a-ball out of bounds

.

The pattern will follow, closely 1.),Iagram 85, with variations
occurring during the opening moments. .\11 situations will follow
the same general principles listed below. .

I. All passes must be kept short to present interceptions
and errors.

2. The ball must get into the middle lane' as. quickly as
possible. .

3. The outside lanes are close to the sidelines and must
be filled as quickly as possible.

4. The trailing lanes must be filled, and run inside !;pose of
the first two cutt,ns.

5. The ball must iv.) go past the line unless the lane .
is clear. If the ptlyer pe,..cliatc.; the lane, then he must
take the layup or junto Miofhintself. 4

6. The outside cutters must make their cuts orn the foul
line extended, and in a straight line for the basket. If
they do not reed% e the ball or cannot aot as rebounders
they must continue around the outside to clear the area
for the trailers.
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7. The trailers must. delay long enough to all the first
cutlers to cldar the lane, then cut sharply for the basket.

. '
8. If no one is open 'for a clear shot then the middle man

must hold ripe ball and start hate er pattern the team
is using.

'

Workingainst the Zone Press

Many mauls today are using either the full or half court zone
press an the beginning coach must prepiiie his team to meet
tills type of defence.

The coach must undersiald ti.at the one thing the press tires to
is to force a team to char,ge their tempo thus increasing

the opportunities for error. Teams must be taught not to panic,
but instead to remain ;ool and think ahead.

1 coach may use the simple pattern illustrated in Diagrams. 86
and 8-7 against most tone presses.. He must learn however that
a pattern may work against one team but not against another
because individual players have varying abilities and play the
same position differently. It is also very easy to change the
defence to compensate for any offensive pattern that might
be successful. It takes, A great deal of practice time to master.
an offensive pattern, btit only' a slight dcluolv.. adjustment will'
end its effectiveness.

The coach must therefore emphasize to his pl ers thlt/rhen.
rising a pattern they must master the basic fundamental of passing,
dribbling and shooting, coupled tulip a t. ,olUess ..nd originality
under pressure, will then give them the necessary ingredients to
handle any zone press.

Pressure playing can only be developed through practise and
experience. Drills must be built into the practices to simulate
game conditions. The use of the score clock with time and
score situations set up by the coach, can do a groat deal to
create game experience during a practice.
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Diagram 86; Offcnshe-Pattcrn Against the Pull Court Zone Press

A

ic/
02

04 It'

.1

X5

X3

03

01 passes to 02 who half turns and throws a. quick pass to 04.
04 goes down court and comes back to receie the pass. 04 passes
to 05 coming out to, meet the pas,s. 03 moves dovivourt to
receive a pass front 05 for the la)up or short jump shot..
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Diagram 87: Offenshe 'Itatterr. Against the EulL.Court2one-1ress--

04

02

x2

I

-X4

03

05

If after 01 na:.3...s tO cc 04 is not open. then 02 can pass 'to
03 who in' !urn, pass to 04. If 05 is it, the dear he receives

pass; if X5 ha im covered 04 drh es to the basket and sets up
a2 on 1 situation. If X3 stars with 03 then 01 would be open to
receive the pass froili OZ.
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Developing an Offence

The follow mg general principles can be used against any type
of zone press, yet still allow for originality within the players.

I, Players must be taught to look before passing. They should
know before receiving-the ball who they aregoing to pass'
to next. Passes must be sharp and no lobs are to be used.

Never use more than three men in back court to bring
up the ball, and preferably two.

;3. The players must be taught to stay away from the sidelineS
and corner areas w here traps are easy to execute.

4. Use a tall man to help bring up the ball. A tall mad by
holding thiFbaThigh over can pt, s easily an&
also makes it difficult for smaller guards to trap. .

5. When an offensive man leaves an area, have another
offensive man enter it. The second man will be the open
man, when the defence reacts to the Moeinent of the
first,

6. Teach the players to dribble only in an emergency, or
to manoeuter to a clear passing lane.

7. When players are trapped, have them try and bounce
the ball out of bounds, off the legs of the defensive
man. If this does not w ork then have them hang _on and

take a Jump ball rather than attempt a pass,that might
be intercepted.

8. Teach the players to take the ball out of bounds quickly
after a score. This Prevents the defence from haVing
enough time to set the press up properly.

9. Teach the player to pass down the court, not across the
court. Passing down court advances the ball and helps to
defeat the press, because no pressing team ca ti outrun a
sharp, crisp pass: When a team passes cross court it
allows the press an opportunity, to react to the new
position of the ball, which they can do effectively when
moving laterally.

10. Teach the players that after breaking the press and
aovancing use ball into forecourt, they should only shoot
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if they have a clear path for the layup. Many teams
employing the press like to let teams shoot from the out-
side. If they are not sui.cessful, the pressing team usually
ends up With the rebound, which they can turn into a ,
fast break situation and an easy layup at the other end
of the court.

I 1. The coach should call a time out if his team is flustered
by the press and attempt to calm them down.

12. Change the tempo of the game. 13y slowing dov

you decrease the opportunities a team %.s ill get to use their
pressing tactics.

Special Situations

There are three simple basic situations that allow a team to score
easy baskets:

I. A tip -off
2. A foul sho
3. An out-of-bounds

Simple patterns can be developed that will allow teams to score
during these situations. These patterns can be built right into .

the scrimmages, thus eliminating the need for specific drillsand
practice time in order to master-them.

Tip-off Offence

There are many offensive tip -off patterns that can be used.
The one shown in Diagram 438 is. simple and can have a number
of options.
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Diagram 88: Tip-off Pattern

of°

4 X4 X5 65

X2 X3
02 3

N hen 01 is certain he can beat- his man to the tip he signals

his teammates. He can tip to either 0.4 or 05 with either the
opposite guard 03 or 02 cutting as soon as the ball is tipped.

Other options can be easily incorporated by the coach.

Foul Shot Rebound Offence

This again is a very simple and basic play that will permit a.

few easy baskets.
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Diagram 89: Foul Shot Rebound Offence

01 and 02 try to beat X1 and X2 to the inside. When X4 mores
in front of 04, 05 cuts down thecentre looking for a high rebound
or a tip out. 03 has to.move back on defence.

Out -of- hounds Offence (baseline)

Out -of- hounds plats arc easy to work on< baseline, but
difficult on the sideline. The patterns included here are for the
baseline against a man-to-man (Diagram 90), and zone defences
(Diagram 91).
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Diagram 90: Out -of- Bounds against Man Defence

X3

403

et

XI

X55

X2

1,2

X44

02 uses back screen on X3. 03 fakes then drives off screen set

by 02. If open 61 gives him a pass for the layup. Meanwhile

02 rolls to baseline. If 03 is not open then 01 cab pass to ,02

for a short kamp shot. 05 is the outlet man. Play goes to the

side shaded by 01, and could also be run with 04.
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Diagram 91: Out-of-Bounds againstot Zone

01 passes to 0 who passes to 03. 01 goes behind double screen
laid by 04 and 05. 03 dribbles across court and passes to 01
behind double serpen. 01 takes a short jump shot.

Freeze Pattern

When to freeze the ball in an effort to' protect a lead will
be one of the most difficult decisions fur the new coach to
make. Many a game has been lost because a team started to
freeze the ball too early or because they did not freeze at all.

The following schedule can be used as a guide for initiating a

change from the regular offensive pattern to a controiled freeze.
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Five minut: marl. 10 point lead or over

Have them play their regular offensive game. Do not try to
change the tempo but instead, hav e the team carry the play to
their opponents.

Five minute mark under 10 point lead*

Have them play their regular offenive game but take more time
to-set up their shots. The players should only take fifteen foot
shuts and layups. The team should continue to carry the play to

, their opponents.

Three minute mark 10 point lead or over

Have thent4lay,their regular offensive game and take the game
to their opponents. ,

Three minute mark under .10 point lead

.1-tav e them play their regular offensive game but take more time
to set up -thou shots. The players should only take short ten foot
shots and layups. Try to have them keep the clock moving by
keeping the offun.e sharp. This w III prevent the defence from fouling
and stopping the clock.

Two minute mark orover

Have thifm play their regular offensive pattern and continue
to, take the game to ,their opponents. Keep the clock moving
both on offence and 'llefeni.e. Have the players avoid tight defensive
situations that will result in fouling.

Two minute mark under 10 point lead

Play for only the short jump shots and the Iayup in your
offensive pattern. Control the ball longer in an effort to gat
a better shot. Play for the foul shot especially if the bonus
is in effect. This is an excellent way to pad a lead:
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'One minute mark 10 point lead or over

lime the team play their regular Offensive pattern. No freeze
is necessary.

One minute mark 3.to 9 pinticad_____:_

2

_On offence ha% e the team play, their freeze pattern taking the
layups then they are open.. Play for fouls, especially if the bonus
is in effect sots topad tke leadOn defence-avoid-fouling7-

Onclidnutirmark
Ha% e the team play their free e pattern taking the layup if

%Nide open. They must keep th clock mo%ing so they should
a% )id being fouled by the defenc If they lose the ball they should
eeneentrate on a good ttAigh det nee so as to let the player shoot
Frei., outside but not in close, then have them go after the rebound.
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-Freeze Offence

A simple freeze offence can be set up as in Diagram 92.

Diagram 92: 'Freeze Pattern
04 screens for 03 who cuts to the opposite corner and receives
it'pass from 02. 02 then screens for 01 w ho cuts to the opposite
side and receives a pass from 03. 03 then screens for 04 who
returns to his initial spot and receives a pass from -01, who
in turn screens for 02 who then returns to his initial spot. 05 is

ahe and runs the pattern as illustrated.

A

02

05

105

01
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Chapter 11

DRUPE A DEFENCE

Defensive Requirements.
I. Defence implies alertness, toughness and skill.
2 Defensive play, requires the same amount of emphasis as'' dribbling, passing and shooting.
3N':"The big reason for a poor,defence is the misconception

that a good offence is the best defence.
4, Defence is the ,one stable phase of the game; there are

5. The coach must place a high value on defensive ability;
the players will' follow his lead. Both playcrs and coach ,

should be ready to acknowledge good defensive play,/
6. Defence should recehe as much attention as offence at

practice. Do not leave defensive practice until the end of
your ,workout; it requires more energy, is not as glamorous
as offensive practice, and the players may not exert
themselves if theyrare

7. No team would go out on the floor without having
practised their offence; why then should they take the
floor without a sound knot ledge of defensive play.

8 The mechaoics of team defensive basketball arc difficult
to master, unless each player has been taught individual
defensive fundamentals.'

Building "4. our Defence

Before a team can deiclop a goodafence here arc .certain
things that thti coach and players sbotild-be aware of.

One style of defence is not enough; the team should be
able t ) play man-to-man and be able to sw itch to another
type a defence at a _moments notice.

2. The coach and the players must be able to diagnose the
type of attack being used 'against them. .

3, The defence must be able to counter the style of attack
used by the other team.
Changing your style of defence exerts pressure on your
opponents, apd keeps your ow n _team Tharp and alert.

5. To master-defensie play the coach should ha% e them play
one -on -one, w atchhig their,stance, footwork and how they
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Developing, a Defence

block out the offense man. Then pi ogress to two-on-two,
and three-on-three, watching their sliding and switching
manoeus ers. They must not switch until one man has

been posited} blocked, and the must fight through half

blocks.
To play good defensis c basketball ever} player on the team

should be w ell skilled in all the basic: fundamentals of defenive
pia}, They should know how to assume the correct 'position gbf
defending against an opponent w ith the ball, as w ell as against-

an opponent without the ball. They must be able, to ,;spine the
correct stance and be able. to use the proper foo-tW*Ork-, as the

f circumstances change throughout ti c game. They must be coached

ph) mean} and pientall} , and mostoTall, they shculd possess a_ great
to -be aggressive-atill _tunes. They mist be is excellent condition

deal of pride in their defensixe play,

Defensive Patterns

Basically theme are four types of defences a coach may use:

I. man-to-man defence

2. zone defence
3. combination defence
4. "pressing defence

There are many Larm,tions of man -to -man and zone defences. A
combination defence can either use different zones, or man-to-.
man together, or some combination of the two types. This
chapter deals w ith the straight man-to-man defence, the most
popular of zones, the 2-I -2, pressing^ man and half and full

_court zotIe presses. The coach should start the season with the

man-so-man then pi oeced to a 2-1-2 zone. When the players are
able to handle both, then he may start on, a combination, or some
type of press..

Man-to-Man Defence

The basic stance ror defensive basketball has already been

explained in the chapter on defensise fundamentals (Chapter 9).
Hie following outlines the bask erinciples in%ohcd in defending
an opponent under different situations:

1. guarding the man witli'the ball
2. guarding the dribblci
3. gum ding the-man without the ball
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Developing a Defence .

4. guarding the cutter
5. guarding the out-of-bounds player
G. guarding on the foul shot

Guarding the Man with the Ball

Teach the player to always play the angle. The offensive man
when he still has not dribbled, will have many possibilities left
open to him. If he is not a good long sliot, he should be played
loosely .(lire reet)..If he is a good long shot, ha' e him played
-lig t h ree feet-raway-).

If he steps to the left, theleft foot should drop back in the
line of his cut. It is important that he drop it -back, and not
sideways. If this step turns out to be a drive for the basket,
he should pivot on his left foot and run with the man. Do
not let him slap at the ball or go after it, unless he is surd
he can get possession. Have hint stay close enough to his check
so that at any time he can try to block a shot. He should run
in a crouched_position (Le. with the centre of gravity low), so
that he can stop or change direction_as quickly as his check does.
He should be taught that soon as both. of his_check's hands
tooth the ball, his dribble has ended, and he should immediately-____
eloce in and try to tic the mail up.

If this step turns out to be a'fake, then, after he has stepped
back with his left foot, have him step back yvith his right foot
SO he does not get into a position where his legs are spread.--
Hare him shuffle back up into position, keeping his centre of
gra% ity low at all times. When shuffling back have him take
small steps so that he is ready to change direction at any time.
Have him do the opposite if it is to his right.

If the offensive man fakes a set shot, emphasize he must not
leave the floor or eNen raise up on his toes. If he passes, do
not allow him to turn his head to follow the pass,but instead,
keep leis cy es on his opponent. The same holds for a shot, although
some defences have the player turn and follow the pass into the -

post in an attempt to tie up thecentre man
The coach should tell his players that it is always possible

for the offensive wan to get some sort of shot away, and it is

up to him to make this shot as difficult as possible. When his
man is driving,, he ,must be content to keep him away front
the basket instead of trying to steal the ball or stopping the
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d --
dribble; Vuu often the defensie man fails to yp the dribble

' allocvin, the man to go in far an easy shot.
On the drme to Ole basket w hen the man god's up in the air

for his shut, ha% e the defensiye man go up and try to check him
w ith the near firta He should land boas to be facing the basket,,
ancibe in a w eight forward, semi-crouched position, ready to block
the shooter and go for the rebiSund.

If the man with the ball 1..an only dribble alieiendy with one
hand, then this is the side he should IN played on. An alert
defensive man a soon thecover, , whether 11;. opponent can
dribble w ell w ith t oth the right and left hands.

if the n:1044--vrrth he ball likes to jump shoot, the guard should
wait until the shouter's feet are off the door befOre leaving his.
If he goes up too soon the offensne play ei can fake a jump shot
and drive in for an easy lay up. When attempting to cheek a jump
shot, he should go up in the air with hands and arms hf:Id as
high as possible in an attempt to at least block the shooter's
i.sion, He might not block the shut but if he can male the shooter

change the are of the ball, then this may cause him to miss.,

Guarding the Dribbler

The guard. should be taught to never wait for a dribbler
flat-footed, but be in such a position as to ehallage him, and
force him to declare his direction. If this is done in sufficient
tfme, the guard may get in a position to make a play on the
ball. As tire dribbler approaches, the guard should' use a el- Irging
fake, by steppidg out toward the dribbler. A fake of this sort
will imariably cause the dribbler to top or to slant right or

diaribblerstops, he should be play ed as any man w ho has
used !lis dribble. If the dribbler, slants right or left, try to force

hini_to_the sideline. \Vila- the dribbler is not too fast, the
defensae man should keep a half step Ahead using the boxer's
shuffle. If the man has too much dribbling speed, he should turn
and get in running step with him and try ..to stay slightly ahead.
to prevent the dribbler from changing his pad's and cutting in be-
hind him. Once instep with the dribbler, he should try to bat,
or hit the ball away with the near hand. This should attempted
when the 11411 is near the floorb,ecati4 that is where the. dribblet,
has.the least control. If tinablc',to play the ball successfully_ in this
manner, wait to block the ball as the man attempts to shoot.
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it>Minep the _dribbler crosses the court, have the guard use the
lateral shuffle in an effort to force lum to thc sideline. To -play_
it safe he should concentrate upon the dribbler first; and the
hall- second.

Most high school, pla:.ers pilfer to drke to tett basket or to
hang hack ant. shoot. 'If he is t.dmer, play him loose. If he
like, to'sct.'or jump shoot, ,lay him close and pressure him all
the time.

.
Harding the without the Bali '

When guaruing a-man without the balY,"havcpun play a little
looser. This holds true for most cases. However, there arc many
eNceptions.

11' he is guarding a'man oar one side ur the court and the ball.,
is away oer on the other side, it is qua athisable to drop.
hack -a considerable distance toward the basket. .

Ns the ball approaches the man, he must be played closer. If
the man's reanimate ten' feet aw ay., has tge'ball,' he should be.
played, abo,q, fife fret away. _When tt pa ,s arrives then the
defensRe man should mote up to the re ular three foot guarding
positibn. There is a daggt: with this loose play, if the guard

- is caug.l?t away from his opponent olden the b'all is receh ed.,.
In 'this case he must approach him feinting high. Ira keeping
low 4...,syr thdt his. centre of gra% ity >v ill be elosc,to the floor,
then he wcii 1 at e nti difficulty Nransferring the weight back .1'.

toward ttesbasket, if a delensitgAut cm that direction is :a4essary. ......
As a general ?ule all defen;i% e players shad stay between

theiL man and 411e. basket. How et er, this rule does not. alt% ay:2
hold. If the' man cuts imay Afro,,,m,the ball to the basket At a
w ill probably be necessary k) zuk; bc4Ituiti' hid AIL both hands up
'guarding against Stittysty.,pass. In thistase the guard is between
him and the b. nUts'llelAyeen him and the basket, This is
also the ease i a fast break fol the basket when the man gets
ahead of his check. Here he must turn, his b.4 to the ball andY
take the Shortest pos ale Nth to the basket, %%at mg his hands
as he goes.

c.

The guard should alWaxs 1)1.:% so tliat he can see both man
and the ball and be between his man and the baskek. If he can-
not see both theta!! and his man, then he must watch his man. 41

.
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Developing a Defence

[he guard should not try to ball-hawk until he is certain that
hs Mall dui., not go to meet his passes. It is dm licult to interedpt

short passes and a dangerous practice which should only be
attempted when the guard is certain he can do it

hen.checkingy man without the ball, he should always watch
for someone else using him as a Scieen. If this happens, he will
warn his teammate and then step back and help him "through".
it his IC,1111111,tte is switchNereened, he must be prepared to switch
quickly and pick up his man.

It his mYn tries to run him into a screen, the guard should
shin Ins direction at the proper time and 11101 e ahead or behind
the ,lateial screen, or more in such a way (fakes, etc.) as to
make it difficult for the screen to be set up.

It iiinnan tries to cui Wilk guard on the post man, he should

ti tt, heat him to the post and force 'him to cut wide. If he
stops and conies back, then he must fight back bet%,een the post
man and the defensive Illa

l'he guard must.be taught nod to Jrop off iind relax when his,

man passes ,the "ball. This makes him vulnerable to the give
and go. As soon as the ball is passed, he ''should drop back in

the direetioh, of the . pass. This enables the guard to figure out
his near moe and niay pit.% emit' him from bell% picked Off on

a screen.

Guarding the Cutter

A team that Aises, a pattern stylc offence, w ill ha% e ninny

players cutting for tine- basket. In this style. iof play the same
cuts will be used many tunics, ihedefensnc team should observe
the pattern used by their opponents and try to force the cutters
to take a different route. Occasionally this can be done by
beating the man tO the path that he wants to take.

A team with a pattern offence, w ill probably 4e stationary or
running, screens. A defensive player_ when moving backwards
should hold one hand behind him, trying to feel for a screen.

,C are must be taken that he does not push the screener 16 he
mot:, bad,. Whenever possible he should be taught to go oyer

%the top of a screen. ff it is too tight and the cutter does not
lei%e him enough I0011, to do this, thee the gintrd must roll
around the screen and ,pick up his man as he breaks clear.

%%Ink doing this he runs the iisk of the man stopping in front
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of the sort ner, reeening a pass and shy tang. Ho%%e% er, 4111,),
i, better i..n getting seteened out on the play and ha mg the
than go in for a layttp:

If a player likes to cut into the post or pint area the paid
should try to, beat hun to the area. If a player likes to cut
don n the baseline to a spot unde, the basket, again the guard
should get there first and proem him from iecci% lug the ball.
The guard shOuld alvi ay 3 t ry to I- Inia..t. his opponent go in a direction
he does riot %%ant, to go. Ile should be piessitred at all times,
espicially in the good shooting areas.

When a team uses an offence %%here the atiaids cut off a high
post, it becomes more difficult to defence. The post Illan 11Ith
the ball has social mmes, he ..,in turn and Jini) shoot, he can
hand off to a cutter, he can fake the hand -off' and dine do%%n
the othei side. especially if his man moves to%%ards the cutter,
or he can fake a pass and hold the ball until a teammate is
deal under the basket. When guaidnig the utrei. he should go
o'er, the top of the post hole% et possible, if not, he should
go' behind the post nian and in front of his teammate goal ding
hiM. I his means the man guarding the post man %%ill ha% e to
take a short step back%%ards to let his teammate through, and
then mine for to 'try to st.ip the post man fi um shooting.

Guarding the Out-of-hounds Player

On the sidelines the man should be played on the angle. The
plaid should face ide%%ays so that he may see the other players
on the court. This say he an be pit:paled for any screens that
iinght be attempted on him.

On the baseline. he should play to%%ard the centre line of the
court and face side ay s. This %say he is in a position to see
and stop pia), that end in !ay ups, after a dyne domi the lane.

Guarding on the Foal Shot

When assq,ne,.1 to play the. shotitei the paid should step across
the foul line lacing the basket. This ,%ay he can block the shooter
from any rebound or pass.

When playing an inner pasition on the 'lane, he should step
across the lane line %%ith the foot anay hum the basket, and
from this position block out his neighbouring opponent.
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When playing an outer position on the lane line,lielmust try
to beat the opponent's.foot%\ ork by, stepping obliquely in front
of him with the near foot so as to gain the inside rebound
position.

DiagraM 92: Foul Shot. Rebound. Defence

3

fl

XS
5

\
As soon as th shot hits the rim, X1 and X2 swing out in front
of their opp aents by stepping across with their near foot,
keeping the b dy hell spread and blocking out their opponents.

X4 wily is ch cking the shooter, mores out directly in front of
him so that h , cannot get the deep rebound or a tip-out from
one of his lean mates. X3 watches 03 and as soon as a teammate

gets the ball he 1110% CS\ to that side for the outlet pass. X5 guards
'..1.

05 and tries to eat hi 1 down court for a pass from X3.
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Guarding. on the Jump Ball

jrregardless Of %%here the front players line up, it is essential
that the coach instruct his deep play ers to always line up inside
the offensive men. Checks should be matched up accoiding to
height %%hen the jump is held at the defensive basket.

Individual Defensive Moves

1. The player must develop and practise split vision so that
he can witch the man, the ball and °thin players at the
same time.,

2. He must nil er trail his man, but should !no% e up and
run beside him.

3. When his opponent has the ball and has not used his
dribble, he should play him !dose, keeping his eyes on
his mud - section. As soon aS he has finished dribbling, he
should mos e in and try and tie up the man.

4. He must.' nes er cross his feet on defence but ahv ays use
the boxer shuffle; unless his man is driving at top speed
toss arch. the basket, then he will have to run with him.

5. When the ball is on the opposite side of the floor from
his man, he should give him plenty of room, and play
between him and the ball.

6. He should knoss his opponent's style. Does he set' shoot?
Does he like to jump shoot? Can he go both ways?
Does he folloss his Shot? Does he like to fake a shot and
drive to the basket? Is he a poor passer? .Does he relax
on defence? Does he 1111%4: a special spot on'the floor
that he likes to shoot from?

"."4

7. Unless the guard is ins oh ed in a pi eSSIng or zone defence,
he should pick up his check at mid-court; the nearer his
man gets to the dangerous shooting areas, the closer he
should play him.
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8. As soon as the other team gets possession of the ball,
have the players look to their back court to see if there
is a sleeper. or a fast cutter. If there is then a warning
should be called out, with everyone retreating as fasias
possible.

9. Players should not dive for the ball unless they are sure
they areloing to get it.

10. Teach players not to leave their feet 4oblock a shot from
the outside.

1. Have players catch, all rebounds at their own basket. It
is dangerous to tap the ball.

, .

12. As soon as an opponent shoots, have the guard step
in front of him so that he is prevented from following
his shot. If someone else shoots then have the guard
block out his own man.

13. If a man is caught in a two-on-ode situation_, have him
keep faking towards the dribbler to try to get him to
stop, then hay e him cover the man nearest the basket.
II he can slow them dow n.his teammates may have time
to get back to help.

14. Hi. must fight through all screens if possible. If he has
to switch, the man playing the screener should drop back
and pick up the cutter. If he does he must warn his
teammate that he is about ti switch.

J.
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A

I

C

Diagram 93: Man-to-Man Defence. Drills
A 01 cuts across the key to receive the pass. X1 keeps slightly

ahead of him so that '01 cannot make the turn to the basket.
Good Defence.

B X1 is slow getting met.; 01 has room to make the turn and
receive the pass. Poor Defence.

C X1 keeps slightly ahead of 01 so as to keep him away from
the basket. Good Defence.
X1 allows his man to get ahead of him; 01 can now beat
him to the basket. All that X1 can now do is go with him
and try to deflect the ball when the shot Is taken.
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X2

XI / '?"
*I

X22

XI

C

U

X2 7)
x2

Diagram 94: Man-to-Man Defence Drills
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A - -01 dibbles around the screen set up b) 02. 01 goes Hide.
XI goes over the top of-the screen.

B XI goes oser the top of the screen if he has room.
C XI does not have room. X2 steps back to let him through.
D X1 does not hale room. X2 steps back to let him through.
E 01 stops and cti to the inside. X2 tells X1 to stay hsith

madand steps.back to-let hint. through.
F If X1 goes oser the top and01 cuts back, X2 calls the sssitch

and picks up 02.

,3 2
III

A

3 X2.t- 02

_ XL
1 k.:77

3 X2e

X24.
`113

S'

Diagram 95: Man -to -Mai Defence Drills
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A 01 dribbles to the top of tlie key. X1 meets him; X2 takes

a straight lide_position_behind_X1.

B 01 passed to 02. X2 goo oOt.to meet 02. X1 drops back to

a straight line position.
C 02 passes out to 01. X1 goes out to meet 01. X2 drops back

co er.
D 01 passes to 03. N2 goes out to check 03. X1 drops bark to

coer the centre of the key area.
Note: The nearest guard to the ball emers the man; the other

guard takes a straight line position behieen his teammate and

the basket.

Diagram 96: Floating Man-to-Mao Defence-

05

X4
14

>Z5

XI

X3

"03

X2 ,

002

Ball out in front. X1 plays his man tight and redy to fall back
if his man starts-to drib c: X2 and X4 are ready to ih crept passes

to their men. X3 and X5 drop back to cower the tilts t.
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Diagram 97: Floating Man-to-Man-Defence

Developing a Defence

4

Ball goes to 04, X4 poses in tight and is ready to go with the
dribbler. His teammates collapse to clog up the middle. X5
mores oser closer to the corner man. X2 drops Jo the 3 second
area. X3 moves closer to.the-basket.
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Diagram 98: Floating Mando-h ,an Defence

X44

X3

X2\

XI

C

3

2

I

Ball goes to ithe corner man. X5 moves in on him. Teammates

*bloc). the middlt:IX4 stays close to 0.1. Others play their men those./ .

/ . .
.. . .
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The Two- One -Two Zone (2-1.2)

This is the most popular zone and one of the easiest lb m4ter.
Ay simply dropping the middle man back you can make it..;.1.4.2-3

. zone; by moving him out you can make it a 3-2 zone.
This gives a good rebound triangle, and firelight in the free

throvv area. It also permits all defensiv,e players to see the ball
at all times. It is especially effective if you ,have tall players, vvho
are aggressive in hurrying shots, rushing the man with the ball,
making inter..eptions, and securing loose balls. The principle of this
defence is toeate double team situations, pressure the man vv ith
the ball, force bad passes, hurry shots and encourage cross court
passes.

X I and X2,should be y our o best and fastest defeaisiv e' play crs,
and should be +veil' skilled it all thz man-to-man defensive
skills. They should be able to anticipate when a pass is going
to be mac.le_and to knovv vv hen ko gamble on an interception
attempt They have to protect the puddle lant at all times and
be able to break fast %shim an interception is made. The middle
man . 5 io the most important man iii jour zone. He defends the
dange ous close-in areas, directly in front and sides of the basket
as vv. I as the short corner shots. He could be you cenkre man,
and s to-uld be one of your best rebounders. X3 and X4 should be
Lill layers, hood Jebounders, and be able to move quickly from
untie the basket 16 the corners.
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Diagram 99: 2-1-2 Zrie Defence

e
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Diagram 101: 2-1-2 Icine ,Defence, , , A. .

.<

Developing a Defence ;

Mb%

$

X3.
X.4

XI
x

Ball passed across front court. X2 meets the man with the ball.
X1 fills in behind to protect top of the key. X3 covers the basket.
X4 covers passes to his area. X5 in line with the ball and the
basket.
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Diagram 100: 2-1-2 Zone Defence

,

f

4 .
X

i--X3
----

/e.'
--

e X 5 ,.

X2

,
X1 meets the man with the ball. X5 mores irk line with the ball
and the basket. X3 mores out to pressure any potential receiver
on his side or corner. X4 protects under the basket.
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Diagram 163: 2-1-2 Zone Defence

Developing a Defence

4

Ball goc , to the side and in dose. X2 and X4 cover the ball. X5
rioes Li line and midway between ball and basket. X3 corer
the basket. 23 5
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Diagram,103: 2-1-2 Zone Defence

X3

X4
X5 A

X2
I

0

4

Ball passed to deep corner. X4 covers ball. X5 moves between
ball and basket. X3 covers the basket. X1 just outside the three
second lane.
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Diagram 104: 2-1-2 Zone Defence

Developing a Defence

X5
( ')X4

X2

If an offensive man moves to the baseline pivot area, X5 steps
in front of him. 237
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Diagram 105:2-I-2 Zone Defence

/

\

X5 X4

X2

If the offence place a man in the key-hole area at the side X5
moves out to cover. if no one is at the top of the key XI helps
out. 238
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Diagram.106: 2-1-2 Zone Defence

X 3

X5

X4

Ball in front. X1 and X2 move in on the ball and try to keep
opponent from giving a good pass to a teammate.
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Diagram 107: 2-1-2 Zone Defence
Bail passed ,into pivot area in front. It is pressured by XI, X2
and X5. Corner men move back inside the three second line.

X3

/
_

X5

4

Presses

A team may wish to change the tempo of the game through 'its
defensive patterns and this can be best done by using full or
half-court presses.

There are two types that may be used:

1. man-to-man
2. zone press 240
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Man Press

With this press the team pick up their checks as soon as they
lose the ball instead of coming back to centre court and waiting
for them. It is a difficult press to work because when an offensive
man escapes from his guard some other man must- leave
man and pick him up to prevent An easy score. This immediately
causes a two-on-one situation in favour of the offensive side.

Man presses also demand that every player possess good in-
dividual defensive mechanics and that they all be in excellent
physical eadition. This is not always possible, resulting. in
weaknesses.

With the man press there is an attempt to always drive the ball
carrier into the centre of the court wheredouble teams are possible.

Illustration 28: Double Team

237'
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The following principles may be used with the man-to-man

press to set op the double team in the centre of tte court.

I. The man wadi the ball must be overplayed so that he

will go into the centre of the court.

2. The court is divided into two parts by the ten second

line.

3. When the ball is in front court anyone guarding(a man

without the ball in`front court, should play eve' and on

the ball side. ((2 and X3 in Diagram 108).

4. When the ball is in front coat anyone guarding a man
without the ball in back court should play between the

man and the ball. (X4 and X5, Diagram 108).

5. When the ball crosses the ten second line everyone should

guard their man on the side of the ball and even such

as in Diagram 108 13.

O. If the ball carrier is dri% en towards -the centre of the

court then the other defenshe players must watch for an

opportunity for a double -tear

7. When a double eam is attempted then other players play

between their man and the ball; theplayer's on the 'double-

team try to steal the ball or tic the man 'up forcing a

jump ball.
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Developing a Defence

Diagram 108: Full Court Man Press
A Ball is in front court
B Ball is in back court

Cr

XI

04 X4

X2 02

X3 03

B

-

Zone Press
.

With this type of press there is NI opportunity to hick a
weak defensiCe man without weakening the emit!: defence. Zone
defences are built on two Man traps %shit: can he executed by
most basketball pliyers.
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Developing a Defence

Diagram 109:-Trap Areas

3

6

1

This illustrates the six trap areas for a team defending the end

to the right. I and 2 are used in a full court press; 3 and 4

in a half-court press; 5 and 6 after the defence has been set up.

Trap

A trap can be executed anywhere on,thecourt but most coaches

try to design their defensive patterns to hone them occur in one

of six spots.
In teaching the trap the coach should emphasize the following

principles:
1. It is'difficult to trap a man in the middle of the court.

The F oundary and time line shoold be used whenever

possible

2. The trap is not meant to have the Olfensive players try:

and steal, the ball, but instpad ...it is designed to:

I.-. Hawn:: man with the ball execute a severse pivot

, thus turiaag.his back to his forecourt.

ii. To try and get the man with the ball totkoiv a
- high pass so i; can be intercepted-.

iii. To try andg-etTl.Teman with the ball to throw a

pass out of bounds.
iv. To Wave the man with the ball commit a violation

so that his team loses possession-, of the ball.

v. To tic the. man up long dough to force,a junip
ball.
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.Developing a Dephco>

In perforiiiing the trap the key man is the, one on the outside.
He must nev er allow the man to 1:clripe down thi., sideline with
the ball.

The sideline man must contain the ball and if *ppssible get
the c)ffens-ie man to use his Dribble. He does 9,14!s by giving
an inside opening bow XI and X2, then quickly closing it
before the dribbler has an opportunity to Escape. (Diagram 110).

The trap man who is the niiddle one inus-t prevent a return
ipass to anyone in that area,(021.' ,.

He must then help to contain the, Kali carrier along the -base-
line or sideline. He must not allow the man to escape via iihe
baseline. , ..,

Both men Once they have the man contained., should beep-thor
11;Id; high to force a lob pass which can be, easily in,tercepted.

.Alo.artempt should be mide to steal or tie up the ball unless ,.
,

sit is unduly e.:po..ed by the offensive player. 4* -

Illustration 29: Corner Trap



Developing a r)efence

Riagrarn.110: Zone Pressirap

X

\

X2

This illustrates
contains the ball
X2. closes

the basic principles, of a zone press trap. 'X1
carrier so he cannot dribble down the sideline.

trap and must' any return pass to 02,

'r
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Developing a Defence

,Errors

I. Being too aggressive. This will hurt just as much as
being non-aggressic.' By being too aggressive the piayeis
may sometimes allow a player to dribble arcand him
too easily. The defensive man must be taught to contain
the ball carrier. It is better to play the man a 'wk. slower
than to have him dribble past the attempted trap.

2, \ttempting to steal the bail. This often leads to unneeded
fouls-. The player must be taught not to try and steal the
ball. Teaching the player to raise .both arms high over-

' Kad to force lob passes will help to solve this problem.

31 Not hustling after the man escapes the trap. This will do
more to break down a pr6sure defence than any pattern
the offence can devise. All players must be taught that

sooiras the man escapes a trap or passes, they must
turn and head back (low n court as quickly as possible.
They may then gain an opportunity for snot" trap
if the offence slows down or becomes careless.

O

Full Cohn Zone Pressq1-24-1)
.

A', in 'Diagtan, Ill, XI siobld be a fast and alert player. X2
and X3 must be skilled in double-teaming, and m forcing the
ball down the centre of the court. They must, be players that
hustle one hundred percent uf the t1 ne. X4 is the key man on
defence. He must be quick and alert and hav e the ability to
anticipate passes. X5 is the safety man. He must have enouth
speed to get back to the defensive basket and must be skilled
in defending a two-on-one or three-on-two situation.

I. XI may play tight on the man out Inds 01, or back
at the foul line.

2. X2 iid X3 play even with the I ,)ul line and allow
\
li pass

tpbe made in the area 'ii front of them.
3. X4 plays at the top of the ktiy and must be ready to

anticipat any pass made over, ':2 or X3, or t6 any
playei eu ting diagonally across the nurt.

4, X5 plays the dcep position and must guard against he
, 404 pass thrown anywhere in his back court.
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Developing a Defence

Diagram 111 I-2-1-1 Zone Press Setup

X2

X4

X3

With this full court
developed.

ne press two strong options can be
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(Developing a Defence

Option 1 Corner Trap

I. X2 allows the ball to be passed to 02 then moves in
quickly to prevent 02 from going down the sideline.
X I who was either playing 01 tight or loose, moves in
quickly to conplete the trap on 02. He must move in so
as to preven 02 from having an .open passing lane
back to 01 %%iet he steps on the court,

2. X3 moves utiiAly to cover 01 and prevent a pass 1-.ting
made over XI when he moves in for the trap.

3, X4 shades the side of the court that the pass is made
to and must be ready to move up and cover either 03
or 04 if they move towards the ball in an effort to help
out. If the trap is properly executed then both X4 and X5
can forget the threat of the long pass and gamble on
covering a man closer to the ball.

4, XS covers any deep man by cutting him off from the
ball. If there are two deep men then he must split them.
He must always remember that he must defend the basket
until help conies if the long pass is successful.

) .

Option 2 Centre Trap

If the ball escapes the corner then the next option will occur
at centre court. The coach must teach his players that if the press
i,s to be successful all five players niust hustle. This is particularly
true when the ball passes a defensive man. X2 and X3 must stay
in their own outside lanes as in. Diagram 112 B and hurry back
until they catch tip to the ball\ XI, X4 and X5 must cover the
middle lane with the possibility that either X1 or X4 may be. in
an outs* lane when a,trap is being attempted.

I. If the ball is passed up court to 04 as in Diagram 112 B
then X1 must move over quickly and.attack the dribbler
and contain him until X2 can move down his lane and
help with the trap.

2. X I leaves the passer 02, and heads for the centre lane.
X3 leaves the area he uas ,guarding and runs to catch
up to the ball in his outside lane. He must catch up to
03 :n case 04 passes to him.

3, X5 shades the ball side and cuts off the deep man from
the ball. If 03 receives a pass from 04 before X3 can
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Developing a Defence

catch up to him, then X5 must play 03 and cut off any
passing lane to 05 underneath the baislt.

Diagram.112: 1-2-1:1 Zone Press
A Option I Corner Trap
B Option 2 Centre Trap

X2

02

04

X4

X3

X1

01

X5

05

03
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Developing a Defence

Half Court Zone Press (2-3)

This press %%HI allow a team to continue its pressing tactics
in its ow n end as a change of pace to the full court press. It
uses the time line and the number 3, 4, 5 and 6 trap spots.
Th half court press can bc set up with the same personnel that
is used with the 2-1-2 zone.

I. In Diagram 113 A, XI and X2 pick up the two men
bringing the ball up court and guaid them loosely. They
should stay about ten feet from their checks and maintain
this same distance as long as they are in forecourt.

2. X5 goes back to the top of the key area and protects the
lane.

3. X3 and X4 go to their back court area and set up mil
.ith X5. If anyone plays in front of them they should
maintain a distance that will enable them to reach the man
the same time as a pass.

Option 1 Centre Corner Trap

I. X I must let 01 commit himself into crossing the ten second
line then charge him, aggressively in an effort to force
hint to stop his dribble.

2. X3 dust time his move with X I so that he arrives at the
same time to execute a trap against 01 (Diagram 113 B).

3. X5 must move. to cut off 03; X4 rotates to take X5's
place and protect the lane area; v. Ink X2 cuts off the other
guard, 02.
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Developing a Defence

Diagram 113: Half Court tone Press Centre Corner Trap

ry

Option 2 Centre Trap

I, If the dribbler fights pressure in forecourt and wants to
bring the ball up the centre he should be aiio« ed to do so.

_2. Just as he gets to the centre jump circle, but before he
crosses the ten second line,' XI and X2 must trap him.
X3 and X4 can anticipate this centre trap by watching the
direi.tion of the dribbler, they should move up and contain
tightly anyone playing in front of diem. X5 remains to
defend the lane area.
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Developing a Defence

3. If a pass is successful io say, 02 (Diagram 114 II)
then the first trap is executed with X4 and X2, with
everyone else rotating in the standard method.

Diagram 114: Half Court Zone Press Centre Trap

04

X4'

02

X5

05

X3

03

A

04

X4
02

X5

05

A

0
X3

3

Option 3 - Sideline Trap

I. If 01 passes to 03 as in Diagram 115 A, ,then X3 must
contain him tightly until XI can join him for the trap.

2. X5 rotates to cover the strong coincr; X4 rotates to cover
the lane; and X2 cuts off ithe weak side guard.
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Developing a Defe.'ce

Diagram 115: Half Court Zone Pr, v, Sideline Trap

A

1

04
X4

02

05

)(5

X3

X2

01

Option 4 Deep Corner Trap

1. If 01 passes into the deep corner to 04 then X5 starts to
move on the pas to contain 04 tightly until X3 arrives
to help with the trap.

2. X4 has rotated to X5's positiop. Meanwhile X1 and X2
cut off the outside men from the ball.
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Developing a Defence

Diagram 116: Half Court Zone Press Deep Corner Trap

........0

Si

76-

05
X4

-----11 X5

X2

02
XI

;13

03
01
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Developing a Defence .

Drills

Diagram 117: Trap Drill

SI

/
1

/

/

. / 1

1

t

2

1

1

03

XI

r

01 passes to 02 or 03. X1 must be able to reach 02 or 03 and
never must 01 be able to pass to 03. If 02 gets the ball then
X1 must-contain him on the sideline.
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Diagram 118: Trap Drill

;:k 2 I

/,/

XI

X2

X3

Developing a Defence

3

X2 bust not allow ball to reach 03. He encourages pass to 02.
If03 gogs deep' then ,X3 picks him up. When pass goes to 02,
X2 must contain him. X1 must not allOw return pass to reach 01.
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Developing a Defence

Diagram 119: Corner Trap and Side Trap Drills

.

x

I

Cr

xx

xx

-..
.
,

A

a

.....A.

02

A 01 dribbles down
corner and helps
clo'ckwise,

B -01 dribbles down
court to trap 01
clockwise.

sideline. X1 picks, him
trap 01. Ol_tries_to

sideline. X1 challenges
at the side. 01 tries to

,
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Diagratit 120: Zone Press Drill

to, 1

Developing 'a Defence

t\

1'

2X2

XI

X3 3

6

X2 and X3 play in front of their men. X1 plays at the foul line..
01 has 5 seconds to.get the ball into play.

"
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Developing a Defence

Diagram 121: Zone Press Drill '

I

4\
o .

XI

3 03

I II

1

If 02 gets the ball, XI comes over to double team 02. X3 cuts
to centre of lane to stop 01 getting a return pass from 02.
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Diagram ,122: balm Press Drill

Developing ;Defence

/

'

02
X2

XI

X4 04-

Ol_passes tQ02_wliopasses back to 01. X3 moves over to take
01. X4 comes up to help.double team 01.
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Developing a Defence

Diagestm 123: Half Court Centre Trap Drill

I

X5 X4

X3

XI

On a signal X2 and X1 'fake towards the ball carri r and cover
the wing men trying to irtercept the pass. X3 r shes to pick
up the man with the ball.

Basic,Rules

I. Do not allow the man to go around your outside.
2. Check him so lightly tl at you either steal the all or force

him to make a bad pass.
3. Do not reach in, slap or any way draw a foul.
4. Block his ision. Do not let him get a good look at a possible'

receiver.
5, Never allow him to split between you.
6. After the pass, drop back as quickly as you ca to the

foal circle, unless the pass is on your side.
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Devbloping a Defence

Diagrim 124: `Hal Court Centre Trap Drill

XI

01 dribbles up the middle. X1 and X2 rush out to stop him.
01 passes to 02; X3 and X2 rush over to, double-team 02. X2
can fake towards 01 and try to intercept the .pass to 02. X3
does not rush out until the ball is on its way to 02.
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Developing a Defence

Diagram 125: Half Court Centre Trap Drill

X3

XI

31111.\\/
X2 2

01 dribbles up the middle. X1 and X2 rush ou: to stop him;

he may fake to 02 and pass to 03. X3 goes out to double-

team On the side of the ball.
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Developing a Qefence

. Diagram Half Court Centre Trap Drill

X5

X3
\x2 ix

x4

Encourage them to bring the ball &wit; the centre. Both forwards
go for the ball when the player is about two steps from the
foul circle.
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Developing a Defence

Diagram 127: Half Court Side Trap Drill

X5 75-

X3

X4

X2 XI

------

X3 tries to anticipate which side the ball is going, and occasionally
tries to intercept. 2 6 6
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Developing a Defence

Diagram.I28: Deep Corner Trap Drill

1
X3

X2
X1

X2 and X3 go out but X3 ,allo;vs the ball to go to the corner
where X5 and X3 will attempt to trap, X2 covers the wing man.
XI covers any pass to thelop of the key. X4 covers the basket.
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CHAPTER 12

GAME-STRATEGY

This chapter is divided into two sections:
1. Pre-game preparation,
2. Game strategy

It is important to remember that both sections are closely
linked because unless the team has prepared efficiently for an
opponent it will not be possible to make many' changes during
the actual game. Any strategy* that occurs during a game must
hav e been practised in the sessions preceding the contest. A coach
should never try to improvise or have his team try a pattern
they hav e not practised. Only on rare occasions and with an
experienced ..team is n possible to attempt something that was
not practised)f m. that particular opponent. Usually you will find
however, that --the team has practised it previously, and are
experienced enough to recall the pattern to successfully execute it.

Pre-Game Preparation

'Planning Ahead

Always prepare your team for each opponent with at least
tw o practices before y ou play them. If you are familiar with the
type of offence and defence they use, then y.OU should spend
some dm. working on both. Try using their type of offence and
instruct your squad on hov, they might stop it. Set up their
defence and plan a system of attack for it.

If you are scouting a team that you are going to play, or
asking questions from someone who has played them, these are
some of the things you should know:

I. What type of attack do they use?
2. Who are their best scorers?
3. Does the team shoot well from the outside?
4. Do they like to work the ball in close before shooting?
5. How well do they set up screens?
G. Do they switch on screens?
7. Do they use a fast break'?
8. Have they more than one method of offence?
9. Do their best_ scorers shoot from one particular spot?

10. Do they play mainly ma n-t o- ma n defebee?
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Game Strategy

I I. Do they play a zone? What type of zone?
12. Do they use a press? Man-to-man or zone?
13. Do they use a half-court press as well as a full-court

press? ti

14. Are they aggressive on defence? Or do they like to fall
back and wait for your attack?

15. Do they clog up the middle and leave themselves vul-
nerable from the sides and corners?

A well coached' team is ready lo play against- any of the standard
methods of offence and defence. It stands to reason that y ou
cannot cover all of this in a few hours. The ground work must
have been laid in the earlier practices. Now all you have to do
is concentrate on what system of attack and defence your next
opponent might use.

Your Offence

You may want to make changes inyour own attack and defence
several times during a game so you must prepare your team for
this. They should be able to switch their attack almost auto-
matically, when the defensive changes are made bcthe other team.
As soon as they seem to have diagnosed your offence, switch to
something different, keep them off balance by changing from one
style of attack to another.

Your Defence

Your team should be ready to use the three types of defences
and any combination of them: a

I. Man-to-man
2. Zone deNnce, at least two types
3. Full court press; man-to-man or a zone press

-How-to-Get the Team up for a Particular Game

Getting 4 team up for a game is not too difficult if the coach
and players adopt the attitude that every game on their schedule
is an important one. Every game they play is a different one,
against a different' tears, and win or lose they must be ready
to play the best brand of ball they are capable of.

Take some time at the end of the last practice and discuss the
strategy for The upcoming game. Go over your plans carefully,
cover the method of offence and defence yqu are going to start
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Game Strategy

with. Go over the record of the team, pointing out that even
a team %kith a poor ret-ord cancome up with a big game and cause
an upset.

High ?chool athletes have a tendency to underestimate the strength
of their opp.osition. The coach must guard against this, and he
can do so by emphasizing the strong points of the squad that
they are going to play.

Pre-Game Policy

Help keep your players calm before the game by establishing a
definite policy as to what they are to do. Have them,,,repor},,
to the dressing room at least forty-five minutes before the game.
This gives you ample time to look after all taping needs, laying
oat of the uniforms and time to find equipment that some of
the players may have left at home.

Discuss the strategy you intend starting the game with as well
as the plan you have deCeloped during your previous practices.
You should also give the defensive match-up w your playi:rs so
they can do some studying of their cheeks during the warm-up.
If you arc the visiting team you should select the basket you
wish to shoot at during the first half. Some gymnasiums have
°tic better basket which you might %Nr ish to use during the second
half. If both baskets are relati% ely the same then the scoreboard
lixation may cause you to choose so that y our -team Ives the
st..orcboard when on offence during the second half. Bench
position may also dead,: which basket you want so that your
team' will be in front of you on offence or defence during the
second half.

Court Entrance

At least. twenty minutes before game time your team should
°me out on the floor. They should be well - organized and neatly

dressed because your opponents may be observing them. The
team should run smartly out on the floor and go into their
lay up drill. During the layup drill the players should be getting
the feel of the b.Kkboard and the rebound of the basket, When
they are sufficiently %%armed ,up, they JImuld practise their jump
and set shots from various spots on the court. They sbould
use at least four balls fo. the set and jump shots and have
one ball for foul shooting. Each player should shoot at least
three sets of tw%foul shots each during the uarm-up.
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Game Strategy

If you dp not know too much about your opponents' you will
have to look them over very carefully, during'the pre-game warm-
up. You should be able to pick out their good shooters and the
type of shOts they use, and also find out who the best ball
handlers are.

Game Strategy

Start of the Game

At the start of the game have a Ian as to the tip:off. ,If
you feel you are not going to contrdl the then use a defensive
alignment, and try to steal thcball..

If you have not been able to predetermine your defensive
c..,matchups you can do so during the first few minutes of play.

Match according to height first, then if you find that one of
your players does not have the speed to.stay with his opponent
make the change to a shorter but faster man. If the 'heights
are about the same, `th'en put your best defensive maiL.:i.V\their

best offensive player.
Oacaelonally. you will run into a team who tries to out man-

ocuver you bystarting one or both of the guards at the forward
spots. You can have your guards stay with these men until they
get an opportunity to switch checks with a teammate. You may
find that one of your best rebounders is guarding an opponent
who always shoots front the outside and who Del Cr drives for the
baslet. In this case switch one of your smaller men on him,
and have your good rebounder check an opponent who plays
near the basket,

During the first fay, minutes of thegame the coach should check
carefully to see what det,cnsive and offensive patterns his opponent
is using. Sometimes a Sean) w ill run a false defence the first few
minutes, before using the one they have prepared for the game.
If the coach and team are not analyzing carefully, then it might
be several minut s.before a team realizes achange has been made.

One of the best 1110k CS that a coach can make is to force an
opponent tv play a, type of game that-he is not familiar with.

If you are playing against a_ team that likes to use the fast
break most of the time and you cannot match their speed, the
best thing to do is to slow down the pace of the game. You
can slow d,own your attack, hold possession of the ball a little
longer and play for good shots only. The slower you play the
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more anxious the other team will become. Very ;often a :change
like the will cause them to commit foolish fouls trying to get
the ball. 0

If yo opponents are a big team.who play a slow, control
typr of game using a single or double post, they probably like to

''work theSball in deliberately. This type of team will not like
to play a1 'fast running style. A man-to-man full court press
will proba ly force them to start MO% ing the ball much faster
than they re used to, and will create a few bad passes and
violations. n offence you should fast break as much as you
can and pla a rt12piaiLstyk,--of-gank and try to get them to-
run with you.

Defensive Patterns

If y ou are play lig a team with good screening patterns.' and your
men Me cuntinudlly being screened out, switch to a zone defence:
You may also go lido a full court pres. This will speed up the
tempo of the game and upset the timing of their screens.

If you are usin a zone and they start to hit well from the
outside switch, to man-to-man. Anytime one type of defence
proves ineffective do not hesitate to change.

,Sometimes a p4rti ular defence is not working because one or
more of the plaYer arc. not carrying out their assignments.
The- coach should b on the alert for this. and .be prepared to
substitute for his-Weak player.

Substituting

The longer you coach' taw more you will be convinced that the
old adage "a team is askgood as its bench ", really makes sense.
Many a' closl: galne has it)ceri won because the winning team has
a little more depth. Use, your substitutes as often as you can;
work them in all your drklls.and plays, and give them as much
game time as conditions allow. During scrimmage practices do
not always use your best five players against the other five
players. Mix them up so- that the poorer players get used to
playing with the bead Iles. It is much easier for them to
improve when playing with the starting five; it also gives them
much needed confidence. On the other hand, you must also. make
certain that, yotir starting five gets enough practise together,
so pothey 'can ,O crate as a Onit..'k 2 17 .

A.-
,
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Sometimes during the heat of a game the coach will 'forget
that he does he other players sitting.on the bench who might
be able to help the team. A prayer coming off the be. nch is fresh
and rested and will s..-ly often gisc the team that extra little
impetus that they may need at that pariticular "titne,,,In sub-
stituting, it is a sound syStem to get your first and second
replacements into the game during the first half. There is less
pressure on the players in the ea61stages of the game and if
they make any mistakes at this time,, they may not prose to be
too cosily. If you are, in a close ball game and put them in
during the final minutes of play, an error or two could be
serious. However, if you have already used them in the first

i

half, they are not so likely to hit persous,or trmse, and Wiil
probahly play better ball fo'r you. .

, I,

\

When to Substitute ;i

I. When a player is committing, useless and careless fouls.
2.{ Wheifile-is doing a poor job on defence.
3.1 When he is losing possession of the ball by fuMbling or

on bad passes or violations. 1

4.
II

When the team is winning handily:
S. When a player draws a warning or a technical foul from

the official.
G. When you want to change your type of play and not

use up a time out. \,

7. When a player commits his third foul in the first half.
A coach must be able to anticipatesituations that c.all fot a

substitution.on. Flb reserves should be prepared .to take over from
any starting player, and to do a specific job when called upon.
The coach should be aware of what each of his reserves cati do
well, and' se them when the game situation demands it.

1 , Taking Time-outs .
.

If .you feel that your team is in better physical condition than. ,

your oppuitents, be very frugal with your time-outs. Unless y u

get into serious trouble" in the early stages of the game, say
them all roi the second half. it is very good strategy to save at,
last two tun wantfor the last few minutes. You may a nt to set

\ '
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. Game 'Strategy
. .

up a last minute play or change.your strategy for the remainder
of the game. You may want to talk to one of 'your players to.
point out what he is d@ng wrong, and you do not Want to take -
him out of the game. The sither team way have scored two or. .thr.:e quick baskets, a time-out may help "cool,them off" One .
ot your players may bf gettift upset over a call by an official,
or he is getting angry at another inlayer, a time-out and a few
wo.rds from the coach /will seltle hjm doyn. ,.

. / .' . / . ,
1

The Half-time Inteival l
- 7

During the first half' Of the game jot down some .of the more " 1,
serious points that you,- will Want; to d,is'cuss with your play eys ..

during 'the half-time break. Do not spend the ten minute interval ,
,

berating them for the mistakes, and bad or indiffeieent play, .Qive
them a couple of minutes to themselves. then take over. Give'
them a short talk on the first half.

1 .,,
I. Point out the mistakes they have made and what is it ore

important, how theycan,preivitmaking the same errors
during the second half.

i

2. Discuss thelplay of nthe other. team. Explain any weak-
1.

nesses you may have discokered,afid.decide how they can
, 1 . .

best take advantage of them. '
3. If you are behihd in tia ;core at the Waif, the coach

,

,
should shoW and expres confidence as to the fipal

1'outcome of the game. Try to instill this confidence in-your ,
,It:players. .

4. If you have a sizeable lead at the half you ,must ..be on , ,

the alert for any unexpected let down, or signs of- over-4 r '
confidence amdng your players. , r ,, ....,

'' .
5. This.is also the time to check personal. and team statistics.

..
Let each player know hovy' max personal fouls he has, , ,

and hop many his opponent has. `..0 :
6. Cheek the number and location of shots toy, see if there . ',

is a particular area of the floor the opposItion is scoring,
from, and make'adjustments to-correft this.

.

7. Check on any injoiries and taping1 to seethat they are
intact. Have the players rest during-,this interval. Make,
them sit or lie down so., their recovery can be as quick..

as possible. /

..
oe- ' i.\ . . ,,
. . ,i'i,

. ; ,.. I ,
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'Game Strategy,
/

If von hyt,e a new offence or defence t stunrise 'a specs;

opponent ,Ctli, save it for the second half f the game. If :,,ou

use it d ring the first half, you rival each may be able to

diagnois. it during the half-time internal and explain it to his
c.1p ayers. This he would not be able to o during the second

half. Even if he did figure it out, he w uld not have Lime to

explain it If you plan on something dif erent for a particular

opponent you should set it up several we k3 in ,advance, Spend

a few minutes at each practite working unit, and, by the time you
play them, your team .should be ready witq a 'few surprises.

General Goaehing Hints and Game Strategy

1. It the pposition is weak on outS:ue shooting, play them,

loose, so you can control their cutting game.

/ /
2. If the other team play , fast hreak style, send three men

in for the offensi,e_ rebound and have,the others stay back

on defence. If they do not gqthe rebound, the men inside

should go after the rt:bounder, and force him to hurry his

pass. One of the two back/inenshould look for the outlet

pass and harass the man that gets it.

If your opponents are tall ,nas.,!0., wor', a fast break

against them.

Be ready to switch your a.s-rg. fitments so that your

taller men will alivays be playint, agaMst the tall men

on y cur Opponent's team.

5. When trying to get an opponent tofoul out, spud your

man into the pivot and keep feeding him. His opponent

will,nher have to let him shoot or run the risk of
committing a foul.

6. Certatn set-plays will work against a man-to-man defene",

but are no. very effective against a zone. The lattci

needs a special type of Offence.
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Game Strategy'

Make your Opp)mients play you style of game. If you can
make a fast break team play a slow game, or a team with

"' t,type," of offence speed up their game, You will
cause them to get off st de, an their offence will falter.

S. If your 'opponents use set-offence, play a fast-break
k offence against them. Yotl will Ind that with their slow

set style of 'play, they will likely\ be a little slow getting
\ back on .defen4 -

9 \ Against a tall fast-breaking, high \scoring team, plan to
keep possession of the balk When you have the ball they
cannot score. Ha% e y our team move the I-,..!kround,shoot
only v% hen there is a good chance ofsc ring, and when you
have men id,good rebound position.

10 )(., not in eilook y our defensiv e play.; You must del clop a
,00d Ian-to-man defence and a god zone defence, and
e a e to switch from one to the ether during the game.

I ;tour opponents play a set-type ofi offence, or have a
ig pivot man who is doing most of their scoring, switch
ur defence to altilLcourt-forcing man-to-man; this will

p event them from getting their offenci, started-

12 1f they have one strong guard who brings the bail up the
court, and acts as thei. /quarterback on attack, put your
btist checker on him and try to force him to get rid of the
blill._1(ecp him away from the spot the floor where he
starts all the plays.

13. Lbok for their weakest ball handier. Check him, % cry
cliOsely when be has the ball. This will force him into
pbor passes or violations.

is
14 cr an bilensne player completes his dribble, the

defer sin c mail should rush in and tie him up. You may
also oree hiM into throwing a bad pass.

15. When a Player is standing still and receives a pass, insist
that he not bounce the ball while standing there. M.ost of
fhe 'lexperienced players do this. Bouncing the ball one:
preC ems, them fromjusing the dribble as a means of escape
front the defence. The only weapon he has left is the pass
,arttl if his teammates are covered he may' be tilapped. .

o
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Game Strategy

16. When freezing the balP to protect a slight read, never

allow your players to stand still and just move the ball'

around. The dereirce will become aggressive and will

likely intercept one of the passes.

17. If you are going to freeze the ball, the offensive players

must cut for the basket. No-shots sh6uld"5e taken unless

a.player is,in the clear for a :ayup.

19. If your team is having foul trouble, switch to a zone

defence.

IS. Another method is to nave your best dribbler move back

and forth just inside the front court. The ,other players

move in and out from the basket. If they double ,team the

ritlr, one of the cutting-men should be free.

20. If a team uses many screens and likes to drive,down the

centre, have your defence plug up the centre area with a N-N

floating man-to-man defence.

21. On jump ball situations never have one of your short Inten

line up next to one of their big men.

22. When rebounding foul shots, make sure that one of your

players blocks oft the shooter. Very often the ball re-

bounds right back,out to him.

23. Never take a time out unless you are in trouble.and"have

to make a change in the line up, or in the style of game

you are playing at the time.

24. If a player loses his temper, take him out and keep him

on. the bench until he settles down.

25. Never allow your players to argue or talk back to the
officials.. A technical foul could cost the l.am three

points.

26. If a key player has three fouls on him take him opt of the

game. If this occurs in the first half keep him out for

the rest of that half, unless you feel ,you cannot afford

to do this. If when hegets back in the game and commits

his fourth foul you',will have to decide whether to take-'a

chance on losing him. If it is during the first half or

third quarter, take him out. If you go into the final

quarter and -you are still behind in the score, it is better

to gamble on him than to have him sitting on the bench.
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27. If you have the ball just before' the end of the first half,,
control it until you get a good shot or the last shot,
whichever come first.

28. Near the end of the game if you need a baskCI, get' the
ball past mid-court and ask for a time out. Then set up
your play to get the shot you want. Be prepared for your
opponentS to switch defences at this point,

29. Near the end of the game if you are be, nd by three
points and you have two foul shots coming and you
make the fire' one, take time out. Put in your best re-
bounders, miss the second shot on purpose (but hit the
rim), and play for a tip-in ora rebound' basket.

30. You may know when to start pressing when you are
behind in a game by applying the ole of one minute for
every point you are- down. For example, if you are
behind ten points with ten minutes to go in the game,
then you must start to Press.

31. Never let yotestarting players coast when they have a
good lead. Put in some of your substitutes and keep the
team moving at top speed.

32. If your team isplaying well, do not take all of the starting
team out at the .5ame time. Sometimes they find it difficult
to get rolling again when you put them back in the game.
Put your substitutes in one or two at a time, and give
them a chance to adjust to the game before making any
further substitutions.

33. If you are leading by a few points with only seconds to
play and your opponent has the ball and calls a time out,
change your defence. He will be planning a last minute
shot based on your present deLnSive pattern. By changing

Von will confuse the pIeyers ;mg enough to force a bad
shot, or to run out the clock

a
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Illustration 30: Victory!
Hard \%ork; Good Players; Good Coaching; Good Luck!
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